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SUMMARY

Chapter 1.

In this ohapter are discussed the factors which led us to make

a typological study of the languages in question (Lithuanian, Latvian

and Bulgarian). The two surviving Baltic languages show sufficient

common features with Bulgarian to make such a study worthwhile and

yet, since they are at no point contiguous geographically, such

similarities are likely to be the result of seperate development.

Since one oan exclude the possibility of direct influence it became

necessary to discuss what Baltic and Slavic had inherited from IE.

Both language groups inherited certain grammatical features

from IE, but not in every case the same features. Baltio, for

instanoe, inherited the future in -s-, while Slavic inherited the

sigmatic aorist (also found in Skt and Anc. Gk.). Despite these

initial differences the two language groups have converged at le&3t

in respect of certain of their members. Thus while Bulgarian

inherited the imperfect: aorist opposition from OCS Lithuanian

has subsequently created an opposition of this type.

Chapter 2.

This ohapter discusses the aspect system in mOIern Lithuanian.

This system shows many similarities with the Slavic system in general.

It is characterised, however, by a series of limitations not present

to nearly the same extent in Slavic. We have concentrated here on

past usage.

Chapter 3.

The Latvian aspect system diverges somewhat from both Slavic



and Lithuanian. It is proposed tentatively here that these diff¬

erences arose from the internal phonological development of the

language. These phonological changes have brought in their train

morphological changes which precluded the adoption of the means used

to differentiate aspect found in both Lithuanian and Slavic. Tiu

Latvian response to the problem of differentiating aspeot has been

different. It is suggested that the Latvian system is of fairly

recent development.

Chapter 4.

A disoussion follows of the tense oppositions still to be found

in SS1 (in this instance Bulgarian and Maoedonian). These oppositions

though olosely linked to aspect show certain distinctive features

which are not present in. the aspectual opposition (perfective : im-

perfeotive). Nevertheless there is a tendency to polarise tense and

aspect, i.e. to associate imperfect tense and imperfective aspeot

and aor and perfective aspect.

Chapter 5.

Here we investigated the development of a temporal opposition

in Baltio. Sinoe suoh on opposition already existed in Slavic,

Bulgarian usage has been taken as the norm. Baltio usage has been

compared with that of Bulgarian where this was possible.

Chapter 6.

Conclusion.

Despite their very extensive normalisation of the inherited

verbal system (particularly with reference to the trans : intr opposition)
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in the matter of aspect the Baltic languages show an incomplete

realisation of the opposition imperfective : perfective. Both

Lithuanian and Latvian innovate, Lithuanian in the direction of Slavic,

sinoe it uses suffixal morphemes to differentiate the imperfective

from the perfective. Latvian uses semi-free morphemes (in origin

adverbs of place and manner) to replace the prefixes of the compound

p verb.

In the matter of tense Lithuanian shows a greater oapaoity for

innovation in oreating the opposition between the freq past and the

preterite. This opposition reoalls the Slavic opposition of imp :

aor, though it is restricted in its range of meaning. Latvian shows

a potential for forming suoh an opposition though its relative

infrequency precludes the formation of an effective opposition.

In general the Baltic languages show a lower degree of gramm-

atioalisation in the temporal and aspectual oppositions. This faotor

is acoompanied as one might expect by a heightened capaoity for

realising the Aktionsarten. In fact one oannot exclude the faotor of

expressiveness; this factor is even more important than completeness

when it is a matter of selecting the appropriate aspect. For that

matter the selection of the appropriate simple past tense also depends

on the expressive nature of the oontext. The Lith forms in -davo

an the Latvian construction with m»dza are more emphatio than the

Bulgarian imperfect, though for this very reason their range of

meaning is more restricted.
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1.0. Introduction

1.1. The aim of the present study is to show how a distinction

whioh is essentially aspectual in nature has developed temporal

formal oppositions and how these are distributed within the aspectual

category. In two of the languages chosen the features included

under the terms aorist and imperfect are inherited features from an

earlier stage of the language and indeed, it appears, from IE. In

Lithuanian an imperfects aorist contrast has arisen in recent

historical times, find, while this imperfect is a feature of the

standard literary language it is in origin dialectal (Auk: VtaiSiai)

and not to be found in the closely related Latvian, where with a

low frequency other means have been used to make this contrast.

1.12. The aspectual nature of the opposition is of considerable

antiquity and this is confirmed by the formal distinctions; it is

to be observed in Arc. Gk. where in the oldest verbal strata a

system of three roots can be detected in certain verbs: in terms of

this system, while the perfective was marked by contrast with the

imperfeotive, there also existed a third term, the aorist, whioh in

oertain contexts could be in opposition with both imperfective and

perfeotive. (of. JL., 314-315)*

1.13* Hie Greek imperfect tense was formed from the same base as

the present tense, since the feature of duration was present in

both these tenses but absent from the aorist which was formed from

another base. The concept of anteriority is shown by other features:

the present tense uses the primary set of endings (-mi, -si, -t).



Sanskrit too shows an imperfect tense formed on the present base

while the aorist has a separate base. The augment too, if one is

to jedge by formal criteria, appears to have had a temporal

significance. The imperfect possesses a different set of endings

from the present (the secondary endings) but the feature of pastness

which differentiates it from the present is further reinforced by

the presence of the augment: of sunomi - I press out: asunavam (imp)
- I pressed out, The aorist shares this augment with the imperfect.

The characteristic of the perfect on the other hand is reduplication:

tan - stretch, has a perfect tatana (tatana). Sanskrit does not

use the pluperfect but in Anc. Greek this tense, though not in

frequent use, is differentiated from the perfect by the use of an

augment, thus further stressing the concept of anteriority.

1.14. The aorist as has been mentioned, contrasts thematically

with the durative ten;es. This distinction became eroded with time

r-nd in apy case was not characteristic of every verb, and a special

suffix was developed to keep this distinction clear, namely the

morpheme -s-, giving rise to the term "sigmatic" as applied to

this tense. Sigmatio aorists were h;.ghly developed in Gk. and Skt.

Vestiges of this fcrmant are to be found in some Latin perfects,

e.g. dixi. In that language, however, the aspectual distinction

has become blurred in favour of the concept of tense. The Romance

descendants of Latin have re-created this as ectual dist notion in

both writing and speech where a past definite (<Lat perfect) contrasts

with the perfect (c mpound past).

1. Italian, Spanish and Portuguese do use the past definite in

speech whereas in Freri c h it is confined to the written language.



1,20. The earliest written records of Slavic show a similar

aspectual opposition between an aorist and an imperfect. There

are certain notable differences when compared with the systems of

Greek and Sanskrit. The causes for this appear to be the loss of

certain formal distinctions: firstly the augment, which was one

of the signs conveying anteriority, disappeared (or had never been

present). At a certain stage in the nre-history of CCS the formal

aspectual distinction between imperfect and aorist was lost. The

position of the so-called root aorists became unstable. Certain

persons of their paradigm were indistinguishable from that of the

present tense: idete ,'P aor or 2P pres. The spread of parallel

forms with a sigmatic aorist resolved this source of confusion.

For a tine both orms ai'e to bo met n texts, already extant

was a sigmat. c f rm for the imperfect whose characteristic marker

was -ax or -Sax. The origin of this suffix is obsoure, though it

may reflect a form of the vb to be -es-. The distribution of the

variants was: -ax- to v el stems and -Sax- to consonant stems;

cf. bTra-ax-s nesS-ax-.

whatever its origin the suffix suffered the attraction of the

not dissimilar aor aradigm. ithin the imp paradigm we find

variants which have been borrowed from the latter. Besdies the

c rrect nesSsSeta , e find nesSasta.

1.21. The long endings of this tense, like the long end.ngs of

the definite adjeotive, suffered contraction in later texts: -a-ax-

was reduced to -ax, and -8- ax to -Sx. In the modem languages '
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whioh still possess aor and imp tenses the formal distinction

between them has been eliminated in certain classes of verbs with

theexoeption of the 2/3P sg, (HGL, 23.1, note 1). The levelling

in "the vowel of the suffix has been acoompanied by levelling in the

morphemes distinguishing person, end this was already taking place

in the OCS period. In. modern Bulgarian and Macedonian as stated above

there remains in effect only one personal morpheme which can be

assigned unambiguously to one of the tenses and not to the other,

namely the suffix $e. This suffix is unambiguously imperfect.

The 5P suffix -ha could be assigned to either aor or imp. In

contexts where aorist alternates with historic present doubt

could again arise, but only in the 3P sg. In the 2P sg only the

aorist oould have this suffix. Other environmental factors can be

invoked to clear up the occasional confusing instances,

1,30. The most highly developed verbal system in the Baltio

group is the Lithuanian, Again we see an opposition between two

simple past tenses. The Baltic nomenclature is different: the

tense that would formally be identified with the aorist is the

preterite? though the distributional pattern is somewhat different

the usage shows sufficient similarity for one to make comparisons

between the two language groups; the Slavic imperfect is to be

equated with the Lithuanian frequentative past,

1,31. The marker of the preterite in Baltic is the morphemic

alternation The modern reflexes of this morphemic

alternation are in Lithuanian -o/'-e, which oan be derived historically

from the two long vowels. In Latvian contraction has taken place in
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final position in. both verbal and nominal suffixes to a much greater

extent than in Lithuanian. Thus in the paradigm of the long

(definite) adjective L maS§.j§. and maS§.jJ. have both become mazo;

the -a- marker of the preterite has become -a, though -a- is found

in the reflexive form of the preterite: nem^: jiemaa (took). The

oause of this is undoubtedly a shift of the stress on to the first

syllable at some time in the pre-literate period. 2.

Long vowels do occur in final position in open syllables but they

are the reflexes of original diphthongs rather than simple vowels. 3»

The marker of the preterite in Latvian is ~a/-ja, with the latter

appearing after front vowel* the variant -e is no longer found in the

standard literary language though it does occur in ine daiyas

(folksongs), collected for the most part at the end of the XVIII

century. Nevertheless for the reasons stated above it is possible

to postulate -a-/-e- as common Baltic, or at least common East

Baltio sinoe there is not enough evidence to come to any firm

conclusions on the verbal structure of Old Prussian.

1.32. The distribution in Lithuanian of -o/-e is determined

partly on phonetic grounds and partly on lexical class and need

not concern us here. The suffix -e can only be assigned to the

2. There seems little doubt that the shift of stress is due

to the influence of a Finnic substratum.

3. The marker of the lacative -a can be derived from a form

-aje, of. L -oje. By analogical extension mase o-stems also

nave -a (l -e); sim, if -yje, -uje and eje correspond to La -i, -u and -e.



past tanss while -o is found in the present (of wbs with the infin

in -yti and -oti). Similarly in Latvian -a is also a present

tease formant. No ami iguity arises, however, within the verb

itself* For instance Lithuanian sakyti has 3P pres sako; the past

is however, sake. Similarly Sinoti has 3? ores Sino and the JP past

ginojo. Attention should be drawn here to the faot that the Baltic

vb only distinguishes number in the first and second persons.

1.33* As stated above (1.1.) only Lithuanian olearly distinguishes

the imperfect oatagory. Latvian can make this distinction by use

of the auxiliary verb msgt (of. KM, II., megt - gewohnt sein)

follo?;ed by an infinitive, i.e. es medzu iet (I used to go). Some

informants claim that this usage is disappearing, though examples do

occur in recent Latvian literature.» In Lithuanian the category is

still very productive and the contrast between this form and the

preterite is clearly marked.

1.34. The Lithuanian Imperfect •( .Frequentative Past).

This tense is veiy olearly marked by,the suffix -davo which

is attaohed to the same base as the infinitives i.e. neS-dave -

he used to carry, snky-davo - he used to say. A synchronic analysis

of this suffix would reduce it to two bound morphemes! -dav- and

-o where -cl.av is the iterative intensive element and -o cn© of the

possible alternants of the past (-o/-e). A diaohronic analysis on

the other hand finds three bound morphemesj -d- ~au- -a. If we work

from the end the -a is again the marker of the past tense; -au- is

in origin a derivational suffix with an iterative-intensive meaning

and it is still productive in verbal derivation. These verbs with
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the suffix -au- before the infinitive replace -u- by -v- before the

past suffix. The initial -d- had no referential significance, for

its purpose is merely to prevent hiatus when the vb stem ends in

a vowel or a diphthong, and this is still its funotion (of. papildyti

(fill up), where -il is diphthong). The -d- in -davo no longer serves

this purpose and it would seem reasonable to accept Christian

Stang's explanation for this phenomenon (ChSt, pp 172-173)* In

Stsng's view the suffix -davo was originally found with vbs whose

stem ended in a vowel, for instance ei-davo < ei-ti (to go). Later

it was attached to all vbs as a pure suifix.without any ohange by

analogical extension.

1.35* Although it is a feature of the standard literary language

it is, as we have remarked, (1.1.) in origin a dialectal feature of

AukStaiSiai. It is found only in the AukStaiSiai area, where two

other variants occur, -lavo where -1- appears to fulfil the same

funotion as -d- in the standard variant, and a combination of the

two -dlavo.

1,35. It is evident from the above that this tense is the result

of internal development within the Lithuanian language area. Ther®

does not appear to be any stimulus from, outside. In fact in White

Russian and Polish the inherited aorist and imperfect had for tha

most part disappeared before the first Lithuanian written records

appeared before the end of the XVT century. Conversely this

Lithuanian form has not spread beyond the borders of Lithuania,

nor has it influenced Latvian.
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1.40. The Category of spect in Bfiltio and Slavic.

1»41. The presence of aspect in Baltic and Slavic is well a ttested

and the existence of an earlier aspectual system in PIE as exemplified

by Anc. Greek usage wduld in all likelihood have acted as a stimulus

to the formation of the Baltic and Slavic systems. The Ealtic and

Slavio systems closely resemble each other though they differ from

that of Gk in that they are essentially oppositions of two different

verbal paradigms of one verb.

1.42. The aspectual systems of Baltio and Slavic are hierarchic;

in addition to the higher category of aspect there are sub-oategories

whioh are usually referred te as Aktionsarten. These oan be very

numerous depending on the level of analysis and they can be assigned

plaoes vdthin the higher category. If one posits limitation of an

action as one of the basic concepts embodied in the notion of

perfectivity, then vbs connoting the beginning of an action could

be assigned to the perfective aspect. A verbal action can be conceived

as a line to which the beginning and the end stand a s fixed points,

as boundaries. Both of these fixed points may be considered as

ends or limits, and as limits they are in opposition to action

looked upon as a continuum. To the perfective aspect too oould b®

assigned verbs connoting a single action (semelfactive). The

imperf'ective aspect is not concerned with limitation; here it is

a question of duration. The action is a continuum and a vb in this

aspeot will be neutral as to limitation. It is the aotion that is

important and not the limits one may set to it. Thus verbs whioh

connote frequent action are imperfective; intensification of an aotion



(smash, 3hatters beat) is also an imperfective category. There

can be no doubt, however, that Aktionsarten are sab-categories

and a re hierarchically on a lower level than the two main categories;

perfective or imperfeotive.

1 .421, 'Che part played by the Aktionsarten in the development of

the aspectual system has neverthless been considerable. It would

seem likely therefore that the elements differentiating the

Aktionsarten were in existeno® before the full development of a

two-aspsot system which was later to males use of these same elements.

The inherited feature in Baltic and Slavic would consist of tlx©

following: root and theiaatio morphemes whioh distinguished the two

tense systems, 'aorist*and'present', and a less systematic group

of morphemes whioh characterised the various Aktionsarten.

1.422. In the Slavic group as we have seen (1.20) the distinction

inherent in the PIE aorist and imperfect tenses was lost and this

may have prompted the development of an aspect system making use of

the elements which characterised the Aktionsarten. The development

of aspectual distinctions in the Slavic group ean be analysed as

follows: firstly the simple verb (i.e. non-prefixed) was prefixed:

this limited the action of the simple and in time created an aspectual

opposition to the 3imple verb. One can compare the simple verb

'pisat* (K,, to writ©) with its perfuotive counterpart'napisat'•
No change in the meaning of the verb has taken place, it still means

to write, though the attitude of the speaker to the verbal aotion

has changed in that he now looks on the act of writing as finished.

In the modern language such prefixes oan be characterised as 'empty'
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in that they do not transfer the verb to a different lexical get.

If we were to add the prefix pod- to this verb the verb again

beoomes perfective though here a semantic change has taken place;

the verb podpisat' is no longer to write but to sign. Had the

system remained static a laok of balance would have existed within

eaoh lexioal setj for some lexemes there would have been a pair of

verbs (one prefixed and one simile) napisat*: pisat* contrasting

agpeot though not meaning, others again would have had only one

member (the perfective prefixed member). The response to this

problem could be sat out as follows! Simplex bfereti1- prefixed
gfib&retl 2; = both, limit (goal) achieved and limit aimed at.

To resolve this ambiguity, suffixed forms are created on analogy

of (vy-)nesti; (vy-)noaitl to give stibira-.jetl^: 3 now - goal

(limit) aimed ft and is imperf'ective; 2 continues to equal limit

aohieved or arrived at and finally resolves into limit aohieved only.

This prooess was carried throughout the whole verbal system, thus

oreating the resultant polarisation into two aspects which has been

regarded as one of the most characteristic features of the Slavic

verb.

1.50. In a comparative study of this nature one must ask oneself

to what extent the same system (i.e. the Slavic system) can be said

to be true of the Baltic languages since these languages can also

be shown to possess aspect. It would be perfectly possible to

compare Lithuanian and Polish but since no past tense differentiation

exists in either Russian of Polish the comparison would only give

imperfect results. Bulgarian and Macedonian on the other hand do

possess this contrast and. in addition there are other typological



features which are sufficiently alike for such a comparison to

give adequate results. No attempt is being made hers to suggest

that there existed at one stage a genetic link between Baltic and

Slavic and jbhat these languages on the periphery of the Balto-

Slavic language area are too distant to have influenced each other.

One of the more striking typological features shared by these four

languages to a greater or lesser degree is the existence of a group

of verb forms which serve to indicate that an utterance may refer to

a hypothetical action, or one for which the speaker cannot vouch

personally. (In Lithuanian suoh verb forms are not so fully

developed as in the other three languages since these forms are

used to indicate indirect speech and not for hypothetical contexts).

Here again is one case where iio genetic link can be proved.

In fact the presence of the so-called renarrative tenses in Bulgarian

and Macedonian oan be directly traced i> the influence of the Turkish

superstratum during the long period of Ottoman domination of the

Balkan peninsula. In modern Turkish these renarrative tenses

oorrespond to forms in -miji (where -mi$ stands for any one of four

possible variants -mip -au§ miif) which render a similar oonoepts

cf. Profesor yar&n gelecekmip - The professor is supposed to be

comang tomorrov;. or, Trenle gelmigsinis - (I gather) You came by

train.

Since there has been no direct or indirect influence between

the Balkans and the Beltio, the Baltic 'relative mood' can only be

considered as an independent development.

1.51. The Bulgarian and Macedonian renarrative tenses make use

of compound forms to represent this compound formally. In origin



these forms ere based on the 1-tenses, i.e. those participles in -1

which have been used throughout the Slavic area to form the perfect

end the pluperfect. Theoretically the 1-participle used in the

formation of the perfect, pluperfect and future perfect is based on

ilie aorist stem (or the infinitive stem when the language in question

does not possess an aorist), while the 1-participle used an forming

renarrative tenses is based on the imperfect stem. Thus Bulgarian

'As 3?m, pisal• is formally similar to the K 'Ja pisal' or P (Ja)

pisalem'. Opposed to Az a?m pisal we have the renarrative form

'Pilel arm. Though these renarrative forms exist for every verb,

gome verbs have only one form for both the aorist and imperfect

1-participle. This is even more true of Macedonian than of Eulgarian.

1.52. In Ealtic too participial verb forms are employed to

render this concept. A Lithuanian example occurs in Dr. Petras

Jonikas (Lietuviy Kalbos Istorija, p 38). Speaking about the Kurs

(a tribe speaking a dialect closely related to Latvian) he refers to

the comments of a mediaeval traveller, S de Lannoy: '1413 m.

keliauninkas 5. de Lannoy sake, kad KurSiai tur£ save atskir§. kalb§.*

(In 1413 the traveller G-. de Lannoy said (says) that the Kurs have

their own separate language.) Here Jonikas uses the present

participle turp (nom pi m) instead of the expected finite form.

Latvian in this context makes frequent us® of indeclinable forms in

-ot (cf, esot) to render the relative mood, to use the Baltic term

for this phenomenon. In fairy tales and legends, however, one

also find# the past participle in -is (-us-).

1.60. Compared with Lithuanian the verbal system of Latvian is
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simpler. While the process of normalisation on the basis of the

more regular thematic paradigm has been carried out to a very great

extent in Baltic , the phonetic changes whioh took place in Latvian

(in the XIV century for the most part) have resulted in a loss of

oertain oontrasts which are still present in Lithuanian. In this

period there took place a palatalisation of velars strongly reminiscent

of the Slavio Seoond Palatalisation; i.e. k*c and g>ds. The third

element of the Slavic palatalisation x>s/& is not represented 3inoe

the spirant /x/ has never been present in Baltio outside German or

Slavic loan words. A new series of morphophonemio alternations was

set up, as for instance in tu roc (you dig) vi$i5 rok (he/they etc.,

dig(s)). Nasal vowels baoame oral vowels or diphthongs^ arid these

changes altered the verbal paradigm. In some instances minimal

pairs were set up differing only in this features the verb krist

(to fall) oontrasts present kritu (I fall): pret kritu (I fell).

In Lithuanian the same forms appear as krintu: kritau where the past:

present oontrast is marked both by the nasal infix (in the present)

and by tha opposition -u: au in the first person suffix. The

conditional in Lithuanian lias a full paradigm in three numbers

(Lithuanian has preserved the dual). In Latvian on the other hand

the paradigm has been reduced to one form -tu \?hich is used for

all persons,thus necessitating the oonstant presence of the personal

4. Lithuanian: Latvian correspondences:

L/an/ : La/uo/ (written o)

L/en/' : La/is/

L/in/ : ha/1/

L/un/ : La/u/
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pronouns.

1,61• The presence of aspect is marked in Latvian as in Lithuanian.

One can set up the following set of contrasts using an 'empty'

prefix: L ejo: La gaja: R 5el/hodil - imperfective: L paejo:

La pagaja: R poSel. Here the aspect is clearly distinguished

and in eaoh oase we have a pair of verbs contrasted for aspect hut

exhibiting no other contmsfcive features.

1.62. Formally the distribution within the Baltic languages of

aspeotually contrasted forms is not so simple as would appear from

the above example; for in Petra3 Cvirka's novel Zen10 I'aitinto.ir.

(p. 67) we have a sentence with the perfeotive verb atvykti:

'Po piety jie atvyko %. feuny.' (After dinner they arrived in Kaunas).

In this context the perfective is correct and this sentence type

would fit just as well into a Slavic pattern. There appears,

however, to be no corresponding imperfeotive form for this verb, and

this is by no means an isolated case. The going verbs can take most

of the verbal prefixes; beside the basic opposition eiti: paAiti

we find the following: ateiti (come); iSeiti (go out); nueiti

(go away); praeiti (pass, cross), and so on. Of these it i.3 only

the simple verb eiti which has a corresponding p form paeiti (or

one might say that only paeiti has a corresponding i form: eiti).

At first glance all the ethers appear to be only perfeotive. In

a dictionary one will find the 33 vb pribyvai glossed not only

by p atvykti but also by ateidineti, which is imperfective. Is

the existence of such a form sufficient reason for one to set up a

system of aspectual pairs such as one finds in all Slavic languages?

1

I



1.63. Before going on to discuss this feature in greater detail

one must also mention briefly at this stage a certain type of

iicperfective opposition which is to he found in Latvian. In this

language as in Lithuanian prefixation is a means of creating

perfective verbs. If one takes the simple verb let and prefixes

pa- one obtains the corresponding perfective paiet; one may change

the meaning of the verb by using other prefixes and at the same time

creating a new series of perfective vbs whioh correspond aspeotually

to paiet and not to let. These closely res3emble the L equivalents

as can be seen from the following examples: La noiet - L nueiti

(go away); La iziet - L iBeiti (go out), eto. According to 'l'Yii,

p.180, analytical forms corresponding to the prefixed vbs exist.

If one takes as one's starting point the simple vb nest (carry),
whioh is iraperfective, and adds to this form the prefix ie- (in)
one obtains ienest (carry in) which is perfective; 'I carried in'

would thus normally be 'es ienesu'. Corresponding to this form

there exists an analytical form es nesu iekSa which is identical

in meaning but contrasts aspeetually with 'es ienesu1

Many other examples of this type of construction can be cited:

e.g. pieliet: fill up p es pieloju; es leju pilnu uzoelties:

get up; p es uzcej.cs: i es cejoa aukS&^ieiet: go in; p ea

ieeju: es eju iekSa.

(The above examples are all present tense)

Structurally the s parable elements iskSa, pilnu, augSa etc.,

are free forms of adverbial origin; elsewhere they are used as

adverbs of place and manner. An illustration of this usage where
mm mm

no aspeotual contrast is being made is as follows: Janis iegaja

maja; iekSa bija viya bralis - John went into the house; his
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brother was inside® Per anaiytioal forms of this type to constitute

the basis of an. aspectual polarity within the verbal paradigm it

would have to be established that potentially any prefixed verb

oould hav© such an analytical form, and secondly that this process

oould be applied to any member of the verbal paradigm; for instance

one does find gaja iek&a♦ is it also possible to find examples of

veda iekSa?

1.64® The Baltic languages possess iterative forms and Lithuanian

i3 particularly well equipped in this respect. In Latvian we find

vadat beside vest (lead) resat: nest (carry). In Lithuanian there

are easily recognisable c gnates - vesti: vedSioti and neSti:

neSiot . Here again we kve a potential source of imperfectivisation,

though the above forms do not by any means exhaust the suffixes

available for this purpose. In the next chapter we ahall consider

in greater detail the distribution of aspectual contrasts within

the Lithnanian verb, but concentrating on the preterite.
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2.0. The aspectual distribution of the Preterite in Lithuanian.

2.1. An analysis of the aspectual iifltrihutj.cn of the Lithuanian

past tense (preterite'' shows certain divergences from the Slavic

pattern in respect of the formal oriteria: thus a prefixed vb may

ooour in a context where following Slavic usage one would normally

expect en imperfective. In such contexts the Lithuanian verb is

formally perfective. One is obliged therefore to consider whether

the formal criteria (i.e. suffixes, prefixes etc.,) are a reliable

means of assigning vbs to this category or whether one should lay

greater stress on the contextual criteria.

2.11, In considering distributional criteria no noticeable difference

can be seen in material collected frim Leskien^*, or in the literature

of the present day. for instance in Juozas BaltuSis, 1 Pashutinis

tvlus dSiaugsmas* we find an imperfect!ve use of the verb skaityti

(read):

'Budinga medicines darbuoto jams aistra skaite grolinf literature

lr apie viskfc turejo savo nuomonf. (She road with a passion

characteristic of a medical worker artistic literature (belles-

lettres) and had her own opinion about everything). (Ptd p, M).
The fussian translat:ion while differing slightly in the choice of

the verb (fi uvlekalas') agrees in using the imperfective aspect.

This is perfectly reasonably since the author is concerned with the

manner in whioh she read literature and not in the finishing of a

particular act of reading, in an example from Lesldten (ALLL p7)

5» A. Leskien, Litauisohes Lesobuch, Heidelberg, 1919.



we find the perfective form of the same verb: *jis aukStyn

pa.Siure.1o ir Parnate ir jj paskaite (he looked up and saw the

writing and read it). Here there are a sari.es of actions 'looking

up', 'seeing' and 'reading* all completed, and as one sight expect

one finds a series of perfective vbs. In each case the sane prefix

is used pa- corr. to SI po-; used as an aspect marker it frequently

acquires a purely formal meaning, that of perfect!vity. Kven as

an aspeot marker it may contain the additional nuance that the action

of the verb in question is of short duration. We thus have a series

of aspectual pairs: akaite: paskaitej 2iu»4jo: paSiurejo and

mate: pamate. It is worth noting in passing that the verbs

Siureti and zaatyii occur more frequently in the imperfectivs form

than in the perfective. Again in Leskien we have ... 'kp. tu Sia

matei? (what did you see here?) and *A5 Sia maSiau baisingp

bedugnj degantj., .... (I saw a fearsome burning place,.,..) (ALLL,

p. 5.) In both instances we are interested in what he saw, i.e.

the object of the 'seeing' and not in the result of the aot of

seeing. Further consideration leads one to suspect that we are

concerned with a verb whose normal forms will be imperfective and

that perfeotivisation will imply a .special type of action. One

can compare this usage with that cf verbs of perception, in Hussion.

Yi&et' is far commoner than uvidet' and 'to see* is in effect a

bi-aspectual verbj the form uvidet1 corresponds to 'to see for

& moment or to catch sight of. &n example pf the latter usage

of rnatyti can also be found in Leskien: *C taip bekolbedami jie

tolyn e,jo ir Parnate butel£. ( And speakirgtfhus they carried on their

way and caught sight of the house, ALLL., p. 4). The Lithuanian

sentence can be rendered into Russians Govorja tak, oni 511 dal'Se

i uvidel domik. Both the Russian uvidel and the L pamate have the



meaning of caught sight of Y/here the verbal meaning contains both

the notions of 'suddenness' and 'momentariness! • In contrast the

verbs e jc and sli are unmarked since they connote an action which

is in progress when 'he house was seen for the first time. A

perfective usage of girdsti (to hear) further exemplifies this type

of verbal action: 'Tuos Sod?iu3 unterapidere bebeg&ama garai

ISgirio ir idtamyjo (Wh$le running the NCO heard those words

clearly and took careful note of them, ALLL,, p 5)» Of the

aspectual pair gir&eti: iSgirsti, the perfective iSgirsti is the

lass common. Many other instances of this type of opposition can be

found: of. Petras Cvirkas *Ir tikrai Monika pasat6 iS toio miesta,.

(ibid indeed Monika saw the city from afar. PCZM, -68) Again

the subject was given only a glimpse initially of the objeoi she

was looking for.

2.12. Statal verbs are another lexical class where perfectivesation

is not commonly found. Examples of these verbs are very frequent,

particularly of guleti (to lie) and aedlti (to sit); of. in Petras

Cvirka: '... Monika sede.io prie suriStos, pusiau nukirptos avies ...

(Monica was sitting by the tethered, half-dipped sheep..., PCZM

p 17); in Leskien: 'Taip tie trys vyrai Sia riyveno kaip kokie

kunigaik^fiiai. (So these three men lived hare like lords. ALLL,

p. 5); Leskien ... tai jie jsimete i girf (girif), kuri ne

per-toliaus nuo to miesto gulejo. ( ... then they rushed into the

forest whioh lay not too far from that town. op. cit. p. 3)«
Here there is an evident contrast between rushed (p) and lay

statal and imperfect!vs. A change of state will, however be

represented by a change of aspect. Cf. Leskien: ...., ale permier



iSbadej? jie tikt prie atalo prislsedo ir valge, ... ( ••• but

being absolutely famished they simply sat down at that table and

ate, op. cit., p. 4). Here Sat doan contrasts with sat or

ffiirt sitting.

2.13* Difficulties arise with a group of verbs with & wide

variety of meanings where one form is used for both aspects. Some

of these verbs are simple, some are prefixed. The simple verb

gr^Sti (to return) is mainly used in the unprefixed form. In Leskieui

'Bet jiema nieko pitto nenusitiko ir temp jie vel taia p&ciais

takais ir keliais griBo atgul,... (But no tiling wrong happened to

them so they once more returned along the same path and way,...

ALLLj, p 5/6). Similarly rasti (to find) is unchanged in the vast

majority of oases. In Leskien we find many examples of this verb:

' "^asJcui radau bosol* su rieSutaia pripiltg.,.. (Afterwards I found

a small tub full of nuts,..., ALLL, p 2) or, *0 Stai, jis Sia

rrado popieratg,#... (And look, here he found a piece of paper,...

ALLL p. !+), In all cases so far observed the context has been suoh

as would normally require a perfective verb. Indeed where a single

concrete notion is concerned the verb is always perfective.

Another verb where re find a high proportion of examples in the simple

form with perfective meaning is satcvil (to say). In Leskien;

'AS pilns baimes sak au:....(Full of fear I said:....ALLL p. 1),

and, .,,'tti.i unier&piciero oavo sapn§ papasako.jo ir i§ pabaigfs

sake: ....' (then the NCO told his dream and when he had finished

it said: ...0, ALLL, p 4) It will be noticed that while sake and

papasako.io are in distributional terms perfective, only papasako.io

is so marked.



2.131• Closely related to sakyti is Ihe derived (denominative)
verb pasakoti; the verb sakyti and the noun pasaka (tale, fairy¬

tale) are derived from a common Baltio root sale- (to say, tell); in

its turn the noun pasaha has giver, a secondary verb pasakoti (narrate,

toll). This verb forms its perfective in pa-, thus papasakoti.

However, again in Leak!en we find an example which may be compared

with the previous examples with sake: 'Toliaus and dienos jie ir

j. t§. sodhjo, apie kurj. ana jumprova pasako.io ... (furthermore

during the day they went into the garden about which the young

vroman had spoken, ... ALLL p p). Both sake and pasakojo refer to

nest acts which have been completed before the time of utterance,

yet neither is formally perfective.

2.132. In some of its meanings the verb tarti (to say, utter, is

a close synonym of aaicyti; the divergence where it does occur

appears to bo a matter of register: if one is talking informa.'.ly

one uses sakyti whereas a more formal speech would be rendered by

tarti. In the middle range they are, however, virtually synonymous

and one observes the same factors operating in the oase of tarti

as operate in the case of sakyti and to a lesser extent pasakotir

in other words there has been a tendency to U3e the imperfactive

form in both imperfeetive and perfective contexts. Thus in the

examples quoted abo/s it has been left to the context to indicate

the aspect of the verbs in question.

Yet aakyti. tarti, pasaketi ail have normally marked perfective

foriE3 and one can construct aspeotual pairs as with many other* verbs,

but the range covered by tne formally contrastive elements is

comparitively restricted. The formal criterion in each case is the



prefix pa- : i.e. sakyti: pasakytij torti: pntarti; paposskoti.

A confirmation of the above statement can be found in a random

selection from the New Testament where out of thirteen examples of

the form said nine are rendered by tare and two by sake. Two

versions of the Lithuanian New testament were used sad the modern

variant differed not at all from the older one in most of these

instancesj in two instances we find ,tare in one and sake

corresponding to it in the other. The remaining two examples

were in the first person and it is here that we meet the first

divergence between the old and the modern version of the New Testament.

In both instances the old version has aakiau and the modern onsakiau.

The Bulgarian and Macedonian equivalents corresponding to these

Lithuanian forms are all perfective: for the third person re8e

throughout: for the first person we have the Bulgarian rekoh and

kaaah, and for the Macedonian rekov in both cases.

2.1311. An analysis of modem liceraiy examples containing the verb

."■akyti au; goat that we are once more concerned with a bi-aspeoiual

verb and that the prefix pa- oonnotes an action of short duration

or else a certain degree of suddenness.

The use cf pa- and also the context in the following examples

points to short duration (the most usual meaning of pa-); 'Kai

taip pasakojo kuaoSi#i, Linkua Baltramiejus % 5on§. pasivede Tarut^,

ir visi mate, kelp kaSin k§. pasake.• (V-hile the labourers were

talking in this way, Linkus Laltramiejus took Tarutia aside for a

moment, and all could see that he was telling him something. PCZM,

p 13). And: 'Pasake Situos SodSius tokiu rantiu balsu, jog man

vel pasirode: juokiasi iS manjs.' (She said these words to me in



suoh a quiet voice that again it seemed to aie that she was making

fUtt of me. PTDZ. p 38)« In the second example the duration of

the aotion is precisely delimited by the expression 'Situos SodSius'

(these words).

Again the action of speaking nay be short and sharp: - Mirsite,

- vel pasake materia,.•• (You will die, - the woman sard once more,

PTDs p 35)• Actions of this type ressemble closely those whore the

action represents the sudden resumption of the act ox* speaking

after a silence. Such is the example from Petras Gvirka; 1Ilgai ji

ten Xiurejo, kol vei pasake. - ko tu parejai?... (She looked here

for a long time and then onee more said/ lit. until she once more

3aid/» - Why have you returned home?... PCZJ5, p 15). Perfective

like the above examples is the simplex: 'AS sakiau; tamsta privalai

jsimyieti'. (1 said: You need to fall in love. PTDz p 41 ).

2.1312. Lithuanian possesses two auxiliaries meaning to be/On:

pradeti and imti (whose original meaning is: to cake). Imti in

the meaning of to begin is always followed by an infinitive and

can only appear as a simplex: the normal perfective; imperfective

opposition paimti: imti is thus excluded in this particular meaning.

On the other hand pradeti is only found in the compound form and may

farther function in the non-auxiliary rols. Thus in Juozas

BaltuSis: *Ir tada px-asl&sdavo musy pokaibiai* , (And then our

talks would begin. PYDs p 45)• Prasideaavo is marked as fre¬

quentative past by the suffix -davos the whole emphasis of the

utterance is on the habitual natures of the action; on every visit

the author paid to the doctor a certain ritual was followed. Thus

the verb form must be considered imperfective despite the presence



cf the prefix pra- which would normally mark the verb off as

perfective. Similarly imperfeotive is the vb pradeti in the

following example from Leskien: kaip jau auSt pra&ejo, • ••'

(... as it was already beginning to dawn,..•). The vb praae.io is

imperfectivs since the action 'was beginning to dawn' is not

envisaged as complete and occurs simultaneously with a group of

actions. All these actions culminate in one final pair of actions

as follows; ....'o aS IS to krumo tada atato.iea paiikau Maskolijf

ir kiei% Prusijos, kur ir dabar tebeau. (.. and I stepped back from

behind the bush and left Russia and the estate and my father ami all

ray goods and came to this village in Prussia where i deed. I am still

living. ADLL p j).

In the sentence 'Sitaip preside ,;o jos gydymas. (In thus way

her treatment began. PTDz p 39)» the verb preside,]o points to an

action that is completed and is consequently perfective. Also

perfective is iinii in an example from heskien; * Dabar juodu erne

avilius kilnot,.. (Now thw two of them began to raise the hives,..

ALLD p 2); here 'erne avillus kxlnot' is the first of a sequence €f

verbs describing the actions carried out by the two robbers in

this folk tale. In the next two examples 1ime1 appears in imperfeotive

contexts; '£me atgjrti seniai pradingfs noras susitikti su Imonemis,

girdeti jy balsus. (There began to revive a desire to meet people

and to hear their voices which had earlier been lost. PTDm p n-2)

and, 'Vieni juokesi, kiti erne plusti graff raurmeti, tarpusavy

ginSytis. (Some laughed, others began to reproach the count, to

murmer and fight amongst themselves, PC2R p 40).
There is a further use of imti which is clearly perfective

since it serves to stress a sudden resolve; Smiau ir ilvaSiavau
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j. London^. (I left for London without hesitation.}; 'Jie erne ir

nu*,ove jj.. (They shot him on the spot). Both the above examples

are taken from Villus Petersitis: LatvlBkai ."ngliSkas Sodynas

(Chicago, 1960).

P.132. If one analyses the above mentioned, eases of wnat one may

call anomalous distribution within the aspectual system the following

pattern which covers a fairly wide range appears to exist. At one

extreme there is only one aspectual form for the verb and this form

is perfective only; S«oL a verb is atvykti:6. to arrive whioh is

prefixed or rastl: to find which is unprefixed. There are other

verbs which can be made perfective (in most cases with the aid of

the prefix pa-); the forms without pa- can be used in both perfective

end imperfective contexts. Such verbs are metyti: pamatyti (see);

Siureti (look): ps^iureti; sekyti (say); pasakyti; tarti (say)

patarti, and with a different prefix and change in the root of the

word: girdeti (hear): iSgirsti. To this group one may also assign

gr^Sti (return) which is usually unprefixed.

2,20. Before going on to discuss these anomalies in the system and

the reasons why they exist, it will be appropriate at this stage to

look in greater detail at tile formal means which Lithuanian uses

to make aspectual contrasts. The most productive method is, cf

course the prefix, as in Slavic.

6. It is time that beside atvykti there exists the form vykti

and theoretically one could construct an opposition vykti: atvykti

~ elti: ateiti, yet vykti in the non-prefixed form is comparatively

rare (l).

!
1 w



2,21• These prefixed verbs may be divided into two classes:

those where only the aspect is changed (i.e. what 1 have called

empty prefixes) and those which change the aspect and it the same time

change the meaning (again a parallel with Slavic). The commonest

prefix ±3 pa- whose affinities with the Slavic po- have already been

mentioned. Like the Slavic prefix the Baltic pa- may also have the

additional meaning of to do a 11 tore of: tins meaning would appear

to be the original one and the purely aspectual meaning has been

derived from it. One can find many examples of pa- as a purely

aspectual prefix. A few will suffice here for illustration; of. in

Le sicien: 'Bevalgant jiems pele uaslrode (While they were eating

a mouse appeared before them. ALLL p 8). And in Jugsue BaltuIUs:

8iatyie.io ir pauraSe: ... (She fell silent and then asked:... PTEs

p 47)* Other prefixes may be used as an aspect marker, while in

other contexts and with other lexical bases they will have their

full significance, cf. Leskier: 'Tuos SodSius unterapiciers bebegdams

i&girdo..., see above 2.11.

In other cases the prefix will change the meaning of the verb

as well as te aspect. Such changes occur in ateiti (come): eiti

(go)j jsakyti (command): sakyti (say); per&okti (jump over): lokti

(jump). As in Slavic inceptive action may be indicated by a

prefix; in Slavic 2a- is found everywhere, in Lithuanian Lhe prefix

which renders this concept is su- ( normally - together with, mat

eon-), cf. in Juczas BaltuSis: 'Suulbo balandSiai aikStese (in

the squares the sfoves began to coo. FTDz - 46).

2.22. The aspectual contrast may be indicated by means of suffixes,

though, as a means cf < arking the perfective suffixation is less

used in Lithuanian than in Slavic. Thero is in fact only one suffix



which can he used to mark this aspect, namely: -tereii/»teieti,

which can be compared to S -a(u)- or B and M -ne-. in origin this

suffix (-tereti is only a free variant of -teiati) served to indicate

actions of very short duration; occasionally vbs with this suffix

could occur in iterative contexts but in ail such cases what was

being marked was a series of short ooiapie tea actions and not the

iteration process, ay their very nature actions of short duration

tend to gravitate tc the perfective aspect. In the same way pa-

became generalised as an aspeot marker. Since the similarity in

meaning between verbs with the prefix pa- and verbs with the suffix

-tereti is obvious an aspectual system which used pa- as a marker

of perfectivity would tend also to use the suffix tereti for the same

purpose. The addition of this morpheme to a verb may cause an

internal change of the ablaut type in the verbal root. Three examples

from Juoaac BaltuSis will show the perfective nature of this suffix:

"'BaktareJ ' Suktole.lau nejuSiomis." (Doctori - I shouted ail of a

sudden. PTDz p 47)\ *Ir moteris ramiausiu veidu pakilo. pokSteie.io

lazdf ir iSejo j. kit§. kambarj.. (and the woman rose with a very calm

face, clattered about on her stick and went out into the other room.

PTDz p 37Ji 'Hamxai atsisedo vel savo kresian, is karto padedama

rankes ilsetis ant jo atkalSiyu S.vetele.io. (She quietly sat down

again in her chair, letting her hands rest together on its arms.

She smiled. PTDz p 33) A change from -au- to -u- has taken place

in Sukteiijau (cf• Saukiau). The contrast between Sukteleti and

its corresponding imperfective verb can be seen in the following

example from Beskien '... tie 8ia ir visi drauge dege ir visi gvoltu

Sauke iSgelbejimo. (... here they were ail burning together and all

shouting loudly for rescue. ABBA p 5)« The alternative form in



-ter&ti is to be seen in the following example from J. SalfcuSis:

*Cydytoja nuJypsojo, Svilgtere.io j mane truputj. skersewis. (The
doctor smiled, and looked at ae somewhat askance* PTDs p 38). The

form £vilg4>eriti is derived from the basic verb Svelgtij the form

Svilg- is historically a reduced grade of Svelg-

:"'*221. From- the last example it can be seen that the same verb

may have more than one perfective form. There is no apparent

difference between the two forms. A ifasai-ftja-hlthuanian Dio fcionaxyj.
givej for ulybat'sju Sypsotis and SypSioti, and for ulybnut'sja

nusiSypsoti and Sypteleti. One finds tie prefixed form in similar

contexts to the forms in -teleti. In J. BaltuSis we have; 'Ir

nusiSvusoto. matydama nano sumiSimy. 1 (And she smiled seeing ay

confusion, PTDe p 36). In the same author we find the -teleti form

of this verb which has been quoted above at 2,22, Besides Svil&tereti
there is flap paftyelrti. The following example (again one from

Juostas BaltuSis) .shows how more than one type of • erfective may

exist side by sido for the same radical morpheme: 'Dar kerty

pnSvelge •+ mane ilgu ir tirian8iu melyny ekiy Svilgsniu;... (Onoe
more she glanced at me with a long and enquiring glance of her blue

eyes. FTDr. p 122)

2,222. Empty end full.prefixes.

As we have seen, Lithuanian is able to form perfective verbs

from imperfect!ve verbs by suffixing -tereti/~teleti or alternatively

by prefixaticn. The prefixes used in forming compound verbs fall

7. Busy. Lietuviy Kalby Zodynas, neidykla "Mintis", Vilnius, I9b7.
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into two classes. These classes may be said to consist of empty

and full prefixes. The time has come to look at these conoepts in

greater detail. Both groups of prefixes perfectivise: i.e. Sypsotis:

nuSypsoti; pykti (grow angry): supykti; eiti (go): paeiti; i&eiti

(go out) daiyti (do): padaiyti; atidazyti (open); uidaryti (shut).

Analysis of this list of verbs shows that only three (iSeiti,

atidaryti, u&daryti) ohange their meaning: iSeiti: eiti - go out:

go; atidaryti/uSdaryti: - daryti - open/shut: do. In these examples

then IS-, at(i)-, ul- are full prefixes in that they transfer the

simple verbs (eiti, daryti) from one lexical class to another.

The prefixes nu-, su-, pa- are empty prefixes, there is no transfer

from one lexioal class to another. In these instances the ohange

is grammatical and not lexical. Thus the prefix? .on of su- to

pykti transfers pykti from the grammatiol category of imperfeotive

to the grammatical category of perfective. The functional role

of these empty prefixes is to effect this transfer between these

categories, and the transfer is always unidirectional - from

imperfective to perfective• The suffixes -tereti/-teleti share

this functional role with the empty prefixes.

The full prefixes on the other hand change the lexical meaning

of the simple verb, but at the same time they change the aspectual

oategory. The form lleiti differs from eiti in that it means go

out; i.e. direction has been added to the basio concept of n ement.

The oompound form ileiti is now a member of the lexical class

containing such verbs as iBbegti (tun out), iSteklti (flow out),

iSHokti (jump out). In grammatical terms i&eiti may be assigned

to the same category as paeiti (both are perfective), though they

■differ lexically; iSeiti and paeiti differ from eiti in that the

latter is i^perfeotive.
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Difficulti.es of classification may arise with certain prefixes:

for instance, su- in suulbti might be classified as a full prefix

since a new lexical element has been added to basic meaning of ulbti.

Moreover, in an utterance of the typ® 'BalandSiai suulbo' (The

doves began to coo) the prefix su- could b© replaced by an aux¬

iliary verb: of. 1. BalandSiai pradejo ulbti; 2. BalandSiai erne

ulbti. Yet the prefix su- perfeotivises the verb ulbti, and hence

suulbti is in grammatical opposition to ulbti.

The function of su- oould be desoribed in grammatical terms

were one to o reate an inceptive oategory. In fact prefixes of

this typ® form a link between the empty prefixes which have gramm¬

atical rather than lexioal significance and the full prefixes whose

signifioanoe is primary lexioal. Since, however, inceptive verbs

are a sub-category of aspect (in this case the perfective aspeot)

it is more appropriate to allocate the suffix su- to the class of

empty prefixes.

Other prefixes may have a specialised meaning, as for instance
8

i&-. IS- may be used with its spatial meaning : i.e. iSeJo

(oame/went out); ISrause (dug out); at other time3 it may funotion

as an empty prefix: i.e. I&girdo (heard). The most distinctive

non-spatial meaning of this prefix is, however - 'to oarry out an

action thoroughly' or 'to the very end*. Cf. here R iz-: iz "ezdit'

(to travel all over) or ishodit' (stroll, walk all over). As in

Lithuanian this usage is exclusively perfective and is more

8. The spatial meaning of prefixes such as 18-, nu-, ap- is

their basio meaning when functioning as full prefixes, i.e. out

of, «wsy from, round about (cf. R iz-, ot-/u-, ob-).



restricted in E. than in We find examples of the prefix iS-

used with this meaning in Petras Cvirka: 'iSsipasakojo jam Monika...

(Monika told him to the end*..PCZM p 17)I 'akiiais iSsiXiurejo,...'

(she examined it all, op cit p 17)s 'akiaiis i&glamone.jo,...'

(she caressed Mm all over with her eyes,... ibid p 17). All the

2bove-rnentioned perfective forms contrast with the corresponding

p»~ forms, and here pa- may be considered the empty perfect!vising

element. Both perfectives have the same imperfeetive form since w®

ar® not dealing here with a c hangs in meaning but with a change in

the type of aotion; in other words the 18-forms are Aktionssrten.

The existence of more than one perfective foira to the simple verb

in Baltio is not unusual since it is also to be found in Latvian

(see below 3.20). Ibr th> above-mentioned verbs we have the

following relationships: p&3akoti: papaankoti: iS(si)pasakoti;

Siuretis paiiur&tij i.5(si)Siuretij galmonSti; paglamoneti: iSglamoneti

2.223. As we have seen Lithuanian uses prefixes to mark aspectual

contrast, i.e. prefixes mark the perfeotive from the imperfeotive

(simple) form of the verb. Again prefixes may be used to indicate

certain Aktionsarten. .Finally they may indicate bith a ohange in

meaning and aspeot. In all the above instances the prefixed verb

is formally perfeotive. Similarly the prefix -iereti (-teleti) is

9* This usage of 18- in L may be due to Slavic influence,

through the intermediary of WE. Sinoe, however, it is commoner in

L than in E, it is reasonable to suppose that it is the result of

independent Baltic development, and that any influence would have gone

from L to B.
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uaed to distinguish the perfective from the imperfeotive verb.

The use of prefixes, in Slavic presents a basically similar

pattern; i.e. prefixation (and in certain cases suffixation)

renders a simple verb perfective. Thus in Russian the simple verbs

Sitat', smotret', plant*, correspond to the perfective forms

p o-smotret1, na-plsat'. In all these instances it is a question

of the purely grammatical alternation of aspect, imperfective;

perfective. With the use of other prefixes and the same verbal

bases we obtain; za-fiitat' (reckon); o-smotret* (examine) and

pod-pisat' (sign. These new perfebtives agree with the first

series of perfeotives (proditat', posmotret', napisat') only In

their perfeotivtty. They axe new lexical items and thus the simple

verbs 8itat', smotret', pisat' oan not act as imperfectives to the

new series.

If one exoludss certain bi-aspectual verbs the Slavic aspectual

system requires every perfective form to have a corresponding

imperfective. 5br zaSitat therefore there has been created tie for:.

p Bityvat', for csaotret' osmatrivet', and for podpisat' podpisyvri'.

The marker of the imperfeotive is iva (yva is a variant). This

suffix - in diaohronio terms an iterative - has here a purely

aspectual significance, it marks the imperfective. The frequen¬

tative form of the verb to be 'hyvat' is still to be found with

this meaning. In colloquial Russian (i) va- forms of other verbs

are occasionally to be founds of. naSivat's nosit'. There is an

example of this usage in Babel's Konarmijas 'nai brut takih ne

naBival' (Guys like us would never do such things)!^ Bimilar too

10. I. Babel', p. 111
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in Polish is the expression 'piaywao do gazety1* (to write for the

papers, GEPD). . Here it is obviously a question of a regular

contribution to the papers. The iterative pisywa6 is in oontrast

with the basio form gisao.

In addition to the (i)va- forms other imperfective markers

are to be found in Russian and Polish. The commonest opposition is

that between -i- (p): -jt (i); concomitant with this change is a

1 1
change of conjugation (II - I). A Russian example of this alternation

is to be found in the verb 'to explain'! cb "jasnit'(p): 09 'jasnjat'

and in Polish the verb 'to earn': zarobio (p): zarabiae (i); the

Polish form also shows the oharaoteristio ablaut (-r e-:-rab-)
12 13

found with this type ot derivational suffix. *

More restricted are the alternation -i-: -a- and -e-s -a-

E£amples of the former are verbs with a root in -1L 3-, i.e. uSibit'

(p): uSibat' (bruise); for -e-: -a- of. the verbs with the root -er-s

11. The suffixation of (i)va- may lead to a change in conjugation,

i.e., R ugovorit's ugovarivat' To persuade; no changsof conjugation

takes place in the opposition: podpisat' : podpisyvat*.

12. The change resulting in the creation of a new perfective
; \

verb preceded in terms of relative chronology the creation of the

new imperfective.

13* Cf. also kupit' t pokupat' where the new imperfective

not only changes its conjugation but acquires a prefix, a reversal

of the normal procedure.
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uraeret* (p): umirat' (i) (to die). An isolated example wbuld be the

simple verb brosat' (i) 'to throw' which has a. perfective bresit*.

Compounds of brosat' however, ha" ji imperfective in -yvat's cf.

vybrasyvat' (i) : vybrosat* (p) 'To throw out'.

2.2231. The distribution of imperfective markers in Bulgarian and

Macedonian.

Among the commoner imperfeotivising morphemes in Bulgarian as

in East and West Slavic are forms in -v- and -ja-. -v- has three

forms -ava«, -va- and the muoh less common -uva». Some va-forms are

to be found in the following examples: izgasvan: izvSrsvam: isv&rSa

to make, do, accomplish. In -ava-: -sedjavaas -sadja 'sit' (meaning

of simplex); globjavam: globja 'to fine, mulct'; otstojavam: otstoja
11

'to defend', vindicate. An example of -uva- is the verb kupuvam

kupja 'to buy'. Of the imperfectives in -ja- may be cited, izgarjam:

izgorja 'to bum away, down'; zadavjam: sadavja 'to ohoke, suffocate'

And with a consonant alternation : prsdhoSdam: predhodja 'to precede'

To oonolude this brief picture of the distribution of imperfsctivS

markers in Bulgarian, one may oite a few examples of the -a- forma:

of. umiram: umra 'to die'; sjadam : sedn 'to sit'; tikam: tifcrna

'to shove'; zalitam; zalitna 'to stagger'. The last group is to

a oertain extent an unrepresentative seleotion since the verbs

'to take', -biram, -bera and other common roots have been omitted.

In fact this suffix is characteristic of that group of verbs of

whioh the root ends in a consonant plus sonant.

14» Many of the above examples have been culled from Howard I.

Aronsen, Bulgarian Inflectional Korphophonology, pp 92 - 104.
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It is not necessary to analyse in detail the system of imperfeotiwe

markers in. Slavic* ssioe -nough has already been said to point to

the essential polarity of perfective? imperfeotive that Slavic has

developed. Though it has been customary to talk of the perfective

as being the marks! member of the perfective? imperfect!ve opposition

it is the ability to create imperfective forms that is a character¬

istic feature of the Slavic aspectual system. A prefixed perfective

verb which did not correspond to an imperfective verb could not

be termed marked sinoe it would not be in true contrast* The tendency

to derive imperfective forma from perfective forms is highly

developed and inceptive verbs which may be regarded as belonging

to a sub-category (Aktionsart) of the perfective are on oooasion

iraperfectivised in the more colloquial registers, of. zadremyvat'

(doze off) : zadremat*.

In the standard language the Aktionsarten stand outside the

system in so far as they do not reflect -the aspectual polarity

which is characteristic of the vast majority of vesbs, i.e. they

belong to one aspect or the other and do not form contrastive

pairs. Sinoe, however, they are found in comparatively restricted

numbers they do not affeot the general picture. If one turns to

Lithuanian one finds a more complicated situation. Hitherto we

have examined the means used to form perfectives in that language

and the pattern thus revealed is not very different from Slavio.

It is now time to consider the process of imperfectivisation.

2.30. Iraperf30tivisir,r; suffixes in Lithuanian.

Hitherto we have considered only those forms which serve to

distinguish the perfective aspect from the imperfeotive where the
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latter is not farther differentiated. These consist of prefixes of

which there are a large- number, and one suffia -teleti/tereti.
In a comparison between Baltic and any of the Slavic languages

certain factors need to be considered. There are several types of

aspectual systems. The distinctive characteristic of the Slavic

system is the spread of aspectual ooncept to every part of the verb.

This differs from the system of Glassioal Arabic, for instance, in

which certain tenses are found in one aspect and not in the other.

Secondly Slavic has created a systematic opposition for almost

every vb. It is the existence of an imperfect!ve to almost every

perfective verb that is the basis of the system, T0 achieve this

end certain suffixes have been generalised as Imperfectiv© formants.

Manj? such formants can be traced baok to original iterativess

cf„ Rnosit': nesti.

2.31. In Lithuanian too such iterativss exist; among the commoner

derivational suffixes of this type is-ioti/joti, This causes

palatalisation in stems ending in dentals: e.g. t > 5 and d > dS.

As an example of this process one may take the verb vedSioti

iterative to vesti (where vesti-ved-ti). This recalls the Russian

vodit'j vesti# In Latvian an iterative may be famed from the same

verb: e.g. vadat: vest. Though the suffix is different the process

is the same; one can also see a vowel gradation which is not dis¬

similar to that found in R vodit': vesti (the vowels are historically

cognate: IS I CS1 o/ Bait a). J. Otrfbski says of these verbs!

'Derivative verbs in -ioti, 3 pres in -ioja, are iteratives or

. 15
duratives, certain of them a3.se have a diminutive nuance.'

The selection of markers of imperfectivisation leads one to consider

15. (See page 40).
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those suffixes which normally render such ooncepts which belong

by their nature to the imperfeotive category* Thus one would prefer

for instance suffixes which distinguish the factors of iteration,

duration and intensiveness. The main criterion rests on the admitted

conventionality of languagej if native informants agree in accepting

suoh forms a3 imperfeetive them we have here a similar type of

suffix to the generalised Slavic formants of imperfectivisation.

2.32. The formant -ioti is not the only potential marker of the

imperfective; even more productive is the suffix -ineti, and this

suffix is cited by the Lithuanian linguist, Leonardas Bambrinunas
16

in an artiole in the Polish linguistic journal, Lingua Posnanensis.
The suffix -ineti used both with a simplex, i.e. begineti (durative)

'to JJeep on running* beside the basio form bsgti, and also with

compound verbs, is wet with in the 16th century in for instance the
17

Postilla Catholioka of DaukSa. These examples among others are

18
to be found in J. Otrfbski, and he glosses the Lithuanian compound

15* 'Czasowniki odsiowne na -ioti, 3 praes. na - ioja, s$

to iterativa wzgl. durativa, po czfsci z odcieniem deminutywriym.'

J. Otrfbski, G-ramatyka Jfzyka Litewskiego, II, see 584, p 348.

16. Leonardas Dambriunas, 'Verbal Aspeots in Lithuanian't
LF7, P.259, 1959.

t7. Vilnius, 15995 Mikalojus DaukSa (1527/8 - 1613)

18. Op oit, Vol II p. 348.
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verbs in -ineti with Polish imperfectives: thus L iSbegineti 'to

run army' corresponds to Polish zuoiekao and uSbeglneti 'run up' to

zabiegao. In the modern language examples of thi3 suffix are not

lacking; of. J BaltuSia, 'V&isiy rte-i.5ra5ine.1o pati, ber reikalavo

neSti ,jai visus reeeptus,...' (She herself did not make out a

prescription for medicines, but asked me to bring her all the

prescriptions,... PTDz p 40). Corresponding to iSraSinetl is the

form iSrasSyti, and the two form3 are sufficiently differentiated

for an aspectual contrast to be made.

2.40. Many attempts have been made t6 systematise verbal aspect

in Lithuanian. In recent times the hypothesis which provides the

most adequate solution has been presented by Leonardas Dambriunas

(see above page 40 footnote 16). Following in the steps of J.
19

Safarewioz and J. Rndzelins he makes two statements about the

the Lithuanian verb; 1. one should not treat the Lithuanian verbal

paradigm as integral in terms of aspect; i.e. one should not include

every tense of a Lithuanian verb within the oompass of one aspect,

whether it be imperfective or perfective. 2. Certain verbs are

indifferent with regard to aspect; there are three terms within this

system! perfective: imperfective: neutral. This does not mean

that Dambriunas believes that there are more than two aspects;

his neutral vbs (cf. tarti, grj.5ti) are normally capable of

indicating either aspect without ary change of form. Thus grjSo

•returned' will be imperfective in imp&rfective contexts and perfective

19# Stan badafi nad s.rpi ktem czasownikowym w jpzylcu litewskim.

Balticoslavioa III, Wilno 1936. (Quoted by Dambriunas).
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in perfective contexts. Prefixed forms of these verbs do exist

- in this case sugriSo - but the perfectivity is adequately ex¬

pressed by the context, the prefix is redundant.

Statistically too sugriEo is the less frequent of the two poss¬

ibilities. When asked to provide translations for the sentence,

'We heard he came back on Thursday.' three out of four iinformants

preferred grjSc to augrilo.' ^

2.41• Dambriunas as we have seen tends to agree with both

Endzelins and Safarewicz ''see above p. 41 ), and he maintains that

difficulties arise from t e fact 'that in Lithuanian there i3 no

doubl®t corresponding to the Polish doublet przy.iac ; przyohodzic

or the Russian doublet pri.lti : prichod.it'. There is no doubt that

the Lithuanian doublet darytl : padaryti corresponds to tie Polish

robic : zrobic. However, for the first two Polish infinitives

there is only one adequate Lithuanian infinitive ateiti. The

question arises what is the aspect of the Lithuanian verb ateiti?'

Leaving this question for the moment unanswered Lambriunas turns to

the three main finite forms of the verbi in his opinion the present

tense form ateina is always imperfective (despite the fact that it

is prefixed) 'while the corresponding future ateis and preterite ate.jo

are always perfective. He further divides present tense forms into

20. The sentence was translated as follows?

L.1 j Mes girdejome, kad jis grlto ketvirtadienj..

L.2 ; G-irdejome, kad jis grLIc ketvirtadier4«

L.3 J Mes girdejome, kad jis sagrjSo ketvirtadienj.

L.li : Circle jome, kad jis griSo ketvirtadien^.
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two categories: those which oan express actual present action

and those which cannot. The fl.rst oategoiy of verbs describes

notions ocourring at the time of utterance and is durative. The

seoond oan express timeless action, implying perpetual, repeated

or possible action: T>irdi3 daznai pasake tai, ka galva nesupranta*

(The heart often says things that the head does not understand)'""'
Here we have a verbal action whioh is repeated but does not refer

to any segment of time. The use of the perfective present to

render proverbs is also found in South Slavio, cf. SCr: Veliko

drvece dugo raste, all sa 8as padne, Great trees take a long time

to grow but fall in a moment. Verbs of this second category

may also U38 the present tense to express action in the past,

i.e. historic present. Here again parallels may be drawn with

South Slavio, cf. SCr: On sjedne na divan i pregleda jutarnje

novine. He sat on the couoh and looked through the morning papers.

The use of the present to express past action is a common stylistic

construction. Finally the perfeotive present may have future

significancej Einu ir pasakau ( - eisiu ir pasakysiu): 'I'll go

and say*. The notion of the near future is one of the character¬

istics of the present tense in many languages, and in East and

West Slavio the perfeotive future has been generalised in this meaning

since in neither cf these language groups has been developed
a tense (in either aspect) whioh is formally marked as future.

The present is marked as future because it is perfeotive but it

dees not differ formally from the present of the imperfeotive

which is not so marked. In Lithuanian and Latvian the future is

21. L. L&mbriunas, LP 7, p 256
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marked thematically and is found in both aspects (by means of the

thematio morpheme -s-) and the use of the present for ihe future
22

may be regarded as a stylistic variant.

2.411. The division of the present into two categories is susceptible

to further sub-division as follows:

Imperfective.

a) all simple forms except verbs in -teleti and point action verbs.

b) compound verbs: i) where there are no simple forms; ii) where

prefixation creates a new word differing in meaning from the simple

form; iii) where the prefix modifies the meaning (in the spatial

sense) but where the meanings of the prefixed and simple forms are

not totally dissimilar as in the prefixed group; in group ii) the

simple verb deda (gives) is obviously unrelated to the prefixed

verb pradeda (begins).

Perfective

a) Unprefixed verbs with the suffix -teleti and the small number of

point aotion verbs where the aotion is accomplished in a very short

space of time.

b) compound verbs where no change of meaning takes place. Here we

find most of those aspectual pairs which may be directly compaired

with similar Slavic forms: cf. daryti: padaryti - robio: srobio;

22. In SCr., Mac. and Balg. the future is clearly marked;

whether this marker be an auxiliary or a olitic it marics futurity

and not aspect and may be directly compared with the Lithuanian

(and Latvian) thematic morpheme -s-.



to this group must also be added those prefixes which are used in

the formation of /Jctionscrten,

2.420. The past tenses show a similar distribution! simple verbs

are mostly imperfeotive with the same exceptions as for the present

i.e. verbs in -teletl and point aoticn verbs. Others are neutralj

here Dambriunas gives a fairly full list and one may add to his

list (LP 7, p 236) certain synonyms of these verbs. For instance

he mentions tare said as neutral and as we have seen sake is virtually

interohangable with it over a large part of the range covered by tare.

2.421. The compound past tenses are mainly perfeotive. Exceptions,

as with the present tense forms, are those verbs which are either

not found unprefixed or where the prefixed meaning differs considerably

from that of the simple verbs. These verbs are imperfactive or

neutral (of. 2.411. b)i)and ii). The third group in 2.411. b) are,

of course, perfective. Damforiunas lists those he considers imper-

fective: atrode, pasakojo, paiinojo etc., and those he considers

neutral.

2.4>Q. The frequentative past tense can also be either perfective,

imperfective or neutral. Because of its inherent meaning of a

repeated or habitual aotion this form shows a tendency to be neutral.

In oertain oases we shall find a neutral frequentative past where

the preterite is perfective; of. ilejo: iSeidavo; atejoj ateidavo.

Confirmation can be found in the use of this form in contexts

where only the perfective is appropriate and in those cases where

only an imperfective may be used. To summarise, if we take the
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verb ateltl. we find that the present ateina is imperfeetive , the

past and future, ate.io anc1. ate.is are perfective and the frequentative

past atelfinvo is neutral#

2.431• Where the present tense is perfective the frequentative

past is also perfective. Thus one would have to substitute an

unprefaced form for the prefixed form in imperfective contexts:

cf. 'Xai sanelis skaitydavo pasukas, mes vise sededavom ir klausydavomes'

(LP 7, p 259) 'While the old man was reading the stories, we all

used to sit and listen'# In this instance paskaitydavc would be

impossible. Conversely in the sentence 'Kai senelis paskaitydavo

pasaky visi eidavoiae gulti' (p 259): When the old man used to tell

stories we used all to go off to bed'# In the last instance the

imperfeotiveakaitydavo cannot be substituted for the perfective

paskaitydavo. Though the aotion of leading in the second example

is habitual it is regarded as a series of completed a ctions arid

the action of reading is moreover limited by the use of the partitive

pasaky in contrast to the accusative pasakas in the first example.

2.432. The aspeotual distribution then may be summarised as follows:

i) a simple frequentative past is imperfeotive, with the same

exclusions as for the present, i.e. vbs in teleti and point action

verbs.

ii) prefixed verbs in frequentative past are a) perfective if

the present is perfective, or b) imperfective or neutral if the

present is not perfective.

2.4'+» Having discussed the distribution within the aspeotual
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system of individual tense forms Lambriunas then turns to the suffix,

-Inetl Hitherto wo have considered only one suffix, -teleti

(-tereti), whioh served to render a simple verb perfective; the simple

iterative form -ineti is according to the Lithuanian author (LP 7

P 259) ' one of the most important means of expressing the imperfeotive

aspect'• Perfeetive verbs with this suffix become imperfective or

neutral (but, of. also -ioti., 2.32). Only verbs whioh are perfeotive

in the present tense remain perfective with this form. Past tense

forms with the exception of a few forms, mostly with pa-, beoome
23

imperfeotive or neutral when combined with this suffix. Some

iieratives have lost 1he iterative meaning but have acquired a

durativ© significance: atsakinejo, atsipraMnejo, Jrodinejo,

j-tikinejo (answered, made excuses, proved, asserted). The above

examples are to be found in Lambriunas at p. 260.

2.450. The forms with be-

2.451• A compound verbal form can be created by prefixing be- to

either a simple or a compound verb and the participial suffix -as.

the oompound partioiple c ontains the idqa of duration. It should

be noted her© that the suffixal morpheme -as is normally associated

with the present, and the idea of duration inherent in the compound

form may be in part derived from this association of forms. These

participles are marked for durativeness but are neutral with regard

23. paraSinejo (wrote^ paSokinejo (bounded for a while),

pakausinejo (inquired about) and pavaSinejo (drove about) remain

perfeotive, LP 7 P 259.
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to tense. Erom the verbs eiti (go), ra&yti (write), dirbti (work)
and iSeiti (go out) we can form the following durative partioipless

beeinsa, beraSas. bedirb&s. beiSeinas: the association with the

present tense is further confirmed in the verb 'to go' since the

thematio morpheme is marked for prese-ntaeas. The form beein^s

may thus be broken up into four elements: 1) be- prefix: denote#

continuation; 2) ®i- toot of verb: 'go'; 3) -n- thematic morpheme

marking presentness as opposed to pastness; 4) -as: suffixal

morpheme, formally identical with the present participle.

2.452. The participle above mark# duration but not tense; tense

is marked as with other participial forms which function as tenses

by the use of the auxiliary verb buti (to be). The tenses of the

auxiliary whioh can be used are buvo (preterite), bus (future),

budavo (frequentative past) and butu (conditional). The following

examples are from the Lithuanian-English Dictionary of Villus

Peteraitis (see Bibliography): 'buy iu beeinas. kai draugas atejo1

- I was just going as my friend cam#; esu bebaigfcas laisk§ -*I

am just about to finish the letter'. The present example given above

is additional to the possible tense forms qu#ted by Dam'briunas

and while it is formally identical with the preterite, future

conditional and frequentative past forms and resembles them in

meaning the normal present tense form contains the idea of duration

already. The participle therefore merely emphasises what is normally

assooiated with the present tense. Both examples from Villus

Peteraitis point to an action which is incomplete. In the first one

also a dear oontrast is made between the completed action kai

draugas ate.io and the incompleted action bur, tu beeinas. This type
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type of verbal action has thus moved from the sphere of Alctionsart

(i.e. duration) into the higher concept of aspect; the participle

be- -as can be considered to have assumed additionally the functional

load of aspeot marker.

2.453* Following Dambriunas one may note certain restrictions

on the use of this form. The verb ateiti as we have seen has a

present ateina which is an impefcfective form while tne past ate.io

is perfective. Trie form yra beats ins3 is not in contrast! ve

opposition with the present ateina.. whereas a contrastive opposition

does exist between buvo beoteinas and ate,jo. Similarly an imperfective

future would be expressed by bus beateinss. contrasting with the

perfective future ateis. On the other hand the frequentative

past is less likely with this form since ateidavo is neutral and

can funotion in bothe imperfective and perfective contexts.

2.50. Analysis of neutral verb3 in the preterite.

2.51. An analysis of the neutral (or bi-aspectual) verbs leads

one to the conclusion that many of these verbs are characterised

by certain inherent qualities which obviate the necessity for formal

definition. Dambriunas' list contains approximately fifty verbs

and it is more suitable for our purpose if we divide them further

into subgroups on the basis of similarity of meaning. It can be

argued that the selection made by Dambriunas includes verbs which

from their meaning should perhaps be attached to one or other of

the two categories (perfective or imperfoctive). Such being the

case it would be better here to discuss further the term neutral
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whioh he uses. In terras of meaning the neutral verbs cover a

wide ranges at one end they will tend towards the perfective

and at the other the imperfeotive. They are neutral in that they

may be found in imperfect!ve contexts or perfective oontexts without

any ohange in form (i.e. without prefixation or suffixation). Any

of the verbs cited raay be found in perfective oontexts and may be

so marked, i.e. they raay be prefixed (or in certain oases suffixed).

Nevertheless the prefix is not essential to the change in aspect.

If one were to take the verb grjlti (return), the form grj&o and the

form surriSo are both perfective in perfective contexts. The form

su/triSo however, is only perfective and will occur only in such

contexts. The form grilo on the ether hand may occur in either

perfeotive contexts or iraperfective contexts and the aspect will

depend on the context.

Nevertheless there are certain verbs whose basic meaning

will determine the context in which it will most frequently appear.

Thus certain verbs will have a tendency (and one may only speak

of tendencies here) to appear in perfective aspects, while again

otliers will show a marked preferenoe for imporfeetive oontexts.

2.52.

i) two verba connote the end of an action? baige 'ended*,

liovesi 'stopped.

Ilere 4he resultative quality is self-evident and these verbs tend

towards the perfective end of the spectrum.

ii) There are s everal synonyms for seised:

Biupo

II
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grlebe

stvere

iii) Five verbs refer to tie act of falling; the main distinction

lies in the violent content of the action in some cases;

krito 'fell' (the pure act; there are no undertones)

griuvo 'fell down* (additionally direction is indicated in the verb

itself).

klupo 'stumbled', 'tripped'.

puol& 'fell', 'collapsed*•

virto 'fel1 down', tumbled'.

iv) There are two synonyms for rose; both are intransitive,

but the second is the .reflexive form of a transitive verb:

kilo (intr)

keles (originally trans)

v) A sub-group of six verbs indicates a change of state - this

may be cf very short duration or it may cover a period of time:

mire 'died'

gime 'was bom'

sedo 'sat dovm'

stojo 'stood up'

graSino 'beautified' (here change in state of object and not sub.ieot)

£uvo 'perished'.

vi) These are contrasted with a small group where no change of ~«

tiko 'like' synonymous with ■'.a more usual compound form - pstiko.

liko 'remained'

state is envisaged:
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tilpo 'had/found room .for*

vii) The next sub-group contains verbs connected with the act

of speaking:

tare 'said'

leme 'told'

apejo (for Jspejo) 'predicted, guessed'

liepe 'ordered',

sake 'said', might be added to this list in view of the fact that

it is over much of its range virtually interchangeable with tare

viii) The common feature of the majority of the verba in this

group is the idea of violence implicit in the action:

t85&e 'threw violently*,

Soko 'jumped'

truko 'burst, rent exploded'

sturae 'thrust, shoved'

plySo 'broke, burst, spj.it'

spjove 'spat'

spyre 'kicked'

sviede 'hurled'

kliuvo 'knocked against'

dure 'pierced'

sprogo 'burst, exploded*

To this list may be added the basic verb mete 'threw* and also

skyre 'divided' which is closely linked with one of the meanings

of plygo. The violence implicit in the meaning of most of the verbs

of this series is absent from mete and skyre.



ix) There appears to he no common ground for the remaining

verbs in Dambrxunas' liau. Two are aujdili&riea arid in that sense

thay raight have been allocated to a special sub-group,

stenge 'was able*

eme 'began'

In origin erne is, of course, the preterite of imti 'to take' and

when used in trie meaning of 'to tame' it follows the normal pattern

and we may find either jjuae or paeae depending on the context. Ho-

ever, in the meaning of 'begin' erne is never found in the prefixed

form. There is a prefixed verb 'to begin* prudeti. If cue desired
, 24

to stress the perfeotivity of the auxiliary one could use prcx'e.jc.

Many common auxiliaries tend to be used in the simple form; a

synonym of stenae is gaie.jo arid this is the usual form.

The remaining verbs share no features common to them all.

They ares

rySos 'determinea, decided'

peine 'gained1, 1benefited'

vede 'led'

dr£ 30 'risked, dared'

dave 'gave1

tesejo 'carried out'

apruJco 'slipped away'

grjSo 'returned'

leido 'let go*

kibo 'hung onto, attached oneself to'.

24« Of. also previous discussion of these two vbs 2.1315. Both

the simplex erne and the compound vL oradodo (and other tenses of

these verbs) may appear in either aspect.

/
//
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It is possible to link up ryfos,. drj, ttsAlo and oelrf. •

There would be a tendency to gravitate towards the perfective end

cf the aspectual range, but they could be fitted quite easily into

many imperfect!ve contexts. for instance one could rd.sk one's life

on more than one occasion. Similarly one could gain or benefit

from something over a considerable period of time. The notion of

•letting go' could take place on one occasion or on several. The

"ora paleidc is also found with the same meaning and would he used

where raore definition was required. To some of these there exist

iterative forms: dnve: davinejo; vade; vedSiojo, and these would

be used to stress the imperfactive iterative element. An example

of vedSiojo in this usage occurs in Petres Cvirka, Ihonika jau kelintas

vakaras zulino alkunea'.s stalj, prisiglaudusi prio vyro, kuris

deVinas smiliumi vadtio.io knygoje.1 'Already on several evenings

Monica would wear out (rub) the table with her elbows, leaning

against her husband, who was running the .index finger of his right

hand over a page of the book" (PCSM p 60).

2.53# In general terms one may say that the verbs classified as

neutral by Damb.riunae Li ve the potential of either aspect without any

formal distinction being necessary. Within the groups certain

tendencies are to be found in Russian in the same class: e.g. the

verb aidet' 'to sit', 'be sitting' is basically durative. If one

wishes to infer that the action, though statai, was of short duration

and had been completed before another action.oammeaoed, one would

use the prefixed form of the same verb: cf. 'On posidel ndnutoSkfty• •

The Lithuanian verb sedeti may be used the saran way: 'Jis trumputelj

pnscdejo,... similarly there is a prefixed form oaliko supposed to



liko which appears in the list which would mean 'remained for a

short while'. Nevertheless the prefixed forms of the verbs in

this list, where they exist, have proportionally a much lower

frequency than the simple form.

2.54. In direct contrast to the statal verbs whioh show a preference

for the imperfective we find a t the other end of the neutral

verb types (largely in sections (v) and (viii)) a group of vbs

whose distribution shows an equally marked preference for the perfeot-

ive. These verbs form a link between the class of neutral vbs as

a whole and the point action verbs. Despite their similarity to

the point action verbs these neutral verbs can be found in either

aspeot. As Dambriunas says (LP 7 P 257): "This can be explained

by three circumstances. First of all, such verbs do not represent

a very short aotion equal to a mathematical point. For instance,

spro&imas 'explosion1 may last only for one moment, but it can be

somewhat longer, and therefore sprogc oan have both aspeots. It

can be used to translate both Polish and pektA. Seoondly suoh

verbs can be used as iteratives, in whioh case they take on an

imperfective meaning, e.g. '2mones tada mire it lapai rudenj. krito.'

Here mire 'died' means 'died one after another, many people died'...

Finally these verbs can mean not merely the transition from one state

to another but also the last moments before the transition. Mire

oan mean not only 'died', 'became dead', but also 'was in his last
25.

moments of life'... These statements cannot be made about the

small group of point action verbs whioh will be treated briefly in

25. This last statement recalls the oft quoted apology of Charles

II on his deathbed for being an uncenscionable time a-dying.
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the next seotion.

2.60. The point action verbs:

2.61. The so-called point aotion verbs are a much smaller group

than the neutral verbs, and they share certain attributes with

verbs in -tsleti. A verb such as dingo 'disappeared' expresses

an instantaneous change from one state to another, from 'being

present' to 'not being present*, A oontrast is set up between the

state previous to the verbal action and the state after the aotion

has taken plaoe. Stress is laid on the minimal quantity of time

within whioh the action takes place. Similarly the verbal aotion

of 'finding* may be contrasted with that of 'looking for something',

whioh may take sAxae considerable time. An example of the use of rasti

•to find* where the idea of instantaneousness is particularly

stressed oomes from Leskien; 0 Stai, jis 5ia rado popieratp' (And look,

here he found a piece of paper, ALLL p 4). The verb gavo 'obtained*

expresses a similar type of verbal action to rado 'found', where

the instantaneous acquisition of some object is stressed rather

than the regular occurrence of the act. The aot of 'shooting'

expressed in the past Sove covers virtually the same duration of

time as tie action of 'disappearing' in the form dingo.

2.62. Certain verbs in this group are open to a wider interpretation.

The form tapo 'became' may refer to the rapid transition from one

state to another, on the other hand the idea of a process of som®

duration is conceivable in some contexts. Laime.io 'won' may refer

to more than one ocoasion. The preterite spe.jo is obviously
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perfective since the idea of 'arriving' is reinforced by that of

'on time'; again, however, it oould refer to an action that took

place frequently. One could say, for instance, "The train always
26

arrived on time'. 'Arriving' took place more than once, but on

each occasion this action was completed within a specific limit.

2.63* In the group of neutral preterites we find the form dave

•gave'. Dambriunas contrasts this with the form dova.nojo'presented,

gave a present', in origin a denominative from the noun dovana 'gift'.

Both are found most frequently without a prefix, yet dovano.io is

considered a point action verb. This seeias arguable, and it would

be possible to class it with gave. An example of the prefixed

form is found in J. BaltuSis* ' PrieS SeSiadeSimt raety Sj. liutf man

padovano.io Imogus* (Sixty years ago a man made me a present of this

lion. PTO p ), Hie prefix emphasises not only the result

whloh is already implicit in the verb, but that it happened on one

specific oooasion.

2.6a. The remaining verbs in this section are all synonyms whose

basic idea is 'dealt a blow'. The base verb in this group is smom

'straok'. The verbs droSs, kirto, pyle, reSI, skels, Hebe have \
1

this meaning when they are synonyms of 'smog®, elsewhere they may
i1

have slightly different meanings; for instance skele normally \

means 'split' or 'oleave* and is the transitive constituent of the
\

opposition which contains the verb gkyre 'divided'. In the meaning

•dealt a blowA it would he found in suoh constructions as 'Jis skele

26. Traukinys visuomet spejo.
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broliui % dantis' (He punched his brother in the teeth). Again

as in the oa3e of sue,jo. the action may he repeated, hut each action

is entire in itself and characterised by its short duration. There

may be doubtful examples such as dovano.io (see 2.63.) but the

majority of the verbs in this section share the common attribute

of inst%tanoous action or action which is of extremely ahort duration.

2.70» The suffix -teletl.

2.71. In contrast the previous group where it was the basio

meaning of the verb which determined its allocation to a class,

namely the class of point action verbs, the distinctive feature of

the r teleti-olass is the suffixal morpheme. The root morpheme

with this suffix not specifieslly determined. The verb 'to cry out,

to shout', rikti is contrasted with another form in—-<,eleti,

rikteleti. An example of the use of rikteleti. occurs in Peiras

Cvirka, "Jtofcina riktelljo por§. karty, smarkiai ir skausmingai'. (The
woman cried out onoe or twioe, vehemently, in pain. PCZM p 26).
The sentence describes an event during the birth of Monica's son.

The action is repeated more than once, but it is clear from the

oontext that each 'shout* is of short duration.

2.72. It is possible to oolleot many pairs of this type from

contemporary literature. The following are from Petras Cvirka,
27

the preterites of the non-suffixed forms are given for comparison

27. non-suffixed forms are those which do not have the suffix

-telsti. In the above list both krupfiio.io and kamS5io.io are derivative

verbs, the latterJfroa the noun kumStis 'fist'.
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(The numbers in brackets refer to the pages in the novel where

these forms occur).

kruptelejo (75) 'startled'; krupBiojo

riktelejo (26, 60) 'cried out': rilco

smilktelejo (16) 'began to ache, sting': smilko

ISuktelcjo (89) 'shouted': Sauke

kumStelejo (75)'pushed': 'jostled with the fist,': kumSSiojo

2.721# Hitherto all the examples have been given in the preterite,

but they may equally wall appear in the frequentative past. For

instance on p 73 v?e have Sypteledavo; corresponding to this (and also

in the frequentative past) is Sypsodavo. All verbs with the suffix

-teleti are perfective 3inee this is implicit in the meaning of

the suffix. They may not in every case constitute the only perfective

form of a particular verb. A perfeotive may be formed by pre-

fixation based on the imperfective equivalent of the verb in -teleti.

The last mentioned verb Sypteledavo is an example of this; basi&e

the infinitive Sypteleti we also find the prefixed form nuHypsoti.

Similarly rikti has surikti beside rikteletij here the prefix su-

gives this verb an inceptive form., i.e. surikti 'to begin to shout'.

It is interesting to note that the Russian-Lithuanian Dictionary
90

gives" the following alternatives for R zakrlSat': su-rikti, rik-

telatij suSukti, Buktelfrti. If the forms in -teleti are to be regarded

as even near equivalents to the forms in su-, they must be rendered

as 'to utter a shout'.

2.722. A statement can be made about the suffix -teloti, namely

that it may be added to a verbal root and will make the subsequent
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creation perfective. Originally forms in -teleti had a specialised

meaning which stressed the lack of duration of a particular action,

hut it would be more accurate t> describe its use in the modern

language as a perfectivising suffix which may potentially indicate

the instantaneous nature of an action in certain contexts.

2.723* The Slavic form -npti indicated and still does indicate single

action. In the course of time it has aoquired a purely perfectiv¬

ising value and has spread to other verbs where the semelfactive

meaning is not present. The suffix -teleti. while slightly

different in meaning can b@ said to have undergone the same fate.

Both -ncti (where -ngiti stands for all modern reflexes of the suffix)
and teleti still retain in part their original meaning.

2.80. Imperfectivising .--affixes.

2.81. Like the suffix -teleti. -ineti possessed a specialised

moaning - it was an iterative suffix, and wife n added to a simple

imperfective verb no aspectual change vail be made though the verb

has now become more specialised. At the top of page 43 of Zeme

Maitino.ia (see bibliography).,we find the following example;

*... amalsumo pagauti klausine.io.' (... overcome by curiousity

they questioned him). An intensive-iterative element is clearly

present and this is further confirmed by the first part of the

utterance 'smalsumo pagauti...'. On page 43 of the seme work there

are two further examples; 'Tarutis aukine.los miestilyjo ir Siurinejo,

28. Busy-Lietuvip Kalbu Zodynas, Leidykla Mintis, Vilnius 1967*
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kas Sia bus.' (Tarutis took a turn about the small town and looked

around to see what would happen). The eontrast here is between

sukti 'to turn': sukineti(s) 'to turn in several directions', and

liurett 'to look': Siurlneti 'to look around*.

On page 44- there occurs beginego opposed to the simple verb

bego: of. '... kuriose boginego Smonea* (in which the people kept

running about). Further on pages 23-24 we find the sentence 'jis

gaudesi, puldine.io.1 (He played tag and tumbled about), here

puldineti is an iterative of pulti 'to fall down'. All these verbs

show a modification of the verbal notion without a change of aspect

having taken place; they remain imperfeotive throughout. Klausineti,

sukin6ti(s), Siurineti, begineti, puldineti may be considered

Aktionsarten of klausti, sukti, Siureti, begti and pulti. As suoh

they are potential aspectual formants.

2.820. The suffix -inetl with perfective verbs.

2.821. In a passage from Juoaas BaltuSis we find an instance of

this suffix being attached to a prefixed verbs 'Taip presidejo

musy paSintis. Po savaites ji atidliai per%iur&,io tyrimy resultatus,

skaite ir perskaitine.io reoeptus, suglebe jucs Sjjphih' Lr stumtelejo

man.' (In this way our acquaintance had begun. After a week she

oarefully looked through the results of the examinations, she read

and read through the prescriptions, gathered them together in a

pile and shoved Ithom over to me PTD p 36), The formal contrast®

between perSiurS.fe and perskaitine.io is striking, the more so that

both verbs use the same par®fix per- which would normally assign them

both to the same aspectual category. Even had prefixation not been
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the principal means of creating perfect!ves from simple verbs, the

meaning of per- (through) would tend to make any verb to which it

was joined a perfective one. Thus perskaite (read through) would

normally infer that the act of reading was finished. Here the use

of the suffix inojo suggests that the flkpt of reading' was repeated.

Moreover, the juxtaposition of skaite and porsIcaiti.nl.1o suggests

that the prescriptions were not only read, they X7ers read more

than once and read thoroughly. In fact the suffix -inejo stresses

the idea of thoroughness which is also a meaning of the prefix per-.

2.822. The addition of -inejo. whether one attributes to it an

intensive or aniterative value, produces a certain modification of

the verbal action which makes the choice of the perfective impossible.

An intensive value for -inejo would make the action itself of interest;

i.e. the doctor went through the prescriptions thoroughly. It

is known that she finished going through them since she made a

pile of them and shoved them over to the narrator, but this fact

is not of great importance. On the assumption of an intensive

value for the suffix ine;2 in this example one would assign this verb

to the imperfective category. In addition to the intensive value

it is also possible to deduce an iterative value for this suffix,

which would lilce7d.se confirm our ohoioe of the imperfective as .the

correct category of the verb perskaitinejo in this example. Thus

a firm allocation to one or other of these two Aktionsarten is

not necessary since both are sub-categories of the imperfective aspect.

Again in Petras Cvirka there is the sentences 'Siek tiak suraukys

kaktf. Juras ats.deinSjo. urofline.io. (Knitting his brows a little

Juras answered her questions and pointed things out to her. PCZM p )

In the preceding sentences the amazement of Juras' wife at the
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speotaole is described. 'Everything appeared to her as in a dream.

(Monikai viskas buvo kaip sapne). She is as a result continually

asking her husband questions both as to what is happening and also

where things are. To these continuous questions he has to keep

on answering and he has also to keep on pointing things out to her.

From the foregoing it is clear that we are dealing with an iterative

verb in both oases. One may then deduce the following aspectual

oppositions: atsakinlti: atsaforfci and nuroaineti: nurodvti.

A further example of ataakin6.1o from Petras Cvirlca: 'Monika

sumuSusi atsak.ine.1o ir galvojo,..' (Monioa,oonfused,answered them

and thought,...PCZM p 89). Again we are concerned with a repeated

aotion. She answered in effect several requests to b© allowed to

sit next to her on a bench.

Again in Petras Cvirka we meet the form i§davin.e.1o; *Dar tik

vakar mas kunigai if sakykly vieSai iSdavine.io patrioty pavardes

Sandarams' (Yet only yesterday our priests were openly giving out

the names of suoh patriots to the gendarmes. PCZM p 35). .And onoe

more on page 37 of the same novel there is an example with

igsisukine.ios ir prispirtas Monikos, i5sl3Ukl.ne.1o kad

paslydys ir susimuSys.' (... and compelled by Monica he would tell

lies, saying he had slipped end struck against something.) Both

verbs suggest an action that took place frequently, lepeatedlyL i.e.

the priests on more than one ocoasion gave out the names of patriots,

and that Juras told lies to several people and on more than ocoasion.

Of the same type is the form mejkalbinejaus 'AS atreSiau, kad jy

nejkalbinejau, 0 pasakiau, kaip kituos kraStuos ... kad ir darbininkas

puikiai lino, ko jam reikia.' (I retorted that I was not encouraging

them, and I said that... as in other countries the worker too knew
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perfeotly well what ha needed. PCZM p 53)» In *his sentenoe we

have three prefixed verbs but a contrast has been established

be twoen atreSiau. pasaklau and neika.1bine.lau. This oontrast is

both formal and notional. The verb form aeikalbine.lau describes

a process and not a result, mid this process in marked by the

oontrastive element -ine.iau.

2.00. Hie Lithuanian Aspect System; Summary.

2.91* A comparison of the Lithuanian system and the Espect systems

of the various Slavic languages shows that the former is more

complex or not yst finally systemised. One of the most striking

features distinguishing The Lithuanian system from the Slavic

systems is tie existence of a large class of what L. Dambriunas has

oalled neutral verbs. These verbs correspond to the hi-aspectual

verbs of Slavio and it would be possible to use this term to desoribe

this group of Lithuanian verbs. All neutral verbs may occur with

prefixes and one may find Slavic •»-- aspectual verbs directly

corresponding to the Lithuanian vefbst ssdeti, stoveti, guleti,

matyti correspond to Slavic (R) sidet*, stojat', le5at* and videt*.

Though the prefix may not be the same (Lithuanian prefers pamatyti

whereas Russian has uvidet') the prefix will tend to suggest, not mere

perfectivity (i.e. as contrasted with iroperfectivity) but rather

one of the perfective Aktionsarten. What is noteworthy about

Lithuanian is not the existence of such bi-aspectu&l forms but their

number and distribution. For instance griStl (return) and rnirti

(die) are bi-aspeetual in Lithuanian,whereas the Slavio equivalents

are hot (of. R vosvraSSat'sja: vozvratit's ja/veraut' s Ja and umirat'f

umeret'). Hie Lithuanian bi-aspectual verbs may be said to havs
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resisted the g„spectual polarity which has affected the vast majority

of Slavic verbs.

2.911. The point aotion verbs are another group of simple vbs

whioh have resisted this aspectual polarity. While the neutral

vbs are bi^aspeeiual, i.e. the selection of aspect depends uniquely

on the context and not on form, the point action verbs are confined

to the perfective aspect. Though with reg rdto aspect they may

be compared with verbs in -telsti. all the latter have a corresponding

imparfective form which may be a simplex or it may have a suffix

other than -teleti. Point action verbs have no imperfective form.

If one takes a s an example of the point action verbs the vb din^t!

(disappear) (of. Petras Cvirka, p 10 sL«bas din^e pakalneje) we

find fiat the act of 'disappearing' is regarded as an instantaneous

act and henoe the perfective is the only possible aspect. Yet in

Russian we find the normal polarisation: iaSesat' : isBeznut*. If
i

one consults a Russian-Lithuanian Dictionary under isSesat*. one

finds the following Lithuanian equivalents: nykti, dingti, sleptis,

Suti; again undar isSesnut' (the perfective form of this verb)

dingti, Suti, pasislepti, iSnykti and panykti etc... Both slepti
. \

and nykti are normal imperfective verba and form their perfective in

the usual way by prefixation. Neither dingti nor Suti form their

perfective in this way; dingti is always perfective while Suti

(at least acoording to Dambriunas) is neutral. In meaning they are

not dissimilar: dingti: to dissappear, vanish, be lost and Suti:

to perish, die; (of things) to be lost (of people) to be missing.

In the military sense of 'to be missing' one may use either verb.

Of the two verbs, however, Suti has more figurative meaning; dingti



suggests a sudden transition f rota beina visible to being invisible.

Such is the meaning of dingo in the example from Petras Cvirka

where the man is suddenly lost from view down the slop®. It is

difficult for that reason to associate dingti with the P. imperfect-

ive verb except in case3 where the act of 'disappearing' took plaoe

more than once. Where the act of 'disappearing* was other than

instantaneous one would of necessity use a verb meaning 'to fade,
29

to diminish' such as the verb nykti meaning 'to become less, to

shrink* or sleptis 'to hide oneself (cf« R. skryvat'sja). In

perfective contexts nykti and sleptis occur as translations of R

isSeznut' in situations which differ little if at all from that of

dingti in the example from Petras Gvirka (PCZM p 10). Thus *0n

is5 es v tolpe' is rendered 'Jis pranyko, pasislepo ininioje'; and in

a more figurative usage; 'streh is5es"; 'baime iSnyko.' If one

substituted dingo in the first example, 'Jis dingo minioje* on®

would have a similar context to the example of Cvirka; Zmogus

dingo pakalneje. In both oases the disappeara.noe is instantaneous.

It is this quality of instantaneousness that is inherent in the verb

dingti. It is not marked in any of the substitutes? dingo is

perfective and instantaneous; pranyko and pasislepe are marked

only for perfective.ty.

2.912. As a oategory the point action group is by its nature

29. No instance of the perfective usage of dinrti occurs with

a prefix whereas Suti has a purely perfective form praSuti;

praluti is found as a translation of the R perfective pogibnut,'

though the simple form is also found in this meaning.
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restrioted to only a few verbs, and some of these may not with

absolute certainty be assigned to it. If one takes dingti as the

type of verb one certain fact emerges dinrti is never pre-fixed.

One cannot apply this criterion to the verb rasti 'to find'. Though

it is true that the verb rasti is found in the simple form in the

majority of perfective contexts the compound form surasti cannot

be excluded, of. in Juozas BaltuSis v.TKJM - 56): Tolimame pagiryje

surado Smones mokvtoj§.' "In the distant edge of the woods the men

discovered the teacher". Similarly one finds atrasti. As a

translation of the Russian 'ObnaruSilis® poterjannye den'gi' one

would use atsirasti: "Atsirado pamestieji pinigai". Again when

some native speakers of Lithuanian translated the sentence "The game¬

keeper picked up the burnt rags and believed that he had found the

cause of the recent fire" - three out of four preferred a compound

form to the simple fonnj the ohoioe was: suradfs; aurado; a trade;

and one only selected rsdfs.'^ On the basis of this evidence

it would be more appropriate to assign the verb rasti to the class

of neutral verbs. Nevertheless the verb rasti will function more

often as a point action verb. The use of the prefix will signal

the successful completion of a search rather then the mere act of

30. L1. Eigulys pakele sudegusius Skurlius ir galvojo, kad

sursdo paskutiniojo gaisro prieSafctj..

L2. G-irininkas pakele apdegusiuosius skudurus ir patikejosi,

kad jis bus suradfs paskutiniojo gaisro prieSast^.

L3. Eigulys pakele nuo Semes apde/pusiuosius skudurus ir

tike josi, kad atrado neperseniausiai ^vykusio gaisro prieSastJ..

L4. Zverininkas pakele apdeguosius skudurus ir tikejosi

radfs neseniai buvusiojo gaisro priezasti.
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firidin^ which ccvld often be accidental.

2.915* Unlike the two previous groups of verbs whethwr neutral

simple* or point action vbs there exist according to Pambriunas

two groups of prefixed verbs which are either imperfective or neutral.

Hitherto we have been concerned with verbs which are rorually un-

prefixed and when the prefixed form is found it is clearly perfective.

The prefixed verbs in these two groups are eitner not used without

prefixes or the corresponding unprefixod verb may be totally un¬

related ir, meaning (of. tarti 'say* and j.tarti 'distrust, suspect').
L. Dainbriunas' list contains about forty-five verbs, the largest

group again being neutral. Forms of the neutral group are according

to Dambriunas imperfective when they are used figuratively. Thus

l&dave when it means 'betrayed' and not when it means 'gave out'.

They are inperfactive when they are iterative (or rather when they

are in an iterative context): Darata itare panj. "Darata used to

suspect the master". It is interesting to note here that Dambriunas

puts forward jtarine.io as an alternative to itare in this context.

As we shall see,many of these verbs may take this suffix and that

we have in effect the opposite tendency to that of the simple

neutral verbs. With, the simple neutral vbs the perfective was

specially marked, hare it is the imperfective that is specially

marked.

2.92. It is in the use of this suffix -inejo (infin, -ineti) and

aim on occasion ~iojo(-icti) that we can see the growth of a

system of aspectual oppositions. Of the two suffixes -ineti is

the commoner and seems to have become even sore productive of
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recent years. As a translation of Sussian 'pribyvat' Rusy-

Lietuviy Kalby ?,odynas gives both atoldlneti and atvykti. Yet

atyykdineti certainly exists and one would have expected to find

it here. There is, however, still a certain amount of disagreement

among native speakers with regard to this form. For instance the

sentence, 'He was running to and fro, busying himself now with this,

now with that.* has been veriously translated by different informants

and a fifth on being consulted suggested a further alteration.

'He was running..,' was rendered on tro occasions by 'Jis lakste.,,';

the other two informants suggested respectively: Jis beginejo...

and Jis begiojo... The second verb 'busying himself' has been

rendered in three cases by the participle in -damns: dirbdamas

and (twioe) u.Ssiimine.jo (the imperfactive form of' uSslimti: to

busy oneself with). The first 'he was running to and fix?' concerns

movement whioh is both repeated and in different directions;

'busying himself now with this, now with chat' is an action of a.

certain degree of intensity though not necessarily of an orderly

nature. In neither case are we envisaging the action as completed,

though in fact a series of small actions have been completed. The

forms begiojo (ran to and fro) and lakste (flew about) adequately

translate the meaning of the first verb, the to and fro is already

inherent in the meaning of the vb, though this is also implied

by 'IS vienos vietos % kity'; in the oase of lakste (flew, flitted

about) this phrase has been rendered by 'Sen ir ten'. A further

informant suggested that the iterative nature of the first action

might be further emphasised by the use of the suffix -inejo, thus

lakstinajjo. All these forms are imperfective: begiojo, beginejo

lakste, lakstinejo. The action of the second half of the sentenoe



is also imperfactive and where a finite verb has been used the

translator has used the -inejo form of the compound verb 'uSsiirati'.

A similar type of sentence is the following: 'The shop door was

oonstantly opening and shutting'. The action of both verbs is

continuous and again we find the form in - ineti: Xrautuves durys

vis$ laika atsidarine.io ir u&sidarineio (L 1). Two other informants

(L2 and LI.) use a participial form: Parduotuves durys buvo nudlat

atidaranejamos ir uSdarinejamos, Parduotuves durys visf Itdkj. buvo

atidarinejamos... The fourth hesitates between the participial

usage and. the preterite: buvo atidarinejamos ir uSdarinej&mos/

atsidarinejo ir uSsidarinejo.

This sentence may be compared with the following: 'The door

shut and she heard, somebody coming upstairs.' In this instance

there is complete agreement on the use of the perfective in

translating the The door shut...*: durys uSsidare (L 1, LjJ, and L 4)

and uSsidare durys (L2), They are divided on ihe aspect of heard:

girdejo (twice): iSgitdo (twice).^

2,S3. The evidence which has been considered so far has tended

to reinforce the view that the Lithuanian aspect system is newer

in relative terms than the Slavic system. The essential feature

of the Slavic system is a rigid grammatical polarisation ss between

imperfective and perfective0 Hers on© finds only a limited number

31• The verb girdeti like matyti may he considered bi-aspectual

though possessing a purely perfective component (in this case

iigirsti); girdeti; iSgirsti and matyti: pamatyti are in a similar

relationship to that of the R pair videt': uvidet'.
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of bi-asoeotual vorba (prefixed and simplex) cited by L. Darnbriunas.

2,94* Lithuanian has had. for many centuries very close links

with the closely related 3. Baltic language, Latvian, and it would

not be surprising if there were many similarities between them.

Both languages have undoubtedly been influenced by Slavic, though,

outside the field of lexis, this influence is difficult to define.

Moreover in distinguishing between the two aspects both have made

use of inherited material. Before passing on to consider the

interaction of tense and aspect in these languages and .in blavio

we must consider- the Latvian aspectual system.



3.0. Aspect in Latvian

3.1. The Latvian aspect system shows many similarities with

the Lithuanian* We do not find the olear polarisation of the

Slavic systems? thus the forms of any Latvian verb may be designated

impeffective or perfective, but not every La vb necessarily possesses

imperfective and perfeotive forms. It is in-fee creation of the

perfective that the La system diverges least from the system

established for Lithuanian, and it would be better here to consider

first the type of marker used to make this distinction.

3.120. The creation of perfective forms from imperfective forms.

3.121. The normal method of deriving p forms from i vbs is

pre fixation. These prefixes may have lost their original spatial

meaning and become merely markers of aspect; alternatively the

spatial meaning of the prefix may have survived, or the prefixed

form may possess some other specialised meaning (i.e. it may be

used to render one of the Aktionsarten). Theoretically any prefix

may be used to derive a p vb. In fact four prefixes sa-, no-, iz-

and pa- (31 s-, ot-, is and po~) are preponderant in the function

of aspect markers. As aspect markers they lose their spatial meanings

La lasr't : izlasit R Sitat* : proSitat'

mirt : noinirt umirat's urnsret'

darit : padarit delat* s sdelat'

maksat: samakaat piatit •: zaplatit'



3.122, Any other prefix may occur in fliis role though these are

les3 likely to los» their spatial meaning. Thus risinat (solve):

atrisinilt. V. Staltmane in her article Verbu veidi musdienu

latvialu literaraja valoda. p 14, (valodas un literaturas inst.

raksti, VTl) gives two examples of the use of ihia verb in either

aspect. Fifcat .in lie imperfeotive: 'Audzinatajiem japarada...

ka vislabak il3inat uzdevumus matematika... PLSk 1952, 1, 32.

(Teaohers have to show., how best to solve problems in mathematics..

And in fie perfective:

'Tiosi katram savs neatbildets un neaizskaidrots jautajums... ko

atri3inat paSam nebij pa 3pekam.' A'JPla, 45. (They each had their

own unanswered and unexplained problems... which they found them¬

selves unable to 3olve).

»?e also find the following prefixes used as aspect markers:

aiz-. aizjugt (: jugt, to 3roke); oar-, partulkot (: tulktot, to

translate); ap-. apgerbt (: gerbt, to put on, trans); .is-, iodzelt

(:dzelt, to sting).

3.123. The basic meaning of the prefix may lead to its selection as

an aspect marker with certain verbs: sa- (L su-, SI s-) denoted

union or combination, of. sa-lasit (to gather)

sa-vakt (to collect)

sa-S^eteret (to twist or spin),

iz- on the other hand points to a process of selection: iz-laslt

(to select) or result (iz-S^eteret).

no- is associated with the idea of de^th or impairment in subject

or ooject, and as a result it is used as a marker for the vb mirt

(to die).
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pa- (ee in Lithuanian or Slavic) frequently points to an action as

being of short duration? e.g. zust, but 'to disappear for a short

rhile' is pe-zust.

3.20. Polysemy of perfective aspect prefixes.

3.21. It can be seen from tie above examples that a simple vb

(in tie vast majority of cases the imperfective verb) may correspond

to more than one perfective form. One of these perfective forms «*

functions as the normal perfective cf the simple verb in question,

the other perfective forms impart definition to a particular

characteristic cf the sction. Thus the prefix pa- infers that the

action of the verb is of short duration (cf. also L pa-, Slavic po-).
Sr.- and ie- point to the beginning of an aotion (cf. I su- and

ft z&-). Such abstractions belong to the sub-category of

iUctionsarten end in Lalvian they are capable of expressing a con¬

siderable range of meaning. Since the prefixes have in such

instances been de-semanticised^ the new meaning (of Aktionsart)

may have little if any connection with the original meaning of

the prefix. The meanings of ie- (in) and na- (together) are no

longer present when these prefixes are used to form inceptive

verbs. The prefix iz~ may mean 'to have ones fill of...' as in

the following example. The vb skriet (to run) has the iterative

form skraidlt, yet the compound form izskraidltiea means 'to have

one's fill of running*. Similar is the compound vb nostaveties

32. i.e. they have lost their original spatial meaning and now

have a purely aspectual significance, or serve (as in the oaae of

Aktionsarten) to emphasise some non-spatial meaning.
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in the sentence 'VijtS uostavejas rind"' (He was fed up with

queuing).

3.'220. The prefixed forte retains the basic meardng.

3.221. The use of the prefix as an aspect marker, or within the

aspectual oategoiy as a marker of Aktionsarten is essentially

secondary'. The original meaning of the vast majority of prefixes

is a spatial on® in that the prefix corresponds to a preposition

with a spatial meaning: thus the prefixes aiz-, is- and par-

have the spatial meanings of the prepositions aiz, is and par to

which th®y correspond formally. The creation of compound verbs where

these prefixes retain their original meaning can be considered the

primary use of such prefixes: i.e. izvilkt (to drag out), nosvie3t

(to throw away), pallsi (to crawl under) and salimci (to stick

together). As a result of the development of the use of the

prefixes as aspect markers all sueh oompound vbs are formally at
33

least perfective;

The compound verbs its considered earlier were also perfective

but there each perfootive form corresponded to a simple form. Thus

mirt (imperfactive) corresponds to nomirt. apmirt and indeed izmirt

(die out), though the last is a less happy example since Izmirt (to

33. Certain compound verbs may be found in both imperfectiv©

and perfective contexts and may thus be considered formally

perfeotive. Most compound verbs are, however, both formally

and functionally perfective since they have a separate imperfeot-

ive form.
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die out), should be looked upon as a new formation, sinoe it has

been transferred to a different lexical set. The form ixmirt does,

however, provide a link with the opposition iziet % let. The form

isiet contrasts with iet in respect of its perfactivity, as does

pniei, though one must regard the relationship of iziet : iet as

being on a different level. The relationship here is lexical

rather than grammatical. On the lexical level iet is not the

'iiuperfeotive form of iziet any more than it is the i form of usiet

(asoend) or ieiet (go in). There is thus in Latvian no comparable

aspectual pair to the I? vyjti : vyhodit' or B podpi3vain : podpiSa

or indeed L iBavedSioti ; ilvesti (deduce).

In Slavic and to more limited extent in Lithuanian i forms of

compound verbs have been derived with the aid of iterative suffixes,

or in one group of verbs by the substitution of the iterative

member of a pair of vbs, i.e. prinesti : prinosit' in Russian,

where nosit' was originally the Iterative member of a pair of

which the non-iterative was nesti. In this opposition there are

traces of an old ablaut distinction as well ». ■> an iterative

suffix (-iti). With most verbs, the Slpwic languages have had

recourse to another iterative suffix* i.e. R and Pol/ivn/, to

form imperfective verbs. Thus to the Russian simple verb pisat'

we have the oompound zapisat* (to write down, note) and a corres¬

ponding new form aapisyva-t1. Similarly in Lithuanian we have raByti:

uBr&Byti: uSraB-ine-ti. Bulgarian and Macedonian have generalised

-va- forms as in E and W Slavic. In Bulgarian one finds -va-

and -live-, while Macedonian has a majority of -uva- forma. Though

the suffixes mentioned above are not the only suffixes used in

Slavic or in Lithuanian the derivational process Is the same in all

oases, i.e. a suffix (originally iterative or intensive) has been
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used to mark the imps infective of compound verbs. Moreover, this

process is common to Slavic and Lithuanian, but not, fes we shall

see, to Latvian,

The question may well be 6 shed whether there ere such suffixes

in Latvian which could function in this role. Certainly since

iters.tlve and intensive verbs do existj in LatvieSu V&lodas

f-ramrnatika, 1, Mndzelins lists some Iterative and intensive verbs

of which only a selection is presented here:

a) -et (LVG <" 0)

revet, intens (to weed ) : raut (tc jeric, pull)

dreJljet, intens (to tear apart)

d ) -at (LVG 647)

nesat or nnsat, iter (to carry) * nest

tekat, iter (to run to and fro) : tecet

c) -at (with lengthened grade of the root, LVG p 819)

ir.etat, iter (to throw repeatedly) : meat

lelrat, iter (to hop, jump) ; Islet

d) -it (with lengthened grade in some stems, LVG 655)

rartit, itor-intens (to roll, drag about on the ground)

graizit, iter (to out repeatedly) : griesi

e) —stit (L/;\t 639)

dastit, iter, 3H,, "gebe risderholt";

karscit, iter Bielenstein, II, 403? "faase wiederholt-".



f) -dlt (LVG 659)

skraid.it, iter (to run) ; skriet

Saudit, iter (to shoot) : Saut.

g) -j.nat (LVG- 667): the spread of iteratives to this suffix

may have been due to the influence of forms in -at. Similarly

some vbs in -i.nat may in effect be derived from original forme in

-j.net (e suffix now no longer found in the standard language).

Through the forms in -i.net we have a link with L forms in. -ineti,

and it is noteworthy that many L iterstives in -ineti gloss ~>a

iterat.ives in -inat; cf the following examples:

darlna';

mvrnat

kapinat

klaudzinat

klupinat,

lupinat

uib inat

viloinat

(Bielenstein, L opr., I, 424), of. L darineti

iterative to daiyti (dd)

ibid,, cf L davinefci: duoti (give)5

ibid., (to raise, increase) : kapt; cf. L kooineti

(to climb)j kopti (climb); the La vb is also causative

whereas L kopineti is merely iterative, both are

transitive.

(to knock, bang); klaudzat

Bielenstein, op cit., I 425. (to stumble); cf. L

klupineti; Villus Peterartie (LAZ/60) gives klupiniuoti

in this meaning, corresponding to the non-iier klupti.

(to peel, pare): luptj of, L lupinti/'lupineti.

(Bielenstein, op oii., I 426}, to poke, to prod, to

pick); urbt (to bore).

(to delay, drag out defer): vilkt (to pull, drag);
this is a durative intensive rather than iterative.



virinat (to keep opening and shutting)} vert vaja (to open);
vert ctet (to shut), and with inserted -d-:

dsteddinat (to sting), 24548 (LTDs): dzelt (to sting)j
dzidinat fielenstein, op cit., IT, .392 and 1^.02, "bieSidzit" (to

drive, chase, often)
jadinat, ibid. I, 425 • I jodineti (to take a ride, ride about on

horseback)} LAVTur also gives jadelet ("to ride about)
jadinat and Jadelet? jat (to ride), c?« b joti.

3.223, The above list is only a selection of the ite: -intensive
forms given by l.udselirs in LatvieSu Valodas G-raraatika ( 640,647»

6.55, 659, 667), LVvert'ieless from these examples alone it can be

seen that Latvian diverges somewhat from Lithuanian in its prefereiu

for -at/-it: -inat in the function of iterative-intensive marker.

Latvian has Seen & induction in the number of possible

derivational formants largely on account of the phonetic changes

which occurred in the pre-literatc period. L nasal diphthongs
have become oral long vowels or oral diphthongs} thus Lithuanian

distinguishes -yti (i:ti) and inti, whereas in Latvian both would
have coalesced in -it (~±:t). Again certain suffixes are very

productive, of. -ot, which is much more frequent than the corres¬

ponding 5 -uoti.

On the other hand there is no exact equivalent of the L -ineti.

Though La -inat corresponds in wary cases to L -inati, and in so

far as it has replaced forms in -inat, it corresponds phonetically
to in&ti, -ins.t has not assumed the iterative-intensive function

to anything .like -the extent that the Lithuanian suffix has done.

Tiie suffix -inat has retained the polysemy which it is reasonable
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to suppose was characteristic of many such suffixes at an earlier

stage of the language. Thus -inat may be denominative, dibinat

(to found) from dibens, bottom; it may be causative, audzinat (to

educate, train, bring up); augt (to grow). Audzinat corresponds

to L auginti with essentially the same range of meaning. An

example of the use of audzinat from a translation of George Orwell's

Animal Farm will serve to illustrate the suffix -inat in the

oausative role. This example occurs on page 15s '••• Snowball

and Napoleon, whom Mr. Jones was breeding up for sale.'

Sniegapika un Napoleons, kuyus DSonss audzina.ja pardoSanai."

(DZF, p 15). With reference to this suffix therefore one may

conclude that the causative and denominative verbs are clearly

distinguished by their meaning (cf. augt: audzinat or the de¬

nominative isinat 'to shorten' < the adj Iss, 'short'). More¬

over the causative suffix fulfils a useful role in both Baltic

languages as a formant of transitive verbs from intransitives,

thereby aiding in the creation of new members of the transitive:

intransitive opposition whioh is so characteristic of the Baltic

verbal system^ Iterative verbs in -inat are not so clearly

defined a role as the causative forms in -inat.

The iterative-intensive forms in -at/-It are more clearly

34. of. Christian Stang, "Dagegen findet man in Bait, die

Tendenz eine andere Art von Doppelverba zu schaffen, namlich trans¬

itive und intransitive: ....; dies ist aber nur eine Tendenz,

ein Motiv in der Sprachentwicklung. Es handelt sich nicht um ein

geschlossenes System, wie bei den slav. perf.-imperf. Paer/erba."

Das Slavische und Baltische Verbum. p 98
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defined, yet even here they are not found in great numbers and

the suffixes are of low productivity. It would seem that firstly

the iterative-intensive suffix hag hot been so highly developed

as in Lithuanian and that secondly there are areas of doubt as to

the iter or intens nature of the suffix in some so-called iteratives

or intensives, this factor being particularly marked in the case

of vbs in -inat.

3.224. In view of the remarks expressed above (3.223) the Latvian

iterative-intensive forms are not adequately marked for these

qualities (i.e. iterativeness or intensiveness) or are in insufficient

numbers to favour their use in the functional role of aspectual

determinants. The existence of iteratives or intensives in the role

of aspect marker in Lithuanian has not exerted any influence on

Latvian usage despite the faot that the two countries are both

geographically contiguous and closely related. In fact, in the

grammatical developments (as opposed to the lexical) there is a

marked difference between features inherited and those which have

developed since the two languages sejkerated. It has not been a

case of one language developing and of one standing still (and

on® v.ould have expected the relatively more archaic Lithuanian

to have developed least), but rather of both languages developing

along different lines.

Lithuanian is extremely rich in derivational suffixes which

have retained their distinctiveness. Latvian on the other hand has

fewer suffixes of this kind and, moreover, with its loss of flexions

has tended to rely on analytical means. To take an example from

the substantival declension, preseriptive grammar has provided

Latvian with an instrumental case which serves to bring it into

line with East Baltic norms and E and W Slavic norms. Thus,
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La ar viru (by the man) corresponds to L vyru an to Pol c jalowiekiem

and S Selovekom. However, the form viru (I) is identical with the form

viru (a); in the plural paradigm the Dat and the Inst are the same. In

diachronio terras the -u is a contraction of -o, which is the normal reflex
35

of -a-n and which corresponds to L vyr$. The distingulshin.? feature in

this aass is not the suffix _^u but the preposition ar which always

accompanies the case. The use of discrete lexical elements is

ill so found within the La verbal system. The conditional suffix

-tu is attached to the infinitive stem of the verb and remains

invariable, whill the Lithuanian cognate -ty. is 3? only. A new set

of personal endings has been evolved by Lithuanian and in this sense

it is an innovator when compared to Latvian. The original form

in both the Lithuanian and the Latvian paradigm is the 3P and this

is the only form which has remained the same both in diachronio and

synchronic terms, i.e. the earliest Lithuanian texts show -tyi (or

-tu), though they exhibit a wide range of divergence in the other

persons of the paradigm!0 The modem literary language has 1P

sg -Siau, but in ZemaiSiai for instance we find -5io, while S and

E Lithuanian dialects have -tau (see further ChSt p 249)• That

the JP should be the same everywhere is not surprising since this

form has remained unmarked for number throughout the whole Baltio

language s rea. The diversity of the suffixes marking person and

35. The suffix -a-n posited for the accusative sing of masc

©-stems in both proto-Lithuanian and proto-Latvian might equally well

have been written -a-m.

36. of. 2P sgj DaukSa -tumbei; MaSvydas -tumbi; Sirvydas -tumey.
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the total absence of person markers in Latvian suggests that the

pers nal endings of Lithuanian arose after the separation of

Lithuanian and Latvian from common E Baltic.

Arising out of the use of the personal pronouns with the 3^
to mark number is the extension of this usage to other persons in

all tenses, though the person may be adequately marked by the

verb ending. In the Latvian conditional where the verb form marks

only tense this use of the personal pronouns became a permanent

feature of the paradigm:

i.e. 1, es butu (I should be)

2. tu butu (you would be)

3. vi butu (he would be etc)

1. mes butu

2. jus butu

3. aipi butu

The personal endings of the relative mood (atstastljuma IE -o-m,

but this form had in any case been reduced to a nasal vowel in the

earliest E Baltic ritten records, izteiksme) are formed in the same

way with the aid of the personal pronouns since the forms in -ot

are invariable (-ot was originally the adverbial or indecl form of a

participle)."'1 The present of the relative mood of nugt (grow) is

37* of 3P of vb 'to be': L sg: jis, ji yra (esti): pis jie yra.

38. The forms in -ot are to be regarded as tense in the same way that

butu is a tense, or the R form pisal is a tense. Stang (ShSt p 2A3) lays

too much stress on the nominal (participial) origin of the form, whereas in

modern literary Latvian these forms function as finite verbs and should be

considered such. The forms in -ot correspond to Lithuanian indecl

participles in -ant.
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Ss follows: es, tu, vip?> augot. mes, jus, vipi fiugot. Apart

from the future au^Sot the other tenses of this mood are formed

with the aid of the verb 'to be' (esot, busot) and the past

active participle in -is.

This use of discrete lexical lexical elements is paralleled in

E Slavic where the 1-participle is now a tense form since it has

lost its auxiliary verb. The E S avic past tense is characterised

by the unusual feature t.iat it marks gender and number but not

person. Polis has on the other hand recreated a secondary

79
system of endings which indicate person, and these are added onto

the l*participle with truncation of the vowel of the suffix in

certain cases. Lithuanian like Polish has developed a secondary

series of suffixes for the conditional and this development

conforms with the Lithuanian norms. Latvian practice on the other

hand shows a tendency towards the use of analytical structures.

By analytical-structures is meant the use of separate words to asnder

syntactical and morphological relationships. Thus Latvian as we

have seen uses prepositions to render case/casual relationships and

39. The Pol personal end-ngs are: -em. -cs, -smy, -scie. These

are in diachronic terms relics of the verb (to be, which was in Old

Pol: jesm, jes, jesmy, jescie; the 3? forms do not appear in this

tense since the participle is sufficient to express this person.

L-0. Truncation takes place in the sg when the -e- of the personal

endings -em, -es is dropped after the -a of the feminine participle:

i.e. pisaia-s.
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personal pronouns to indicate person in the subject. It may be

argued that this usage has been dictated by the need to obviate

ambiguity. Nevertheless as Lithuanian has shown there ia more

than one methed of avoiding ambiguity and Latvian usage shows a

definite preference for the analytical method.

when we come to consider the derivation of imperfective verbs

we shall see that Latvian has adopted a similar* procedure to that

adopted above to express tie relationships of person and case.

Indeed the creation of imperfective forms for compound perfective

verbs lias been called the 'analytical construction'. In our

analysis of this process we shall have to consider what form the

process takes, what restrictions limit the full application of

the process, and lastly we shall suggest why this process was

adopted in preference to the methods used by neighbouring language

groups, and in particular Lithuanian.

3.30. The Analytical Construction.

3.31• If one analyses the following Latvian compound verbs,

atvert (open), aizvert (shut), iziet (go out), and nolekt (jump

down), one finds that they all oonsist of three components: prefix

root (none of these verbs is derived so one may exclude for the

moment all derivational suffixes) and finally the infinitive

marker -t. It is, however, the prefix which distinguishes any
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of the above verbs from the corresponding simple verb vert, which

is not frequently found in this meaning (i.e. to open or shut,

since theoretically it may have either meaning). That this is no

re§l difficulty will become clear later. No suoh complication arises

with iet (go) and lekt (jump); these differ from the compound forms

in that movement of a certain type is implied, but no specific

direction is inferred for that movement. The prefix in "these

cases adds the idea of direction of the movement (outward or down¬

ward.) or in the case of the verbs meaning 'to shut' or 'to open'

it points to two different types of action. At the same time

the prefixes function grammatically, as aspect markers. They

mark these verbs as perfective. Yet these vb forms differ from a

form such as padarit (do) where the pa- is de-semanticised and

marks merely perfectivity. In the oase of padarit the omission of

the prefix makes the verb imperfective; darlt. If one ommitted

the prefix from the vbs atvert, aizvert, iziet or nolekt, the

forms thus obtained would be imperfective but they would also differ

lexically from the compound verbs. The Use of the analytioal

construction allows one to retain the lexical value of the prefix

while the vb reverts to the simple form. In other words one substit¬

utes for the prefix a free form which has the same meaning. Thus

for atvert one would obtain vert vala. where yala corresponds to

the prefix at-g similarly aizvert corresponds to vert oiet,

iziet: iet ara (or lauka) and nolekt: lekt zeme^

41. 'Tne forms atvert, aazvert may oe replaced by attaislt, aizt-

aislt without change of meaning; the form taislt' 'do! can be used

in the analytical construction as can the compounds of vert, cf.

'Taisi durvis ciet'.'Shut the door' from Turkina. The forms

attaislt, aiztaisit are strongly reminiscent of the German vbs

aufmachen, Kumachen.
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3•320 An analysis of the markers of the analytical construction.

3.321 The grammatical status of the free forms va^-a, ara/lauka,
ciet and zeme is not difficult to ascertain; they are all adverbs,

though ciet or cieti ia the only one derived from an adjective

(ciets - firm). Ars (outside), lauks (field) and zeme (earth, land)
are all nouns in the locative case. The suffix -a,(-a, -1) here

referred to as locative also functions as an allative or illative;

thus 'vipli gaja ara' shows ara functioning as an allative, whereas

•ara guleja supii shows ara functioning as a locative, since 'he

went out' implies movement outwards. In the second example,

however, 'the dogs were lying outside' implies state not movement.

3.322. There are a large number of such adverbs and theoretically

at least it would be possible to substitute an adverb for any

prefix. Moreover, since every prefix has more than one meaning, the

meaning 'down* may correspond to more than one adverb: zeme where

the movement is more abrupt or in the spatial sense closer to the

vertical, lekt/zeme, or where the descent is more gradual, leja/lejup,

42, The adverbs leja and lejup in allative contexts are inter¬

changeable; lejup with its suffix -p (also found in Hurp, turp

(here, there)) is purely allative.
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as in the example from Janis $aunsudrab; 'No setsvldus gaja

aa^ains celipl lejup,... JJB&r p 14, (The grass path ran down

from the courtyard,.. ). Similarly in the sentence 'He ran down

to the gate,...* the following translations were obtained; 'Vi^l

noskreja leja pie vertiem,.. (La 3)I 'VipS skre.ja le.ja us vartiem...

(La 2). The other two versions differed from the above; one did

not stress the downward movement at all (VijsS skre.ja us vartiem.. La

1) while the other translated 'he ran as far as the gate.. (VipS

aizskreja lids vartiem,, La 5)» Two informants (La 3 <;nd La 5)
have provided perfective versions noskreja and aisskreja, and the

first of these has further emphasised the downward movement implicit

in the prefix by combining it with the adv leja. The combination

of a perfective verb and an adv corresponding to the prefix is, as we

shall find, not uncommon. The adverb has in such instances no

grommatioal significance but merely serves to give additional

emphasis.

The basic meaning of the prefix no- is 'away from' and the

corresponding adv will be nost. As examples of this concrete

spatial meaning may be cited; nofiemt, nogrust, noplest 'to take

away, shove off, to tear off)j all have corresponding analytical

forms with nost. Host is the adverb whenthe prefix no- has the

more abstract meaning of death or impairment (see 3*21.): cf.

noelapt (to suffocate). V Staltmane cites two examples Of this

verb lathe perfective and imperfect!ve respectively; (p) '(A5a)

NeJauSu gaijam nosiapt'. (RBILi 70) "1 will not allow the oock

to suffocate." and (i), ' Pa&xoiz es 3lapstu nest' (AG-ryie 26)

"At present I just suffocate."

Also with the meaning 'away from® is the prefix at-, though
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thig is only one of its many meanings. In this meaning at- is

replaced by several adverbs; nost (away from), prom or pro.jam

(away, off); thus atpemt (p) 'to take away'; jtemt nost; atgai^at

$p) 'to keep away, drive away'; gaipat prom (i). The prefix at-

rnay beattaohedto verbs of physical activity where movement in

a specifio direction is not implied. A verb of this type is 'atvert'

(to open) and hers, as we have seen (3«31«) the corresponding adv

is va}a; i.e. atvert (p): vert vaja. Where the meaning of at-

is 'baok' the corresponding adv is either atpakaj (back, backwards)

or pretl (opposite). The verb atrauties (to draw, start back)
has an imperfective form rauties atpakal.

There is a not inconsiderable number of compound verbs where the

meaning is 'to approach, come nearer', equivalents of which may

also be found in Lithuanian with this prefix.^ 3uch a verb is

atsteigties (to come hurrying) and th® aspectual opposition of

this verb and its imperfeotive counterpart is clearly illustrated

in the following two examples oited by V. Staltmane: '... Traoi3

auga arvien lielaks lids karoer atsteidzaa pristava paligs ar...

gardavajiem.• (AUP 1m 579) ps "'The turmoil grew greater and greater

until the local police inspector hurried up with... some constables".

.And in a descriptive passage: 'Pari meSam aiz purva gteidzas Surpu

rita gaisma' (EBU Izl 41)^+ i; "The morning light U3©d to hurry

43* Cf. the following Lithuanian vbs in at-: ateiti (come, arrive);

atvQ3ti (bring); atveSti (cany, bring) etc. The corresponding

Latvian verbs do not necessarily have imperfective constructions with

5urp

44* References here to original source in Staltmane's article

and not to pages in article.
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hera across the woorls beyond the moor".

3«323« ^h© above analysis of the analytical construction is only

intended to be an outline. Many more correspondences could be

cited. What is basic to the Latvian aspeotual system is the sub¬

stitution of an adverb for the prefix of a compound perfective

verb. This adverb is Identical in meaning with the prefix. As

a result the pair of verbs thus formed differ grammatically.

they belong to different aspects. For instance let iakSa Ho

enter' (i) can be substituted for ieiet (p), and kapt pari Ho

step over, to cross* (i) fbr- parkapt (p),

In theory a form in the analytical construction could be

established for any compound perfective verb, sinee the means for

creating such forms exists and is produotive. We shall find, how¬

ever, that there a re various restrictions placed on the use of

this construction and we must now consider what these restrictions

are.

3• 37/09 Restrictions on t hie use of the analytical construction.

3.331• In the modern language vhs which are found in the analytical

construction may omit the adverb where its insertion would lead to

repetitveness. In the following example (cited by V. Staltmane)

we have three instances of the verb uzvilkt (here in the meaning

of Ho put on')? 'Clga...., pafcerusl virsjaku, vilka to virsu

neveredama iedabut rolcu piedurkne. Juris ieveroja, ka vi^a velk

otradi - ar padrebi us augSu... Vi^S papema jaku un paliclzeja u.a-

vilkt. ASPIr 17' "Olga..., seized her jacket and put it on but
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wlthout being able to get her arm into the sleeve. Juris noticed

that she was putting it on inside out - with the lining uppermost

.... Ke took the jacket end helped her on with it". In the first in¬

stance the form vilka ... virsc is in the analytical construction,

with virsu replacing the prefix uz-% she is still in the process

of putting the jjacket on but without success, The form veil" is

also imperfect!vs since it is the manner in which the jacket is being

put on that is being emphasised and not the completion of the

process. In the third and final instance the action is suaeearful In¬

completed and we have the prefixed form usvllkt. It would be

possible to add virau to the word velk but this is unnecessary

since the context is clearly imperfective and it is also clear

from the same context that we are concerned with uzvilkt 'to put

on' and not merely the simple verb vilkt 'draw'.

3.332. A prefixed verb may already be constructed with an adverb

and fie whole phrase has the idea of overcoming an obstacle. "Verbs

with the prefix iz- and the adverb cauri ( the adverbial form of the

preposition oaur 1through, across') are limited in this way. An

example of this usage is th® phrase 'iziet oauri me lam (of. fc

projti gkvos'les). If one were to use the construction oaur meSu

this would be a neutral statement whereas the use of cauri implies

effort needed Sfto overcome an obstacle. Hie imperfective form of this

phrase excludes fche analytical construction; consequently we have

the aspectual oppositions iziet oauri mel 1a (p) 'to cross the woodf

ifi cauri me5am (i). The imperfective might best be translated

'to go across the wood'; as with the perfective the effort needed

to overcome this obstacle is present though the successful outcome



is not envisaged. Similarly the prefix pa- has no 3uppletive form
in the analytical construction: cf. pallst zem gultas, galda (to

crawl under the bed, under the table) where the imperfective is

list zem gultas, zem galda,

3.333. There are cases where the verl in its prefixed form is

unrelated to its simple f orin. For instance apcietinat 'to arrest'

is only connected in the most tenuous way to the simple verb

cietinat 'to harden' and here the prefixed form also functions

as an imperfectavs, Also bi-aspectual are: atriebt 'to avenge'

retaliate' which has a simple form riobt, meaning 'to be repulsive'
Mi *»

and nok^ut 'to arrive, turn up' where the simple form kjut means

'to become'.

3.334, The difference between the prefixed form and the simple form

of the verb may not be as great as in fhe above examples: cf,

uzskatit 'to consider' and skatlt 'to look'. Again there are verba

where the simple form has either been lost or is very rarely

used. Examples of the first type are the prefixed verbs atzit 'to

recognise (some quality in someone)', cf Rpriznat'; pazit 'to

recognise', cf B uznat*. There is in Latvian no vb*zxt corresponding

to the R znat'. Corresponding to R snat' we find zinat (ccguate

with L Sinoti) which differs ihom the compound verbs in that it

has acquired a derivational suffix -a-. The radical of all three

vbs (zinat, atzlt, pazlt) is the mprpheme 3in-. As an example

of the second type Staltmane puts forward the verb palldzet 'to

help*. This is certainly not the case; Turkina gives three examples

of the simple verb, lidzet: 'zsles labi ne lids' "What is the use of
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it?"; 'tas neko nelxdz' "It's of no use/avail". In certain

contexts therefore lxdzet is still productive. The form, palldset

also occurs in these contexts: of. 'sales man palldzeja.' "The

medicine relieved me". This is a normal perfective context and

contrasts with 'zales labi ixdz' above. A3 an auxiliary used in

conjunction with an infinitive one would normally find palldzet:

palidzet kadam nokapt' "to help so: ebody down" or pali&zet kadam

uzvilkt meteli' 'to help somebody' on irith his (or her) overcoat."

3*335» Perhaps the largest class of bi-aspeetu&l vba consists of

verbs where the separate morphemes making up the verb i.e. prefix,

root and derivational stems, have lost their original meaning and

acquired a more abstract one. Suoh a vb is Izdot 'to publish, issue'.

It is likely that such forms as isdot are caiques from Slavic, in

this case Russian izdat', on chronological grounds. Many such

verbs are to be found within the abstract and technical registers:

cf. parbaudJt 'to check' (the simple vb baudlt means 'to enjoy');

iepasities 'to investigate'; parredzet 'to overlook'; pieradlt
'to prove'. The prefix par- attached to some of the verbs in

this group points to an action being performed a second time:

of, parrakstit 'to copy' (from radstit 'to write*); parziinet

'to redesign'; parbuvet *tc rebuild'; parSut 'to re-sow'; pa-

rre^inat 'to recalculate'.

While this class of vbs is chara :terised by the fact that it

cannot form imperfectives "by means of the analytical construction,

this does not exclude the use of adverbs in the emphatic role,

but which do not bring about a change of aspect: cf. the use of

noat in the following example from Rudolfs Blaumanis, cited by
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tain roka pusrlecienu rapjas maizes (EBI Nov 164).' "He drew John

away from the others end pressed into his hand a half slice of

ooarse bread". Despite the presence of host aisvilka remains

perfective.

3.34-0. Anomalies in the use of the analytical con-traction.

3.341• There are perfective verbs where the range cf meaning of

the prefix and the verb overlap. The verb kaut 'to kill', 'slaughter*

forms its perfective with the aid of the prefix no- which as w®

have seen (3.21 and 3*322) contains within itself the notion of

death and impairment (cf. its use with mirt 'to die'). Without

the prefix the verb .kaut corresponds to the following verbs with

related meanings: nogalinat 'to kill, murder, slay'j nonaivet 'to kill,
murder'. The prefix no- does not bring to the vh kaut any new

lexioal meaning. Nokaut is, however, closely related to such

verba as nosi3t 'to killJ nomaitat 'to kill, exterminate', nokost

'to bite to death' where the meaning of killing is derived from

the prefix alone and which consequently require the analytical

construction. As a result of the analogy with these verbs we

have the forms: kaut nostj sist nost; maitat noet; kost nost.

Such analogous forms occur with verbs where the range of meaning

of the prefix and the vb overlaps or doe;., riot differ substantially.

3.34-2. A similar case is that of the vb laslt; the simple verb

means 'to gather' while the prefix sa- of the perfective form

salaslt oonveys the idea of 'bringing things or people together'.



Cf. '... Veins lasijis, lasljla bet lids ar gai^iem visu biruuru

neapeji3 saiaalt.' AG-r £ie 25 (quoted by V. Staltmane, page 25).
"The devil gathered theia up end gathered them up until cock-crow,

but he couldn't collect all that were astray". In this example

the contraat is made between salaalt and iasljis, and the imper-

factive forni is the simple verb. However, in the following example

(also from Staltmane, p 25) the imperfeotive aspect is marked by

the use of the analytical oonstruotion, though this is in faot

redundant sinoe the relationship of sa- to lasit is a purely

formal one, i.e. does not add any new meaning to the verb. The

quotation is from dtasti of" Mrsnieks-Upitis: 'hate laslja icopa

sikas stikia drumstalas un mums parmita ... 2BUbt 0' "Mother

gathered togethai' the small bits of broken glass and reproached

us ..." Here the adverb appropriate to the analytical oonstruotion

is used. The forms kaut nosi and lasi.ia kapa can only be con¬

sidered pleonasms. Two possible suggestions as to why these forms

are used have been put forward by Staltmane (pp23-24)i firstly

the use of the analytical construction may have arisen through

analogy with forms where the prefix was not a formal one, i.e.

where an additional nuance of meaning derived fitkm the prefix*

for instance, the simple verbs sist and maitat mean 'to beat'

and 'to damage', the compound vba oould then be rendered 'to beat

to death' and 'to damage fatally*. Alternative this usage may have

arisen through a desire to give to the imperfeotive form expressive

colouring which would be absent from the original simple form.

Neither explanation need exolude the other, in fact such a usage

would be more likely to develop should the stimulus for ohange have

more than one cause.



3*350. Tha origins of the analytical construction.

3.351. It is the use of adverbial elements such as nost with -the

verb kaut where they are redundant that may explain the rise of

the analytical construction as a marker of tue imperfective aspect

of compound verts, in the first place kaut is not a compound vert,

it only beoomsa one cn being perfect!vised with the aid of the

prefix no-. Since kaut means 'to kill* and nost contains the same

idea kaut no3t oan only show added emphasis; the idea of 'killing'

has become more intensive. In other words it stresses the action

rather than the completion of the action. In the compound vb on

the other hand the prefix no- does point to the completion of the

action, though the selection of no- as the marker of the perfective

may have depended 1o a oertain extent on the fact that they share

the same content, which may also be said of kaut and nost.

Nevertheless in the compound form no- kaut the ideational content

has been neutralised in favour of the grammatical role which the

prefix has to play,

3*352. We are faced with a totally different situation whentne

prefix no- is used with such verbs a3 sist 'to beat' or maitat

'to damage'; here it is only in. conjunction with no- or nost

that these verbs contain the idea of 'killing*. In fact it might

even be said that with the verts iiosist and noaait&t the idea of

'killing' oontained in the prefix has neutralised the original

meanings inherent in the simple verts sist and maitat.
\

3«353« Ihe imperfective forms of nosist and nomaitat conforms to



the rules of the analytical construction where in 1h© case of nokaut

and Balasit there is a fluctuation between the simple verbs kaut

and laalt and the new pleonastio analytical forms kaut noat and

lasit kopa. lb® very existence of this fluctuation tends to

suggest that the use of adverbial elements to replace prefixes is a

fairly recent one, i,e. in the role of aspect markers. Since

adverbs are fmnd in conjunction with prefixed verbs without any

change of aspect taking place, it is not the combination of verb

and adverb that is recent but rather tha use of this construction

to mark aspect. In fact the combination of verb and adverb is

S characteristic feature both of modern literary Latvian, al30 of

Latvian folk-lore. Jblk-lore studies have revealed the existence

of what have been called polyptota, i.e. adverbs derived from verbs

whioh are used in ocnju.notion with the verb from whioh they are

derived. An example of such a polyptoton is the adverb lekSus

translated by Turkina ss 'at a gallop'. It has been found,,

however, in conjunction with the verb lekt 'to jump', lekSus lekt

intensifying the idea of 'jumping'. The form lekSus (and the verb

likSot to which it is directly related) are derived ultimately

from lekt, and the association of the two forms recalls the

association of kaut and nost in that both constructions imply

an intensification of the verbal aotion.

3.3531• Her® one may also mention other stylistic modes which

are used to emphasise certain sub-categories of the imperfect!ve.

Perhaps the commonest of these is rsduplioation which is, more¬

over, not oonfined to Latvian or even to Baltic. A Latvian example

of tha duratire use of reduplioation is cited by Erich Hofmann in
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his study 'Ausdruoksverstarkung'^ 'let, let, kam§r saiet ma,1inu'^
which he translated "ging, ging, his er das Hauschen erreichte".

And a similar example in Lithuanian: 'gra.jino, grajino ir prasi-
47

grajino savo drabuSius. In both examples the reduplication of the

•simple verb iot or grajino serves to \mderline the duration of

the action of these verbs, xvhile the perfective verb in the second

half of the utterances points to the eventual result of these

actions, Hcfmann in this study gives many more examples of this

type of usage both in durative oontexts and iterative cortexts.

One feels, however, that such modes of expression may be adequate

to stress the imperfectivity of simple verbs which are already

iraperfcctive; tliey cannot, however, aerve as markers of aspect.

The same criticism may be levelled at the polyptota mentioned

above (3.353*)• In this respect the only construction which oan

be said to have achieved tha status of a system remains the analytical

construction.

3.40. A comparison of the Lithuanian and Latvian aspect systems,

45* Ausdrucksverstarkung. Zeitsohrift fur vergleichende

Sprachforsohung, Erganaungshefte, 7-10, p 27.

46. Ansa Lerchls-Puschkaitis: Latweeschu tautas teikas un

pasakas, I-VII, Jelgawa, p 17.

47. LitauischeVolkslieder und Marchen..• gesammelt A. Leskien

and K. Brugman, Strassburg, 1882 181, 33»



3.41 • In the last two chapters we have examined the aspect

system of both Lithuanian and Latvian. Both systems show a

similarity in the distribution of verbs within tie aspectual

system and at the same time they differ in the formants they use

to make the distinction.

3.4-2. A characteristic feature of both Baltic languages and

a feature in which they differ from Slavic is the existence of

a large class of bi-aspectu&l vbs. Si-aspectual vbs in them¬

selves are not in themselves an unusual feature of any language

whioii possesses the aspect distinction; what is unusual is the

large si.se of this class in Baltic and the range of meaning which

it covers. As one might expect it contains certain vbs which arc

also to be found in Slavic with this characteristic,

3.+21• hor instance it would be surprising if statal vbs were not

to show this characteristic since no movement or transition from

one state to another is implied. Thus La sedet, L sedeti and

R sidet' all mean 'to be sitting' and vd11 most frequently be

found in the simple form. Frefixation arid hence perfect!visation

points tc short duration of the act of 'sitting*. The utterance

•He sat for a short tume' is translated*. La *Vi£5 pasedeja drueku*.

L 'Jis pasode jo truxaputelJ' .; R Oil posidel nemnogc'.

3.422. Another group of bi-aspectual verbs is that of verbs

of perception. This is logical since the act of peroeivittg infers

duration and the absence of the prefix will tend to underline this

feet. Where the time elapsed is very short or approximated to a
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point, we ar® concerned with an Aktionsart of the aot of perceiving,

yet one that will naturally belong to the perfective aspect. In

these oiroumstances in Baltic as in Slavio a prefix will he attached

to the verb, of. K videt' 'to see': uvidet' 'to catch sight of;

La redaet: paredset; L matytii pamatyti. iho parallelism is not,

however, quite exact; 2 uvidet' is more restricted than paimityti

or paredzet.

3.123. The Baltic languages are also in agresment on mother

group of hi-aspectual verbs, and here the comparison with Siavio

breaks down. This group is prefixed and the Sistinguishing feature

is the fact that the simple verb which would normally correspond

to these prefixed forms is either not found or rare, or it may

have a totally different meaning. 3uoh is L vykti 'to go, betake

oneself compared tc atvykti 'to arrive, to com©'. Though vyxti

with the meanings given above is found in the dictionary (LA&60)
it is far from common according to a Lithuanian speaking informant.

In Latvian the verb nokjut 'to arrive' is totally unrelated to

kjut 'to become', often used as a passive auxiliary. Many such

verbs in Lithuanian may be imperfectivised with the fid of the

suffix -inell. In Latvian, however, the analytical construction is

excluded .ith verbs of this group, it would not be possibxe to

substitute hjut no at for nokfut. To the Litliuanian speaker also

the fora fvtvykdlneti is essentially characterised as iterative.

The imperfeotive of atvyktl would thus consist of two possible

forms: atvykti whore iterativeness is not particularly stressed

and otyykdineti where iter&tiveness is the main consideration.



3.424* Another group of verbs which is mere often found in the

simple form are vbs of speaking: cf. L sakyti, tarti and La saclt,

teikt. This use of the non-prefixed f oi-ms in both imperfective

and perfective contexts is a characteristic feature of these verbs

when they serve to introduce another utterance, whether in indirect

or direct speech: cf the following Latvian examples; La 'In tad

oilveks ierunajas teioa: Es aizeju. 'hie, 4, 65, p 20): "And

then the man began to speak. He said; 'I am going away'". The

context here is perfective, while in the next utterance the context

is imperfective; 'Marts isnak laukumi^a. - Ko jus teicat, sef?'

(Lie, 3, 69, P 23): "Martha came out onto the square. - What aid

you say Chief9". The perfective form of this verb, pa toilet is

used when what is being said is defined more exactly; cf. 'To es

nevaru patsikt1 (Lie, 3, 69, p28): "I oannot tell you that". Th®

word that delimits the act of telling. The Lithuanian usage in

this respcot has already been discussed above (Chap. 2).

Compound verbs of 'saying9 share this bi-aspeotualxaai* The

verba 'to answer1 atsacit (also 'to refuse'), atbridet. 'to add',

'to remark'. ' aiebList' are always found in the compound fcria: the

analytical form is excluded. This usage recalls that of other

compound abstract verbs, but diverges from Lithuanian usage. The

L vb is, it is true, more often found in this form,

but the imperfactive atsakineti is not excluded.

3»d25. Certain Lithuanian verbs TaJloh L Dambx-iunas claimed were

perfective only (he allocated them to the category of point action

verbs) must in many cases be considered bi-aspectual, but with a

definite preference for the perfective aspect. A vb of this type
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is reail, 'to find, discover' • In sentence 'f§ tiit§. .lie rado....'

(/.ILL p3) it is clear that the action is of extremely short duration,

the three deserters are walking through the forest when they suddenly

come upon the "bridge. It is comparable, in faot, to the form

Parnate in the sentence; Jis Parnate akymirksniui tru.ikinio lange'

(L l) "He caught sight of her momentarily at the train window."

Hence the feature of short duration is inherent in the basic verb

and tills will acoount for the frequency of the simple vb raati in

perfective contexts. Yet the form atraati does exist with the

meaning of Ho find again, to find out (the truth)'j the difference

between the simple form and the compound atrasti is not very great.

In Latvian, however, the simple verb rast is not bi-aspectual or

even e point action verb, but is in contrastivo opposition with

atr&st. Since the action of 'finding, coming upon' is normally

a sudden action or one of short duration one finds atrast more frequ¬

ently than corresponding simple form, i.e. in the meaning of 'to

find'. The simple verb rast also means 'to become accustomed' as

in the example, 'Vi^S ir radis agri eel ties': "he is accustomed

to getting up early". The reflexive form rasties has the moaning of

'to arise', 'spring up (unexpectedly)'. Conversely atrasties of

which the basic moaning is 'to be found', 'to be' (of B nahodit'sja,

I'r se trouver etc.,) has a secondary meaning of 'to turn up' (some¬

thing which has been lest). The first meaning is also shared by L

atsirastic
ukii:a.uii mi—11 mm

3*k2G, Latvian and Lithuanian usage is in general agreement in

preferring the simple form ore bi-aspeotual compound form for

auxiliary verbs such as L galeti, La varet 'to be able' and L imti,
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pradeti La sakt 'to begin, eto. When used as auxiliary vbs these

forms are neutral with regard to aspect. Thus one may use L

pradeti or imti followed by an infinitive in both imperfective

or perfective contexts. The feet that pradeti is prefixed does

not preolude its appearance in imperfective contexts any more than

the fact that imti is in the simple form precludes its use in

perfective contexts. The La vb sakt again shows preference for

the simple form; in a list of eleven examples sakt is to iesakt

in a proportion of 8 : 3. A questionnaire whioh was sent out to

four Lithuanian, five Latvian and two Bulgarian informants contained

the following sentence:*"It has started", the people shouted when

the earth began to tremble.' Here started and be an show the verb

funotioning in both the non-auxiliary and the auxiliary role.

The form 'started' was translated into Lithuanian in all cases by

praside.io whereas 'began' appeared onoe as eme and three times as

prade.lo. For 'started' the Latvian versions had: sakas (twice)

ir saoies (twioe) and sacies (onoe); 'began' was in all cases

saka. The two Bulgarian informants used the perfeotive form

zapoSna in all oases.

Latvian also possesses the perfeotive form ussakt (in addition

to iesakt) and this is not found in the auxiliary role. It is

found in such looutions as uzsakt saraktlSanos 'to enter into

correspondence', uzsakt kara darbibu 'to open hostilities',

uzsakt dsiesmu 'begin (to strike up) a song', and uzsakt stridu

'to raise (pick) a quarrel'. It is possible to regard this form

as a separate lexeme or as an Aktionsart. In all the above mentioned

examples we are concerned with the moment when an action commences.

The aot of 'beginning* is not characterised by duration. There is
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an obvious link here with these inceptive verbs which a © marked

by a prefix rather than the use of an auxiliary.

The main characteristic of a verb functioning as an auxiliary

is the fact of its dependence. It is not a totally free form but

is always found in conjunction with another verb (usually in the

infinitive or a suppletive of the infinitive). It is possibly

from the faot that it is dependent on another verb that the

auxiliary verb has passed into the bi-aspeotual olass.

3.50. The aspectual system in Baltio.

3.51. Though it ean be established without difficulty that an

aspectual system exists in Baltio oomparable to the Slavic system,

oertain features stand out as being peculiar to Baltio. The first

and most noteworthy is the existence of a large olass of bi-

aspeotual verbs. This olass includes not only simple vbs whioh

by their nature show a preference for one aspect, i.e. statal

verbs, but also prefixed verbs whioh have no simple or imperfectivised

forms.

3.52. The importance of the restrictions whioh speakers of these

languages impose on the use of markers of imperfectivisation is

oentral to cur understanding of this problem. These restrictions

?/ould seem - at least in pert - to be based on the retention

of the original meaning of these markers. For instance the L

imperfeotive formant -ineti is still felt as iterative or intensive.

A verb sitoh as atvykti 'to come, arrive' appears unchanged in

imperfeotive contexts whioh do not stress either of these values.
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There exists the form atrykdineti whioh stresses the iterative

value of this suffix. Thus the aspectual pattern of this verb is:

atvykti (p); atvykti (i) and utvykdineti (i and iter). Hence

the Baltic languages show an incomplete aspectual system. It

i3 tills lack of polarity whioh is characteristic and whioh t nds

to suggest that these languages show an intermediate stage between

the existence of aspeotual features side by side with a tense

system whioh stresses anteriority and no11-anteriority and the

Slavic system where aspect is hierarchically superior to tense.

5»53« The next problem whioh must be considered is the existence

of oertain tense forms which in themselves convey differences of

aspect. Suoh tense forms are, of course, also to be found outside

Slavic and Baltic, but there they form separate elements within

a tense system; they do not interact with an aspeotual oategory

which subsumes within it en entire verbal paradigm. The tenses

in question are the aorist and the imperfeot and they a re to be

the subject of the following chapter.
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4.0. The aorlst and the imperfect tenses.

4.10. The time has come to define more fully the terns aorlst

and imperfect. In the first instance the terms refer in all

circumstances to those tenses whioh are so Reined in a 11 those

modern Slavic languages whioh still possess simple past tenses.

Secondly these terms will include t enses corresponding to the

Slavio forms in Baltic, though throughout the text the Baltio

names for these tenses will be used. Thus the Slavio imperfect is

oomp&red with the Lithuanian frcnuentative past or the frequentative

forms in Latvian. Sine® the range of those tenses is not always

directly comparable a Baltic preterite may on ocoasion b© compared

with a Slavio imperfect.

4.11. Both the aorlst and the imperfect in Slavic are past tenses

and in this sense they both for a oontrastive oppositions with the

present which is non- past, again a contrast exists between

them in so far as an utterance containing an aorist refers to

a specific point in time; the imperfeot is not so marked, but

is dependent in this respect on the aorist. An action in the

imperfect oan be considered to be taking place at the same time as

anaotion in the aorist. The imperfect shares with the present

the notion of duration. Both aorist and imperfeot tense may be

used to describe repeated actionsj the imperfect stresses her®

the repetitive or habitual nature of the action whereas t he aorist

points to a series of short term actions envisaged as one whole.

In this respect he time elapsed between eaohaotion is important;

when the aorist is used it will be very short. If, for instance,
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one were shearing sheep and on® sheared one sheep after the other

the verb form would bs aorist, since each action is short end

is completed before the next one is commenced. Moreover the whole

series of actions is regarded as being completed. The lapse of

time between repeated actions in the imperfect can be much longer,

Por instance one could say of a fanner that he went to market

every Thursday, Here a full week has elapsed between each visit

arid' what is more important the sarisa of visits is not regarded

as closed. It will be seen that many of these notions are shared

by the corresponding Baltic forms and the comparison between the

two language jroupfi will be s tudied in greater detail in t he next

chapter,

4.12. Reference was made to those Slavic languages which still

possess simple past tenses (4,10.) and it is a fact that the

number of languages which still possess these ©uses as living

forms is now quite small. With the exception of splinter groups

(such a® Upper busatian) the aorist and imperfect has been

eliminated totally from the East and West Slavic groups. The

simple tenses in these groups have been replaced by the compound

tenses; these are compound tenses, of course, only in diachronio

vexro® since East Slavic has lost the auxiliary completely, while

in West Slavic only Czech retains the auxiliary; in Polish the

auxiliary has been reduced to a set of personal endings which

ressemble other clitics in that they are setni-fre® morphemes

(they may be attached to other parts of speech).

In the South Slavic area Slovene and SCr largely ressemble

Czech in that they retain the auxiliary. Serbo-Croat retains the
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aorist and imperfect as part cf the verbal paradigm, but they

are less and less used, being replaced m elsewhere by the compound

perfect tense. In fact it is only in Bulgarian and Macedonian

that we find these two simple tenses as living forms. Henceforth

cur examples will be drawn from this source.

«V.13. Several factors have played a part in the disappearance of

the simple past tenses from the greater part of the Slavic area.

Perhaps the most impertant factor is phonological change.

Phonological changes have affected all parts of the verbal paradigm,

but the most significant from our point of view are those changes

which hawe affeoted the simple past tenses. The distinctiveness

of these two tenses stemmed from the fact that they possessed a)

different stems and b) different sets of personal endings. Even

in the OCS period, however, they shared certain endings (-xft of

the 1P sg, 1P pi -m!i, I, 2, 3P du -v8, -ta, -te, and the 2P pi

-te) and it was a difference of both stem saAl ending combined

which distinguished imperfect from aorist. In theoretical terms

even if the endings of both paradigms were identical the thematio

differences would be sufficient to keep the two paradigms apart.

The imperfect has the same stem as the present while the aorist

has a non-present stem. This is apparent in tie 3P sg of the B

verb plSa to write, pros: JdSe/imperfect pi5e-Se: aor pisa. The

Bulgaria n example cited shows a present stem pi5e in oontrastive

opposition with the non-present stem pisas both aor and present

show a zero suffix. The fusion of stems resulting from contraction

led to decrease in the number of distinctive features until with

many modem Bulgarian verbs the distinctive feature of the imperfeot
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remains the forxaant of the 2/3P ag»

The phonological changes which affected the nor and imp so

strongly were accompanied by an increasing use of the perfect

(a compound tense) to replace the aorist. The perfect had the supreme

advantage that it was very different in form from the imperfect.

The ultimate replacement of the imperfect by the same compound

past tense must in some way have been favoured by the close

association between the concepts cf imperfectly© and perfective.

A close association had always existed between tense and ©speot,

and it is maintained that At least in fee minds of the speakers

of those bl&v languages which have lost the simple past tenses,

the following relationship had arisen: aor: perfective - imfergeot:

yimpfejtfactive* The fluctuation between the use of a simple past

tense (aor) and a compound past tense (perfect) has also been

observed in Baltic. The utterance: "It has begun,".., was

translated into Latvian by the preterite (tvd.ee) o dcas. and three

times by fee perfect: Ir saoies (2 X) and 3aoies. Yet all the

Lithuanian informants preferred a preterite: praslde.jo. The

two Bulgarian informants likewise preferred a perfective a or :

zapoSna.

It is in effect with the interaction of tense and aspect

that we shall be concerned. In the first instance we shall

disouss briefly in the following section the way in which this

interaction is reflected in Bulgarian and Macedonian. Subsequently

it is intended to discuss in greater detail the tense/aspect

relationships which arc to be found in the Baltic languages.

4«20• The interaction of tense ana aspect in Bulgarian and

Macedonian.
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4.21. Bulgarian,

4,211, The relationship between tense and aspect in Bulgarian

is governed by the characteristic features of the actions described,

Henoe, since both the imperfect tense and the imperfective aspect

may express duration,ina context where duration is implied to the

exclusion of other types of notion the vb form would be imperfect

and the aspectual category selected the imperfectivs: the aorist,

which is not marked for duration, would be excluded. Where the

action is olearly limited in time and, moreover, forms part of

a sequenoe the imperfective aorist is used, Cf, the following

example taken from the already mentioned questionnaire, 'He con¬

tinued on his way and walked for two hours. In all that time

he saw only two people,' The two versions submitted were in

complete agreement as to the vb form and the aspect to be used;

(£1) Toj prod&lSi p&tja si i varv.ja 2 Casa. Prez ejaloto vreme

vid.ia samo avama duii; (B2) Toj prodSISi p&tja si i vg.rv.ia dva

5asa. Prez ojaloto tova vreme vid.ia samo dvama duSi, The narrative

sequenoe requires the aorist for all three verbs of the sequenoe.

The second aorist V&rv.jh id imperfactive stlnee it is characterised

by the additional nuance of time elapsed, though here clearly

limited: dva &nsa (two hours).

4,212. The aorist is above all the narrative tense and it is in

this function that it can be compared with narrative tenses in

other languages. Since narration exhibits a linear scale it

follows that tie aorist too fallows this pattern. This sequential

linear pattern is a feature too of the perfective aspect and any
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sequenoe of events will consequently be rendered by the perfective

aorist unless, as on the example quoted above (4.211) other

factors exist to modify this process, '-he imperfect on the other

hand never appears in a linear sequence of this type. The example

which follows shows that we must use different terminology to

describe actions in the imperfect which elosely follow one another.

Cf. 'The shop door was constantly opening and shutting'. The two

variants were; (B1) Vratata na magazine neprek&snaio se otvarjaSa

^ zatvar.jaSe; (B2) Vratata na roagasina se o tvarjaSe i aatvar.ia&e

postojanno. Hie actions described by the verbs otvariaSe and

zatvar.jaSe are not to be regarded as ocouring in sequence but

as being part of a continuous prooess. This opinion is confirmed

by the use of the adverbs neprekSsnato (without interruption)

and posto.janno (constantly).

4.213. In tiie last example the function of the imperfect was to

describe a continuous process. This process was not itself to be

regarded as one of the ©vents in the narration but as taking place

at the same time as an unspecified action in the aorist. Mors

than one imperfect action may occur side by side, cf. 'He w;is

running to and fro, busying himself now with this, now with that.'

(B1) Toj tigagse nasaffi-natam, kato se zanimavaSe tu s tova, tu s

onova; (332) To j tifiaSe nasam-natail, kato se zanimavaSe tu s tova

tu s onova. In fact, since the imperfect tense does not possess

the narrative function of the aorist there is no restriction on

the number of imperfect actions occuring simultaneously.

4.214® The imperfect tense has as we have seen been closely
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assooiated with the imperfective aspect. This relationship

derives from the similarity of roles whioh this tense and aspect

have assumed. Certain relationships may be briefly summarised as

follows: actions looked upon as processes, durative aotions,

habitual actions, iterative aotions where the series of repeated

actions is regarded as unlimited though each action may very well

be completed. The aorist too may appear in iterative contexts,

but here the series of actions is regarded as one whole and forma

part of a larger series.

If one takes the aorist to be the marked member in relation

to the narrative sequence then the imperft is 'the unmarked member

of this opposition. let at the same time the imperfect is dependent

on this narrative sequence; it provides the environment, the

baokground to the sequence. The elimination of the opposition

between the simple tenses which has taken place in East and west

Slavic does not alter this basic concept. Iiere the perfeotive

is t he marked member and the imperfective the unmarked, 'hie

imperfective verbs in a narrative sequence are dependent on

the perfective vbs. The above statement does not, of course,

cover all the functional roles of tense and aspect in fie modern

Bulgarian literary language. It is merely intended to point to

the following basic tendency: the tendency for the vast majority

of imperfects to be found in imperfective contexts ana for aorists

to be found in perfective contexts.

4.215. The phonological reductions whioh have reduced the differences

between the stem und suffixal morphemes which formerly separated

these two tenses on the formal level may, it is believed, have
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oontributed to ari even oloser relationship between tense and aspect

than would be allowed by prescriptive grammarians. This point

has been noted by Howard I Aronaon when he sscyst^ *At this point

mention should be made of an evergrowing tendency in the development

of the Bulgarian verbal system, There is a tendency to form the

imperfect tense only from iraperfective sterna and the aorist only

from perfeotive stems. This is especially true of verbs where the

underlying form is perfective, and less true where hie underlying

form is a non-profixed imperfeciive (not derived from an underlying

perfeotive). This has as a result the formal differentiation of

the imperfect and the aorist in t hose forms where in the older

system they might have been homonymous. In this system truncation

on the level of imperfectivization fulfils the same role as it

does between the non-past and the aorist stems..." The older system

shows a theoretical differentiation between the aorist and tho

imperfect in both aspects, but as oan be seen from the paradigm

(from Aron.scn) below it is only in the 2/3P sg that the two tenses

ore distinguished:

OLDER SYSTEM

Imperfective Perfeotive

aorist imperfect aorxst imperfect

dofiakvax J, doSakax

dofiakva doSakvafee doSaka dofiakaSe

dofiakvaxae dodakexme

do$akvaxte 2 dofiakaxie

dofiakvaxa dofiaicaxa

48. Howard I Aronson, Bulgarian Inflectional i orphophonology, p 155
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In what Aronson has called the innovating system no suoh ambiguity

oan arise:

Aoriat (Perfective)

dofiakax

do8aka

do5akaxme

dofiakaxte

do&ak&xa

INNOVATING- SYSTEM

Imperfect (Iinperfective)

doSakvax

do8akva.Se

dodakvaxme

doS&kvaxte

doSakvaxa

1

2

Those alternations between aorist and imperfect v/hich are

still distinctive would be imperilled by the spread of chis

system. Suoh is the alternation a-S which appears in the verb

opiSa (p)^'to describe': of. aorist opi3ah"^: imp opiSeh,

The corresponding imperfectly© opposition is: 1P opisvah (aor):

opisvah (imp)j 2-jJP opisva: opisvaSo. The innovating system

would lead to the loss of the imperfective aorist opisvah. but

also the perfective imperfect opiSeh. and would leave us with

the following opposition: imperfect cpisvah (i): aorist opisah (p).

It is likely that the growth of homonymous forms was a con¬

tributory factor in the development of this process. It is believed

that the factor of bomoryray aior.fi would not be sufficient to

explain this development, were it not for the close association

45. Aronson, op ext., p 156

50. Here we have replaced -x- by the usual transliteration

used in this study -h~.
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already noted between tense and aspect. It is idle to speculate

on the eventual outcome of this development, nevertheless the

present tendencies suggest a re-alignment of the tense-aspect

relationship on the basis of a one to one opposition of tense

and aspect, i.e. imperfect: iraperfective - aorists pence tiwa.

A'.. .50. Macedonian,

4.51 • In the previous section referenoe was m ado to the subord¬

ination of tense to aspect. Trie closely related Macedonian language

has travelled some distance along this path. Horace G hunt in

his Grammar of the Macedonian Literary xj&Kguage defines the im¬

perfect (p 87): "General meaning: action viewed ae contemporaneous

with another moment In the past and non-distanced.... and. further

(foot p 87 - top p 88)... in the course of a narrative there is
*51

frequently a contrast of aorist (texmunstive) and imperfect
CA

(interminetive) verbs, The aorists mark simple points in past

time. They build a chain of events and actually tell the story,

while the imperfects denote actions coordinated with the aorists.

The imperfects paint the background against -which the aorists take

plaoe." An example of a narrative sequence of aorists from V.

IKleski-Tale's story 'Miladosta na flrosina" (from Lunt, op cit,

pp 140-151) shows how this tense provides the skeleton of the story:

cf. 'Taa gi proflarle dvata aagona kaj "Sarkinica", kupi cbleka

sa umirafika i ne potere, ni tri meseci - umre. "She sold two

measures of land near "Sarkinica", bought some grave clothes

and before three c.onths were up - died" (Lunt, p 143). Conversely

51. Lunt uses term!native and interminative rather than the

conventional perfective and imperfective.
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s. series of imperfects may occur together (cf. Mladosta na Frosina)

(p 143): 'Vrvea godini. Jane sekoja ziraa ideSe. ostanuvaSe po

nekoj me sec i pale se vrafea&e vo RukureSt. Frosina ra.ga.Se deca,

i Stom fee gi podrasteSa. umiraa. Pet rodi. i site pet umrea,'

•The years passed, Jane came every winter, stayed for a month

or so and then returned to Bucharest. Frosina bore children, and

when she had raised then a bit, they died. She bore rave, and

they all died.' The imperfect actions in the3 action are - to

quote hunt - "presented in the process of happening"• They are

also repeated. What is more important they are all dependent on

the two aorists rodi» pares. v.hich end the extract.

All the imperfects are imperfeetive with the exception of

the form fee ... uodrasteSe and the important element here is the

Tjarticle fee, which also functions as a marker of the future tense.

The perfective imperfect as indeed the perfective present only

occurs with certain modal, particles - notablly fee and cu.« xne

particle fee is interesting since it may render iterative - ctiong

ih' addition to the future in the past, and potential actions.

4.32. The imperfective aorist is rare. With the repetition of

the verb the use of the imperfeelive may merely point to the

intensity of the action. JKore frequently such forma are found

when it is a question of an action covering 9 specific period

of time, as in the example (Bunt, op cit, p 95): 'Ova i pol ineseca

toj sede bez I'obota.* "For two and a half months he sat around

without work". Hie use of the imperfeotive a orist in such con¬

structions arises from the fact that the aorist itself oannot

express intensity or oven limited duration, and one must have
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recourse to other means to produce suoh nuances.

4.4. Summary.

4.41. Both South Slavic languages are in agreement on the role

of the aorist as the narrative form. As a narrative form it is

linked with the perfective aspect, yet its functional load is

inherent. This is clear from the presence in a narrative sequence

of aorista in the imperfective. There the properties which allow

«n aorist to function as the marker of individual moments in a

narrative are still present since they derive from the tense

and not from he aspect. The imperfactive aorist, however, has

acquired the additional nuances of Intensity or duration and these

features derive from the aspect and not from the tense.

4.32. The imparl*active imperfect is the normal form and the

appearance of this tense in perfective contexts is restricted in

the two languages. In Macedonian in particular the perfective

imperfect is only found in conjunction with certain model particles.

4.43« A contributory factor which has lead to the redistribution

of tense and aspect in both languages has been the reduction of

effectiveness of those stem and suffixal morphemes which formerly

(either in isolation or in combination) distinguished the two

tense forms. This has resulted in the restriction in Macedonian

of the perfective imperfect to the use with modal particles, and

in Bulgarian in a tendency to form the imperfect exclusively

froai iiaperfective stems and the aorist from perfective stems.
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4.44. It is now proposed to compare the past tense usage (i.e.

aorist and imperfect) in Bulgarian with similar usage in Lithuanian

and Latvian, for this purpose ft questionnaire was prepared con¬

sisting of sentences in English; eaon informant was required to

provide a version in his own xanguage. It is hoped that by

comparing the two Baltio languages with Bulgarian we shall obtain

an insight into the development of these tense forms in Baltio.



5• C• .A oor.parison of the 3lu.ple pact tense fours of Bulgarian,

Lithuanian and Latvian*

5.1. In Bulgarian and Macedonian,*s we have seen,the opposition

of two simple past tense forms is an inherited feature, fully

developed in 003, end clearly of common 31avie origin. It must

be stated here that no such opposition existed in the Common

Baltic period, and therefore, such tense oppositions that do

exist in the individual Baltic languages are the result of internal

development within these languages.

5,2. The simple post tenses in Lithuanian are repactively

the prateri12 and the fre luer.t -itlve pa. s t. The thematic morpheme
«m «•»

narking the preterits consists of two alternants -e and -aj to

these theia&tio vowels the endings are added for person and numbers

1 sg -u, 2 sg -i, XJ -fl» 1 pl -ae, 2pl -to, giving the following

paradigmss

I IX

1 sg -au -iau

2 sg -ui -ei

5? -o -e

O

1Ppl •ojac -erne

pl -ote -ete 52

The distribution of the two olasses need not oonoern us. Type II

52. Lithuanian also retains dual endings: 1 -va, 2 -ta.
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ip purely preterital while type I ia also fouiifi functioning as

a present (i.e. matyti : 3P prea mato, Sincti, 3P pres Eino).
There Is, however, no possibility of confusion between past and

non-past since ~o never occurs in the same role sdthln one paradigm:

i.e. 3P pres aiato; 3P pret mate; 3P prea lino; 3P pret Einojo).

5.21. The frequentative pact in Lithuanian differs from the

preterite in that it belongs exclusively to type I, una the endings
J

of type I are added onto the tense formant -d£v-l the full fora»

-davo (the 3P xs 'used here foi convenience) is then attached

directly to the infinitive stem of the verb: ez eiti 'to go'

fp eidavo; vecti 'to lead': vesdavo; seicy ti 'tc say'; jeaiydavo.

Though, the frequentative past forms part of the Lithuanian literary

standard it Is not a common Lithuanian feature but is confxnsd

to tire AuftSteiSiai di&loct area. It xe froa &his dialect that the

stand:-rd language has acquired the tense. Since the X*p is a

relatively rodent doveiopmoat and »t.a originally confined to the

/.■jkEtaiSiai ores :-nd these SenaiSiai speakers at the common

frontier of the tvo dialect areas it has not spread beyond Lithuanian.

Latvian as *,ve shall see responds to the need for a past tense

expressing habitual action an a totally different way*

5.3. The r.iiicla pasc teniae In ..atvian.

5«31» If the Literary Latvian language has not followed Lithuanian in

developing a special suffix tc express habitual or frequentative

action in the past thez-e can be no doubt that the preterite xs

of the same common Baltic origin as in Lithuanian. The marker of



the preterite in Latvian is -a. On account of the heavy stress on

the first syllable in Latvian the original long vowel of this

suffix has been shortened; the former long vowel is reinstated

in reflexive forms of the past tensej of. nesti 'to carry', pret

ncsa; refl nesas. There were originally two forms -a and -e as

in Lithuanian, hut -a has everywhere been generalised in the

standard language. In dialects the form nese i i been retained

beside tiie standard nnga." These dial forma show the same relation¬

ship to the orans-ixitrans opposition that is found with the
Kj,

Lithuanian -o/-e: of dega 'burned' (intr)i dedse (trans)...J~'

5.32. lag -■q.Uiaii Trcuuentauve oast.

Though there is iio suffix in Latvian to indicate frequentative

action that does not mean that Latvian has no means at its

disposal to express thi3 nuance. In the third chapter the aspect

system in Latvian was discussed and tiie tendency towards analytical

modes was observed. That this tendency should spread to tiie

expression of other verbal nuances is to be expected, in tne place

of the Lithuanian suffix -davo appears a free or semi-free form.

This free or semi-free i'orsk possesses tne same junctional load

as the Lithuanian suffix. In this instance Latvian lias made use

of an auxiliary verb.

5.321. The vb meat.

53. «Otx', vol ill, pp 211-212.

54 GhrSt., p 185.
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If on© looks up the verb megt in Miihlenbachs' Lettisoh-

Deutsohes Worterbueh. vol II, under megt (2) on® finds th© following

explanations "gewohnt sein, pflegen (ait abhang. Infin)... This

can b© glossed in English by 'to b® used to' and the construction

of used followed by a dependent infinitive closely parallels the

Latvian usage. Cf. the English sentenoe: 'Every year th© used to

travel to Europe to visit friends' Th® Latvian versions of this

sentence all substitute the preterite of megt for the English

words used to: La 1; Katru gadu vipi iwsd^ ae^ot uz Eiropu, lai

apmekletu draugus. All versions agree on t;. use of medga celot.

Th© Lithuanian versions of the same sentence have vaSiuodavo (2 X),

keliaudavo (1 X) and finally keliave (1 X), thus showing a preference

for th® frequentative past in this context. Similarly th© Bulgarian

versions both hav© th® imperfect p&tuvaha.

Th© construction medza followed by a dependent infin in the

above example bore the same functional load as the Lithuanian

vb form in -davo. or the Bulgarian imperfect p&tuvahaj i.e. this

construction served to convey th® notion of past habitual aotion.

It is important to examine the range of meaning of this construction

and also of the Lithuanian fp in -davo.

5.322. As important aa the rang© of meaning of these forms is

th® regularity of distribution. If the regularity of distribution

is low it may be impossible to establish an effeotiv© opposition

between these forms and the preterite. Again the preferences of

individual informants is to be regarded as idiosyncratic unless

they are confirmed by other informants or from other sources.
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5.33" Initially it was decided to take as a basis for comparison

the Lithuanian versions. The reason for this choioe was the fact

that Lithuanian seemed to occupy an intermediate position between the

well established Bulgarian position and the less well defined

Latvian usage of megt. Moreover the Lithuanian fp forms a part

of the normal Lithuanian vb paradigm whereas no prescriptive

grasomer of Latvian allots such a place to the construction with

megt.

5.34. There can bs no doubt that the Lithuanian fp has a high

frequenoy and it bears a similar relationship to the preterite

that we find between the Bulgarian imperfect and aorist. In a

narrative sequenoe it is the preterit® that tells the story while

the fp is dependent on the other events or else provides a back¬

ground against the which the main events unfold. In the following example

from Juozas BaltuSis (TKN p 64) the dead teachers wife Zilaitiene

is not sure what to think of the man Jonas Kaupye who has entered

her life: 'MaSai ir tepaS^stsmi buvo, tile i§ tolo pasisveikindavo.1

"They were only slightly acquainted, they had only been in th

habit of exchanging greetings". Th® form pasisveikindavo is

dependent on the first part of the sentence tenaSistami buvo

sinoe it elaborates on the type of relationship that existed

between Zilaitiene and Jonas Kaupysj secondly it stresses the

habitual nature of the aot of 'exchanging greetings'; thirdly

it is perfective and the series of habitual action is looked upon

as being already completed before th© moment of utterance.

5.341* Verbs is the frequentative past may occur simultaneously
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or virtually at the same tine. Again frin Juozas Ealtulis (TK1 p>5):

'NeSinojo, kad zytais Jonas Kaupys rasdc.vo prie dury prismeigt^,

raSf.lq. su keiksmais ir grumojimais. Jis suple&ydavo. tyledamas

iroesdavo pakurtan krosnAn, o kit§, iyt§. vel skubejo pinaas prie

dur$ - nuplesti popierly, kol Zilaitiene nepakilo, nepa3tebejo

nieko.' "She didn't know that in th© morning Jonas Kaupys used

to find stuck to the door a slip of paper with curses and threats

on it. Ho would tear it up, and without speaking throw it into

the stove which he had lit, cuiti. yet another morning he hurried first

to the door to tear the paper up before Zilaitiene got up and

noticed it". Th© series of frequentative past tenses depends

initially on the verb neSino.io (She did'nt knowj. The actions

of the vbs rasdavo. gupleS.ydavo. jmesdavo are all very short

and for this reason are perfective. Because they a re so short

they may be regarded as happening virtually at the same time.

They are in oontrastiv© opposition to the verb skube.io which

refers to one specific event and represents a resumption of

the narrative.

5.342. The common feature to be found in all the examples cited

above is frequentativeness. Moreover not only are the actions

frequent but they are characterised by regularity. When Jonas

Kaupys fhund the slip of paper, tore it up and threw it into th®

stove that had been lit, the actions form a regular pattern.

Similar a re the fp actions in a further example from Juozas BaltuSis

(PTD p 41): Vakarais i.lun/tdavo radij? arba televisor!^ ir tuoj

pasiimdnvo j. rankas japoniSkf. dramblio kaulo liutf* "In the

evenings she would turn on the radio or television and straight-
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e,way take into her hand the ivory Japanese lion." The regularity

of these actions is confirmed by the use of the adverbial element

Vakarais 'in the evenings'. Again on page 45 of t a same story;

Ruo to laiko a§ visada rasdavau kav§i jau paruoSt, * "From that time

on I always found the coffee already prepared. " This sentence is

followed by other verbs in 1he same tense, all referring to the

habitual nature of the preparations make to receive the narrator

when he called. Yet in the same paragraph; Apie viskf ji kalbe.jo

laisvai,... "She talked on every subject freely,... Here the

emphasis does not lie on the repetitive of habitual nature of the

action but rather on the fact that it is a general statement.

This statement refers t> a time prior to the moment of utterance

but is valid both then and subsequently.

5.40. If one may posit the habitual-iterative role for the

Lithuanian frequentative past it would be logical to suppose that the

Latvian megt would play the same role. Nevertheless it is important

to establish the range of meaning and distributional range of

this form. In the following example whioh is taken from a trans¬

lation (1954) of George Orwell's Animal Farm we find the con¬

struction with raigt used to translate a habitual past action

(DzF p 12) pirras daudz gadiem, kad es vel biju mazs sivens, mana

mate un parejas oucenes medza dziedat vecu dziesmu, no kuyas tas

zinaja tikai meldiju pirmos trls vardus. (Orwell's original

version: Many years ago when I was a little pig, my mother

and the Other sows used to sing a song of whioh they knew only

the tun© and the first three words). And from -fee same text;

(AF p 48) 'It was noticed that they wagged their tails to him in
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the same way as the other dogs had been used to do to Mr. Jones'.

"Tie vicinaja savas astes, viyam klatesot, tapat kc oiti supi

to medsa darit ar Monsu." And further from an original Lata an

source, Jare,s JaunssudrebipSm fro ; Baita gre.mata (p 135) 'DaSi

to raedza darit tiksi Lieldienas rlta.': "Some would do this only

on Easter morning".

The next group of examples is taken from the answers to the

questionnaire. The first sentence was: Every year they used to

travel to Europe to visit friends'. Since all the answers were

in agreement here one version should, suffice; "Katru gadu vipi

medza oelot uz Eiropu, lai apcieniotu draugus." And sentence 13:

'He handed over a hook to each of the children; every birthday

they used to receive a new book*. Four out of five informants

agreed on the use of medza in this example, thus: (La 2) "VipB

pasniedza gramatu katrara no herniein ; katra dzimSanas diena

vipi raadza sanest pa Jaunai gramatai. The fifth informant used

the preterite in his version (visa, saperaa). and indeed it could

he argued that the habitual nature of the aotion is already

self-evident from the use of the adverbial phrase ka.tra dsira&anaa

diena (on every birthday). Nevertheless the Lithuanian version

has: "Jis jteilce po knygg. kiekvienam waikui; kiekvieno gimtadienio

progs, jie gaudavo po knyg§." Whatever differences exist between

the f)ur versions all are agreed on the use of the frequentative

past gaudavo. Again in sentence 27, 'He always wrote to his

parents when he was away from hams', three out of four Lithuanian

informants prefer the fp, and one of the three even used ra51r.ede.yo ,

thereby doubly stressing the regularity and frequency of the action.

Four of the Latvian informants, however, use the preterite
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raksti.ia: only one (La 2) emphasises the habitual nature of the

action; medsa rakstlt. Again in sentence 28; 'He threw the logs

onto the fire which soon burnt morse brightly. Then from time to

time he would throw another log on to keep the fir® in.' Hie

Lithuanian versions have rendered would throw by linesdavo (twice)

and uSmesdavo (once). The Latvian versions are ; piemeta (La 5

and La 2), iemeta (La 1) meta (La 4) and medsa lesviest (La 3)«

Only one informant has used medza; it is, however,, not the same

as in sentence 27, (la 2)j he admitted in a conversation about
the use of BtQdza that he showed a preference for the form.

5.41• An examination of the above examples leads on® to suspeot

that potentially the construction of Megt followed by a dependent

infinitive is more widespread than a quantative analysis would

suggest. It is trie that a certain amount of controversy surrounds

the construction with raegt. One informant (La 5) maintained that

the construction was obsolescent and he used medza only in sentence

1. Another informant (La 1), a schoolgirl from Soviet Latvia

used the form twice (sentence 1 and sentence 13)• The highest

oount is La 2 with five examples (sentences 1, 13» 20 and 27).
Next in order comes La 3 with three examples (sentences 1, 13» and

28). La 4 agrees with La 1 both in the number of examples (2)

and in the particular examples chosen (sentences 1 and 13)• It

is interesting that age appears to have had little Influence:

La 1 is very much younger than La 4. Moreover in view of her

origins one would expect to find here the most recant usage.

5.42. If one arbitrarily seleots the four examples - sentences
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1# 13» 20 and 27 as a normal potential distribution, one factor

stands outs three oontain some form of the word katre (every):

katru gadu (1) katra dsimSanas diena (13); katru nedeju (20).
Sentence 27 contains the adverb vienmer (always, oonstantly,

perpetually, LaoTur), but here too one could re-phrase the sentence:

'Every time he was away from home he used to write to his parents'.

AH these verbal actions show not only a high degree of frequency

but also of consistency. They take place at regular intervals:

kntru gadu; katra dzimEanas diena; katru nedeju. Similar is

the example from Janis JaunsudrabipS: Da2i to laedza darXt
tikai Lieldianas rlta.' (JJBGr p 132). Here the action medsa

darlt has as a referent the phrase tlfcai Lieldienas rlta.

5.421. The referent need not always be such a clearly defined

period of time. The two examples from Dzlvnieku Farma refer to

less well-defined periods. In the first example the 3-apse of time

ie quite extensive: (DzF p 12) 'Pirms daudz gadiem, kad es vel

biju mass sivens, mana mate ... medse dzledT.... Here medza

dsiedat refers to the clause kad eg vel bi.1u aazs sivens. In

the second sentence, the dogs wag their tails as other dogs used

to do with Jones ... tapat ks oiti supi medza aarxt ar DSonsu.*

The period referred to is limited only at the upper end by the

revolt of the animals.

5.4211. A comparison with the Lithuanian versions of certain

sentences from the questionnaire show that all the time referents

may be present and yet the Latvian informants do not use magt.

One suoh sentence is number two: The farmer drove into the market
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regularly; there he bought what he needed and sold his produce.

One® a year he sold a hull.' All the Lithuanian ferns use the fp

throughout and this is what one might expect, .ell the actions

are habitual even though the time elapsed in the case of the last

verb sold is longer than with the othar verbs. Since all are in

agreement cr.9 example should suffica: "TJkininkas regularlai va&luodavo

J. turgy; 8ia jus pirkdavo kas jam re ilealinga ir perduedavo savo

gaminius. Xertj metuose jis parduodavo bully." (L3). And a

corresponding Latvian version is: "Lauksaimnieks braucn us tirgu

regular!; tur viyS pirka ko viyara vajadseja un parfleva savus

raSojumus. Keizi gads. viyS pardeva bulli." (La 4)* Potentially

the Latvian version could substitute forms with megt for all the

simple preterites whioh depend on regular! and reizl gada. Thus,

medgs. braukt. modsa pirkt and aedsa pardot (tel.ee). It could

be remarked that this is not necessary since the habitual nature

of the action is adequately marked by the presence of the adverbs

regulari and reizi gada. Nevertheless the habitual construction

is used with megt in other instances where the habitual nature of

the action is indicated by adverbs: cf. sentences 1, 13, 20, 27

and 28.

5*-u30* The emphatic nature of meat.

5*431• Though potentially the construction with megt could form

the basift for an habitual past, in opposition with the simple

preterite, the potentiality of this form has not been realised.

Its low frequency when compared with the Lithuanian frequentative

past in -davo must b© put down to the emphatic colouring of the
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lexeme megt. When megt is found with suoh adverbs as tru gndu,

katru nedeju, fcatra dzimSanas diena, laiku pa laikara e o., it

emphasises the habitual nature of the notion, but that the action

is habitual is clear from the adverbs used. Where the time referent

does not possess this habitual colouring megt is mere likely to be

used.

5.432. Whenever the Latvian speaker uses megt in Lithuanian a

form in -davo is used. The except.ions to this aro few. If we

take the weiriraura number of sentences where media is present and

analyse them the relationship between the two forms will become

cloer: sentence 1 - vaHuodavo (LI and 3)* keliavo (L 4),
keliaudavo (L 2): maize, celot; sentence 13 - gaudsvo (L 1, 2,

3 and 4)1 medza, aapemt (La 1, 2, 3 and 4)# sapema (La 5)j

pareidinejai (L 2),

present (L 1), grJSdavai (L 3 end 4)r atgrlesirs/naci (La 1),
cedent atgriezties/nakt,A)raukt (La 2), parbraucet (La 3). present

(La 5); S 27 - raEydavo (L 1 and 3)» raSinedavo (L 4), rale (L 2);
rakstlja (La 1, 3» 4 and 5)> medza rakstit (La 2); S 28 - ^mesdavo

(L 3 a.nd 4)> uimesdavo (L 1), omitted (L 2): medza iesviest (La 3)»
piemeta (La 2 and 5) iemets. (La 1), meta (La 4)«

If we attempt to quantify these results by giving a plus

tc all forms of the habitual past and a minus to all preterites

(and inaccurate renderings in other than past tenses) the following

pattern arises?
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B 1 - L t plus 3; minus 1 La ♦
* plus 5

S 13 - L •
• plus 4; minus 0 La •

• plus 4j minus 1

& 20 - L «
* plus 2j minus 2 IiE «

• plus 1; minus 4

B 27 - L : plus 3; minus 1 La •
• plus 1j minus 4

& 28 — L •
• plus 3J minus 1 La •

« plus 1; minus 4

The Lithuanian totals ere: plus 15 and minus 4j the Latvian:

plus 12 and minus 13* Even when one allows for the fact that

the minus totals include errors in the rendering of the English

sentences (including in ens case omission) the differences ere

quite striking. The preference shown for the fp in contexts

where the action is habitual shows a proportion of ever 3s 1•

In the Latvian versions the proportions are nearer 45 - 50. The

above quantification is not absolutely accurate but does, it is

hoped shew the general tendencies of the two languages.

5.433. The above comparison of Lithuanian and Latvian usage shows

how Lithuanian has travelled further along the road taken by the

Slavic languages (albeit at a considerably later date) in the

creation cf a contractive opposition between simple past tenses. The

Latvian construction with the appropriate tense of raegt followed

by & dependent infinitive is not usod sufficiently frequently

to form the basis of such an opposition. The factor that has

prevented this construction 2fom assuming the functional load

of the Lithuanian frequentative past is assuredly not the analytical

for® of the construction since both Baltic languages tolerate

compound tenses, for instance the tenses of the Latvian relative

Biood. Moreover the core conservative Lithuanian exhibits a



frequentative variant of the remote pant (pluperfect), formed. with

the aid of the fp form of the vb * to be1, of. n 27'. (L 3)

vinviomet raSydavo tevamn, leai budavo ifvsMavfS iR namv® (He

elway? wrote to his parents when he was away from home)* In fact

Llbtvinn shows a preference for the analytical rather than fie synthetio

type of construction (cf. the analytical constriction., used to create

imperfect!ve equivalents for prefixed perfective vbs). The real

cause is to be found in tho fact that the construction with megt

has not attained grammatical status but has remained a stylistic

variant of •'•he preterite.

It is true that the construction, with megt is more highly

specialised than the preterite which, at least in the imperfective

aspect, contains s habitual frequentative nuance. Yet the preterite

used to describe habitual nest action is not itself characterised,

by this nuanoe to the exolusion of all other shades of meaning; it

is arguable that the frequentative-habitual nuances sue in fact

derived, from the aspect rather then the tense. The habitual nature

of the action is in any ccsa indicated externally, i.e. by adverb¬

ial elements. Though the construction with megt may be and. often

is accompanied by the same adverbial elements the habitual nature

of the action is inherent in the vb megt and the adverbial markers

are here redundant.

5»/j-34« The relationship of the construction with megt to the aspect

system is rather complicated. One informant on being consulted

(La 2) stated that in his opinion the forms with megt are automatically

imperfect!v© despite the forms of the infinitive. Thus sanemt

(3 13) and iesvient (s 28) are technically perfective vbs, yet

th® combination medza sanemt and raedza iesviest are to be re-
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garded as imperfective. It is true that, while iterative vb foros

can oocur in the perfective aspect habitual verba see by their very-

nature excluded from this aspeot. In Lithuanian, too acoording

to L Dambriunas the fp (imperfectum oonsuetudinis) "... is less

perfeotivising than the past-tense form. For this reason some of

these fovma are neutral while the corresponding past-tense forms

are perfective. .For instance, the past-tense forms ateJo, atidare.

ile,10. pardaye. atidave are perfective while ateidavo. atidarydavo.

iSeidavo. parduodsvo. atjduodavo are neutral. (LP 7 P 258)^
The neutral forms, of course, derive their aspect from theii?

context. In sentence 2, for instance, all the vbs in the fp are

imperfective: Hkinirikas regulariai vaSiuodavo $. turgy; 5ia

jis pirkdavo kas jam reikalinga ir parkuodavo se.ro gaminius. K&rtf

metuose jis par&uodavo buliy. (The farmer drove into market

regularly; there bought what he needed and sold his produce.

Once a year he sold a bull). Eaoh aotion in this sentence may be

regarded as completed on eaoh specific occasion. Nevertheless

the series of actions whether it be 'driving into market', 'buying

what he needed', 'selling his produoe' and 'selling a bull', is

not envisaged as oompleted. In purely formal terms, however,

vatiuodavo and pirkdavo are imperfeot while parduodavo (2 X)

are perfeotive.

m Similarly in sentence 29 we have an opposition between

i§e.io preterits and iSeiaavo fp where the aspectual and temporal

differences between trie two forms of iSeiti is explicit from th®

55* ateiti 'to come'; atidaiyti 'to open'; igeiti 'to go

out'; parduoti 'to sell'; atiduoti 'to give baek'.
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context. 'Nustojo lyti ir da broliai 15s.jo 5. kaimo gatv?. Papraatai

jie visuomet maldaug $iuo lal ku iSeidavo lauk.1 (The rain

stopped and the two brothers went out into the village street*

They usually want out at about this time)* In the first sentenoe

iSe.io and. nustojo are on the same grammatical level; both ar©

perfective, formally and from the context, where they point to

two separate moments in a narrative sequenoe* The form i§eldavo

on the other hand is imperfeotive and the context is imperfective.

The two vbs nustcjo and iSe.io refer to specific single actions

while iSeidavo refers to a scries of actions, each one of which

is finished but not the series*

Yet the basic ideational content of these actions in the fp

are frequentative-habitual with perhaps slightly more stress on

the habitual nuance* The next task is to decide on •she range

of mealing that oan be assigned to the fp. That it possesses a

high frequency count (in on# paragraph of P&tras Cvirka's Zemfe

Ma3.tinto.1a. p 32 - 3» it occurs no fewer than twelve times) is

self-evident. Does it, however, possess the range of the Bulgarian

imperfect? This is the problem we shall study in the next

section, comparing the Lithuanian past tenses not with Latvian

but with Bulgarian.

5*50. A comparison of past tenae uaag© in Lithuanian and

Bulgarian.

5*51* Again it seemed more convenient to take those sentences

where Lithuanian uses the fp and subsequently consider thos#

sentences where Bulgarian uses the imperfect, but Lithuanian
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does not us® the fp. Despite the relatively high frequency in

the texts studied the fp was only used in ©van sentences (1, 2,

13> 20, 27, 28 and 29), two more than the outside total for

Latvian. As a result it is not proposed to study these in detail.

Suffice it to say that in all oases the fp corresponded to the

Bulgarian imperfect. On the other hand not every sentence showed

a ohoice of the fp which was 100;b. In sentence 27, for instance,

two informants used ra&ydavo. one ra&inodavo. i.e. a frequentative

habitual suffix added to an iterative-intensive stem. It must

be borne in mind then that the marker of the frequentative past

is in oertaia sens© in competition with the derivational suffixes

-ineti and -iot which with simple verba are markers of iterative-

intensive action. Gf sentence 23s 'He was running to and fro,

busying himself now with this, now with that.' - (L1) Jis bfcgio,io

ii vienos vietos j. kitj, difbdaiuas Sj. bei t§." or \L2) "Jig

begiaeio pirmys ir atgal, 5xa Siuo, 5ia tuo uSsiiadamafi. LJ and

lik used the preterit© lakate. . A fiftri infoHiant who was consulted

suggested that the iterative-intensive form of this vb should be used?

■uakstinejo. though it must be admitted that the basic meaning of

this vb is 'to flit about*. Nevertheless the contexts suggests

that w© are concerned with an intensive type of aotion. There is

& general impression of "busyness" - if somewhat ill-directed -

and the intensive form of these vbs would gave the most accurst®

translation.

We are concerned here witn one particular series of actions

and not an habitual series, thus excluding the frequentative past.

The Bulgarian versions of this sentence are; "i'oj ii&aSo nasao-nataia

kato sc zanimavaSe tu s tova, tu s onova (1)1 and 2), from the
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presence in these versions of the imperfect one may conclude that

the Bulgarian imperfect is capable of expressing intensiveness

in a past a ction. Hie Lithuanian fp on the other hand is not capable

of expressing this kind of verbal aotion. In such instances the

preterit© is used. The preterite, moreover, is likely to be formed

on one of the two iterative-intensive stems.

Another example of -the iterative-intensive ussg© is to be found

in sentence 23J 'The shop door was constantly opening and shutting1

(B2) 'Vrfeto.ta na magazine se otvar.1aSe i aatvar.ia&e pcstojanno".

(B1) "Vratata na magazine neprek&enato se otvarjaSe i aatvar.iaSe".

In fact the aotion here described is not purely iterative-intensive

but is merging into the continuous process, so close are the

individual aotion of opening and shutting to one another, from

a sequence of points on the time scale they are being transformed

into a straight line.

The Lithuanian versions all us© the imperfeotive form of the

verbs 'to open' and 'to shut'. Thus, (L1): VXrautuves durys vi&g.

lalka atsidarinejo ir ulsidarineio.' Other versions prefer the

participial construction: (L4) Parduotuvss durys vis§. laik§. buvo

atidarinejaaos ir uSdariae ;\moa. The ohoioe of the vb forms in

-ineti is significant. Since tli® tense is preterite and not

frequentative past the iterative-intensive nature of trie action

is indicated by the use of the imperfective aspect.

The Latvian versions of this sentence are not so consistent;

two informants (La 3 and 4) us® the formally perfective verba;

Veikaia durvia pastavigi atveras un aizveraa; La 5 uses the

imperfect!ve form of thea© verbs( trie analytical construction);

Veikaia aurvis visa laiku vira-s cist un vala; La 1 and 2 us® the
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iterative-intensive verb virlnat(les) 'to keep opening and shutting's

(La 1) Veikala durvis virinajas aepartraukti; La 2 h a: Veikala

durvis tika virlnatas nepartraukti. The last two translations

a.r© of course, the most exaoi. The imperfecilve version of La 5

is also good in that the intensivoness of the action is carried

not by the vb veras but by the adverbs clet and vala. The first

two examples ere not aa amphatic as the other three.

Sentence 25 also shows the use of an intensive-iterative vb,

the vb skr-ar'ait 'to ran, scurry about' (particularly with the

adverbs of p^-ftce - Surp and turp). Ibur of the five informants

have shown a preference for skraidlt (La 1 -4) while La 5 uses

the non-iterative verb akgiet. Cf. La 11 ' ¥i$2 a":rai-Ii.ia Surp

un turp, un darija te lo, te to.' The form skraidit can be ocmpared

with the L forms be.. ioti and begineti. It is interesting too

to note that the Bulgarian imperfect tifia&e is els© an iterative:

t.l.Satr 'to run about' (i) beside the normal imperfective tska

'to run'.

5.52. Hitherto we have considered the Bulgarian imperfect

(or its equivalents in the Baltic language5) as a means of
56

expressing habituai-freque.ntative or iterative-intensive actions.

56. The use of the hyphen in the terms habitual-frequentative

and iterative-intensive is deliberate. It is rare to find a habitual

action that is not at the same time frequentative (or iterative).

Similarly a thematic suffix which is described ms iterative may also

function in intensive contexts. In fact the range of meaning from

habitual to intensive is to bo looked on rather as a continuum

though as we have seen the means by which these nuances are expressed

is different.
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The imperfect ma,> be, ana often is used to describe c ntinuous processes,

processes which are not the result of a series of actions but

continue without interruption from one moment of time to another.

A good example of this use of the imperfect is found in the Bulgarian

version of the Communist Hc.nifesto of 1848. (CMB) (p 42) 'No vse

poveSe se razi astvaha pazarite, vse poveSe re st.jaha ootrebnostite.

I manufakturata ve5e ne molele da gi zadovoli.' "'eartime the

markets kept ever growing, the demand ever rising. And the industry

was no longer able to satisfy them." (CME p 44). The verb moleSe

(hot underlined) in the last sentence represents a different type of

action from that of the verbs razrastvaha And rast.jaha but all three are

in contrastive opposition to the series of aorists which fc&low:

'Togava plrata i maSinata izvSr^tha rivoljucija v promiSlenoto prcizvodstve.

Na mgastoto na rnanifakturata dojde sSvremennata Sclra industrija, na mjastott

na promiSlenoto sredno sSslovie do.jdoha industrialcite milioneri,

Sefovete na celi industrialni armii, s&vremennite burloa.' "Thereupon,

steam and machLnezy revolutionised industrial production. The place of

manufacture was taken by the giant, Modern industry, the place of the

industrial middle cless, by industrial millionaires, and the leaders of

whole industrial armies, the modern bourgeois." (ME p 44). The

relationship between the three imperfects and the aorists which follow

is clear. All three provide the conditions, the background favouring

the changes which ere to ta e place.

The Baltic texts show a similar relationship between the

processes of the first sentences of this paragraph and the events

in the second half. Only here the opposition is an aspectual one since

the tense used throughout is the preterite. Cf, (CML p 30):

Bet rinkos vis augo. paklausa vis kilo. Ir manufaktura jau
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aebegftl&io. «ics patenldnti. /ill the verba here arc imperfectave
since we ere describing not a series of completed actions but

processes, Slio vb nebegal&.io like moBeBe is a general statement

of •incapacity to satisfy the new needs arising out of the &fo«*-

mentlened piecessec•* The Latvian version does not differ substant¬

ially from fee Lithuanian: Bet tirgi arvien nieauKa, piepi'&sljums
pai iellffJl.g* nanuf&kturt. neeneia vairc to aped er^nat* (CMLa

p 40) The forms pieauga and pelielinajas appear to be perfective,

but era not in fact. The form nieau/rt is not the perfective of

the simple verb avert but has a slightly different range of meaning,

augt is usually 'to grow' in the literal sense, though it does

have a secondary meaning comparable to that of palielinaties:

pi.ee.ugt is in general more abstract. The second verb palrclinaties

does not appear to possess a simple form. Abstract verbs of this

kind do not appear in fee analytical form.

The s econd half of the paragraph does not present any problems

of this type: (CML pp >. » 31) Tuoaet g&ras ir maSina padare

revoliucijf pramoneje. Manufokturos vletf uBeme Siuoiaikine

stambioji pramone, } pramones viduriniojc luomo viet§. sto.io

praffioniuinkai- milljoneriax, iBtisy pramoncs armi.jy vadovai,

Biuolaikaniai burSua. jmd fehe Latvian: (CML pp 40 -41) Tad

tvaixs un maBinas fsdariia ravcluciju rupnieoiskaja raBoBana.

Manuiakturaa vista stains moderna lielrupnieciba, rupnieciskas

viduskartas vista- stajus ia&ustrxbas miljonari, veselu rupniecxaku

armiju pavalnicki, moderni© burSuji. In the Lithuanian version

there is a aeries of completed actions; padare rsvollucij$.••,

. * a riots uBemc.. •, j ... viet^ 3 to .jo. Both padara and uzeme

are c learly perfective while ©to jo is bi-aapeotual though perfeotiv©
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in this context. n this context stoti is being used idiomatically;

j vietft u^iciti ? nil vlety ullrati both mean 'to take the place of*, but it

is from its original meaning 'to stand' (intr) that one can deduce its

bi-aspectuality. The same point .:y be made of the iatvian staties vista

'to stand or be in the place of'. The first verb of the uatvian scries

iz l&rT.ia (revoluciju) is indubitably perfective. All three verbs function

as markers of narrative events while the first three bs in the imperfective

are dependent on the seoond group. The Bulgarian version makes this

distinction both through a difference of tense (aor: imp) and by a difference

of aspect: the first three vbs in the imperfect are all imperfeotive

while the last three in the aorist ore perfective.

5.53# Another characteristic of the Bulgarian imperfect is its ability to

express duration of an action. An example of this type of imperfect action

comes from a Bulgarian translation of Solohov's Sud'ba Seloveka: 'Cite

dokato pulehme mElSalivo, az r-azflleSdah skriltom baltata i sinSeto i s

uSudvane si otbel.jazah dno stranno -pored xene obsto jatelstvo'. (SnC p 12)

"While we were still smoking in silence I looked covertly at the father

and son and to my astonishment i noticed what was in my opinion a strange

circumstance." The vb puSehme is formally imperfect, and the use of

this tense points to the duration of the action - 'while we were smoking';
57

there is no clear limitation imposed on this aotion. The form razKleldah

57. The formal distinctions which separate the aorist from the

imperfect are often only vestigial (i.e. the -%e of the ?./} sg) and it

is only from distributional criteria that one can decide which tense

is being used. In the example cited above t o ctors decide: l) the

lack of limitation of the action and 2) the simultaneity of.
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again points to an action of some duration which takes place simultaneously

to the action of 'smoking*. The bast vb otbel.iazah is, however, aorist:

here we are concerned with an action of vary short duration which took

place at a moment as yet undefined within the longer period covered

by the other verbs. Moreover, this action was definitely completed

before the moment of utterance, hence the aspect (perfective) of
otbel.iazah.

Another example of the durative use of the imperfect from

the same source (SnCp 12)t...' "We began to smoke the stronger of home¬

grown tobacco... rare we have an inceptive aorist; again there

is a contrast of both tense and aspect, further up the same page

there is a perfective aorist fr m the verb -B I8a 'to be silent':

Toj mlSkna za malko, posle zapita:... "He fell silent ftrr a short

while and then asked:..." The external criteria influencing the

choice of tense are respectively the adverbial elements dtlgo 'for

a long time' and za malko 'for a short while', but m re important

is the fact that the aorist is the tense of narration. In the

utterance 'Toj mlRkna za malko, posle zapita; the two aorists

refer specifically to moments in a narrative: moreover they follow

one another. The utterance i d&lgo mSlSahme refers to an action

which took place simultaneously with the main event
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as described by the inceptive aorlst •*

5.54. 53)3re remain more generalised imperfects: i.e. those

which are not accompanied by any specific referents either to time

or to manner. The following examples are taken from iSdbata na

Coveka (3nC p 12): - vsiSko PQksrv.-l? 5 en ska. griSovnoat, umc-.li

KajSini r?;ce'...« all of which pointed to a woman's care, the

skilful hands of a mother; *A b Stateta lzglade5c drugo ja5e:...

'But the father lccked different:...; 'tod nossSe r,oSti novi

VojttiSki obulca,...' "he was wearing almost new miltary footwear".

The actions described by the imperfects ,,ck« uva.5g. tsRii53"T.a.

niL-ele are ;/urely descriptive. They 'ell us something about the

dramatis personal or about the milieu in which the actions take

place, in the sense that they art static and not dyrtanio they

may be compared to statal verbs (le5a 'to lie', stoja 'to stand,

stay'), .'mother example of this type of usage is t hen from

Solohov: 'YciBki rabctcha v lcamenni karleri, rtSlbre '3. rgSno,

PoSells. IrecJeiic geraanslcija kam8r.sk.' "They all worked in stone

quarries, dug (it) cut by hand, cut, crushed the German etcno."

(SnC p J5).

5.55* it ie not imtended to study in detail the uses of the

Bulgarian imperfect, which has moreover been covered recently by the

Bulgarian linguist 7. Steakev in his luperfcktfrt v ."rvrenenrd.ia b51-

Rcrsivl kaiSovon saik. fevertheleas it can be seen al.re.ady that

the Bulgarian imperfect has a much wider range of meaning than

the corresponding Baltic forma. In fact it is only in habitual-

intorisive and habitual-frequentative contexts that one finds
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Lithuanian fp and in the latter case the La uegt construction

whore this is used.

5.551 - it is in those instances where the Baltic languages use the

preterite that aspect plays a significant role. Thus a formal

statement of the relationship between the E imperfect and the

Lithuanian fp night be formulated as follows* B imp « L fp +

pi-et (asp). Here tire significance of the factor cf aspect

which is additional to the preterite lies in the fact that the

aspect possesses these additional nuances which arc not clearly

marled in the preterite tense itself. Hie Lithuanian preterite

as not specifically marked for duration since it may also play

a narrative role. This narrative role belongs to the aerict

in Bulgarian and ether nuancts are attributes of the imperfect.

Though in many cases the Bulgarian imperfect will also be iiaper-

fp.ctive in terms of aspect .the overlap in function between tense

and aspect deprives the aspect of the major part of its significance.

In the following sentence from the translation of the Communist

hanifesto an imperfect (i) is contrasted with an aoriat (p):

Tjti bejMttilcstno ragkfiaa p&strice fecdalni okovi, koito vr&zvaha

60 veka zi. negovite ''estestveni poveli teli",. •. (CMB p 43)» The

Lithuanian version has a preterite in the second clause corresponding

to the Bulgarian impel feet: Kargue feodalinius p&nSiuc, kurie

rile ftaogy prie jc "prigimtiniy vieSpadiy", ji negailestingai

sutrauhe... [ CLL p 3L,;» Hie Lithuanian preterite is Jmperfec tive

and this use of the aspect outlines the general nature of the

action ('It has pitilessly torn asunder the motley feudal ties
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that bound man to his "natural superiors' ,... CMS p 46). This

function of aspect is not so dear in the Latvian version whioh

in this instance has not used the analytical constructions Ta

Selastlbas saravasi tag raibas feodalas saitss, kas cilveku

piesaisti.ja vi$ia "dabiskajiem pavelniekiem", • . . ( GMLa p 42)^®
The weighting that must be given to the use of th® imperfeotive

aspeot in the Lithuanian version is obviously greater than in the

Bulgarian.

5.552. The situation is different when we come to consider the

aorist. There aspect will play a more significant rci®. Whereas

the imperfect in Bulgarian is normally associated with the im-

perfectiv© aspeot, a tendency which is beooming more strongly

established, the aorist in its turn is associated with the per-

feotive aspeot. Where the aorist appears in the imperfective

aspeot it possesses some additional nuance of meaning whioh is

not normally proper to the aorist as a tense but derives from

the use of the imperfective aspeot.

5.553. Th© tense corresponding to the aorist in the two Baltic

languages is the preterite. In these languages too the preterite

58. The use of th® analytical form is restricted in Latvian

by several factors. In this instance the compound verb piesaistlt

is used in a oontext of high abstraction. These are not direot

links of some material joining a man to his superiors but ties

based on oentuzies of tradition and usage.
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when used in the functional role of marker of the moments of a

narrative will be in the perfective. However, inparfective preterites

will b® found, just as imperfect!ve aorists are found, and the attempt

will be made to analyse these departures frto the norm. Mention

must also be made here of the use of the perfect in place of the

preterite. This usage is more frequent in Latvian than in Lith¬

uanian, whioh tends to suggest that the original meaning of the

perfect - a present state resulting from an action completed

before the moment of utteranoe-has been muoh weakened.

5.60. The relationship of the aorist and the preterite in

Bulgarian and Baltio.

5.61. It is more convenient to consider first the normal usage

of these tenses, so let us look at some examples of the perfeotive

aorist and preterite. Here are two examples from t he question¬

naire, the English version being given first: 'Pew oame to the

meeting though many invitations were sent out*. The Bulgarian

versions differ in the rendering of the word "meeting*and in the

arrangement of the clauses: (Bl) VSprekl 6e bjaha razprateni

mnogo pokani, malko hora dojdoha no sfibranietc; Malko hora

do.jdoha na sreStata, v&preki 6e bjaha razprateni mnogo pokani.

The aorist used in both oases, do.idoha is perfective, and we

are olearly oonoerned with an aotion that is finished 'Few oame

to the meeting'.... and whioh forms part of a narrative sequence,

even though in this example the sequenoe is understood.

The Baltio versions of this sentenoe agree with the Bulgarian

in the ohoioe of aspect and tense (preterite and perfective). A

oouple of examples 6f either language should suffice. First
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th© Lithuanians (L3) MaSai atsilanko % susirlnkimp, nors buvo

i&siuntineta daugelis pakvietimy; (L4) Maiai atyyko J. susirinkimp,

nors buvo i&sipsta daug pakvietimp. And the Latvian: (La 11)

Nedaudzi apitiakle.ia sanaksmi, kaut gan jlj izsutlti daudz ielugumu;

(La 4) Mag atnaoa uz saaaksmi, kaut gan daudz ielugurau jija izsutiti.

The Baltic versions show some variation in the choice of verb (Ls

atsilanke. atvyko. ate,jo. teateio; La apmekleia. atnaca. ieradas)

though these differences are not significant, yet all are agreed

on the choice of aspect and tens®.

The second sentence (Q5) is longer and contains a larger

number of verbs, and consequently the divergences are greater in

the Baltic versions. The English version of this sentence is:

"What has happened?" he asked. "Nobody knows", replied the

bystanders. La 1 has the following versions "Kas notlcis?"

vipS jautaja. "Neviens nesin", atbilde.ia klatesoiie. La 2 has:

"lias noticis?" vipS jautaja (valea]a). "Neviens nezin(a)", atbilde.ia
- - 59

klatstavoSie. The other iiree Latvian versions agree closely with

the above; La 3» 4 and 5 us® the filler form of the perfeot for

the first vb "Kas ir notioia?". The Lithuanian versions are

virtually identical and thus one versionwill suffioej(Ll) "Kas

atsitiko?" jus paklause. Niekas neSino , atsake Salia stovintieji.

And finally the Bulgarian versions: (B 1) Kakvo se e sluSilo?

pooita toi. Niko j ne znae - ot^ovoriha hora-f a, koito atoeha

naokolo; (B 2) Kakvo se slug!' .wpxta toj. Nikoj ne znae

otgovoriha stoj&Stite. Tli® first point that arises from a study

of these versions is the presence of a perfeot in the translation of

the question "What has happened?" in B 1 and in all the Latvian

versions. The Lithuanian versions on the other hand show a

59. Colloquial usage often omits the final -a in zina (knbw/lcnows).
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preference for the preterite. This is a confirmation of what was

stated earlier (5»553) about the relative frequency of the perfeot

in Latvian in place of the preterite. Bulgarian shows a certain

hesitancy in this respect: B 1 uses th® porfeot while B 2 uses

the aorist.

5.611. The use of the perfeot in place of th© preterit© is a

not uncommon feature of modern Latvian. There is another instanoe

of this usage in Q 15: It has started", the people shouted when

the earth began to tremble. It may be argued here that the use of

the perfect is consistent with the original meaning of this tense

at least in these instances; i.e. the perfeot is to b© viewed

as a present state resulting from a past aotion. Yet in the second

ex aple two out of the five informants use the preterite. La 1

ar i 4 use 'Ir sloies', La 2 'Sacies; La 3 and 5 us® the preterite

Sakas. The Lithuanian versions of this sentence all use the

preterite preside,jo or in one instance jau praslde,1o. The Bulgarian

version® agree with the Lithuanian in using a simple past tense,

the aorist: sapoSna. Nevertheless there is no essential difference

between the two oontexts. In fact the utterance 'It has started"

oould serve as a reply to the question in Q 5 "What has happened?"

The use of the perfeot in these sentences cannot therefore be

oonsidered as a purely grammatical response but is a matter of

register. In this respect the greatest frequency in the use of the

perfeot as a substitute for the preterite belongs to Latvian.

An earlier example of this usage was cited above (p 154) where the

Latvian version of a sentence from he Communist Manifesto (CMLa

p 42) contained the perfect saravusi (has... torn asunder) as
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opposed to the Lithuanian preterite sutrauke and the Bulgarian

aorist r&gk&sa.

5.62. flhe verbs of speaking (he asked, replied the bystanders)

in Q 5 shows a further lack of consistency in the Baltic forma.

The Bulgarian versions use the aorist in both cases; popita toj

an! etgovoriha... Moreover both aorists are in perfective

a 3pect. The Lithuanian version has respectively paklause jis

and atsake.... perfective and preterite. The La versions have ;jaut-

aqa and atbildeja; preterite and imperfeotive and preterite and

perfective. Th© attribution of aspect to the Latvian version

is, of course, on a formal baais-.1auta.ja (one version gives an

alternative vaioaja) is simple and henoe imperfeetive while atbildeja

is compound and perfeotive. This divergence between .iautaia and

atbllde.ia is oapable of being explained if we take the two vbs

separately. The vb atbildet is always found in the prefixed

form and possesses no analytical imperfeetlve form. Its aspect

then depends on th® context. In this context it is perfeotive.

The vb .lautat (or vaicat. they are virtually interchangeable)

is normally found in the simple form, though prefixed and per¬

fective forms So exist; pa.jantat. iz .lautat. 2iese forms add

definition to the basic meaning ask of the simple vb; pajutat

•to ask (smb about smth), to inquire (of smb about srnth or after

smth) and iz.lautat; to question, to examine, to enquire of. In

other words the vb Jantat is used ia most contexts where it is

merely a question of 'asking*. The derivative forms pa.jautat
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and iz.lautat would be mora correctly termed Aktionsarten since

no real change in meaning has taken plaoe.

There is less dubiety about the aspectual categoiy of tho

L forma paklauae arid ats&kl. vhich are perfective in terms of

context and also from the fact that there exist for both words

imperfeotiv© forms: paklauaineti paklaustij atsakineti: atsakjrti.

Again the point must be made that interns of distribution

pakl&usti and atsakyti are commoner than their iiaperfectiva forms.

5.621. The verb * shouted1 in Q 15 is rendered with greater

consistency in the Baltic versions than the vbs of 'saying' in

Q 5. The Lithuanian versions all have Bauke while the La versions

have sauca (and twice kliedza). All are in the simple form. As

was the case with ,1antat (vaioat) formally perfective forms

L - Saukti Ho call, cry's paSaukti^ La - aaukt 'to call, shout,

cry's pagaukt (to call)j kliegt 'to cry, yell, etc..': nokliegt

'to shout'. In both languages, however, the simple forma are

commoner in both imperfeotive and perfective contexts.

In this sentence the context is clearly perfective and

this is the category to which all the verbs in the Baltic versions

are to be attributed. And this attribution is derived exclusively

from distributional criteria rather than formal criteria, '"ho

Bulgarian versions show one perfective, sakreBt.iaha. and one

iiuperfeotive: vikaha. It is the iaperfectlve form vikaha vdvioh

is unexpected. One would have expected tho perfective viknaha. It

is possible that the act of shouting is to be regarded as a

60. More frequent than paBauktl.. is the form, which refers

to notions of very short duratl n: Buktalsii.
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prooess and not a moment in the narrative, at any rate as an

notion whose completion is not envisaged.

The last verb in this sentence 'when the earth Began to

tremble' is again perfective aorist in both the Bulgarian versions

zapoftna. In the Baltic languages the verb 'to begin', as indeed

other auxiliary verb?, is neutralised with respect to aspects i.e.

where the ifcimpl® form exists (L imti, La sakt) it will remain

formally imperfsotive. Conversely a prefixed form like oradeti

may also funotion in iaperfeotive contexts.

5.63. The previous examples show a lack of consistency lu respect

of aspect. The Lithuanian and Latvian preterites examined, though

perfective in distributional terms, i.e. they function S3 perfeotivea

in these contexts, &o not exhibit the formal criteria of this

category. Certain factors have therefore intervened to inhibit

this formal realisation of the perfective category.

5.631• .Among these factors is the characteristic neutralisation,

of the formal markers of perfec tivisation and imperfectiviaation

found with auxiliary verbs (in this instance La aaka. L pr&de.lo/

erne). This factor appears to derive from the dependent oharaoter

of the vb when it functions as an auxiliary.

5*632. Aho second group of vbs where this inhibition appears

consists of vbs cf savin/; and perceiving. An example of a verb

of perception is to be found in Q 7" *V/e heard he came back on

Thursday'. 'lie L and La versions use the simple form of the vb

Cf L - r,Mes fiirde.jorce. kad jis grjlo ketviriadienjf., and the La
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- (la 4) ''Mes dgirde.ing ka ri?8 r.tnaoa etpaka^ oeturtdiena".

The Bulgarian versions, however, both use the perfective aorist

in this examples Cf (B 1) "Cuhme. Se se e v&rnal v CetvfirtSk.''

The same factors operate in the case of the preterites: L Sauke

La aauca.Alledza. In other word3 the normal form is the simple

form and compound, forms of these words possess additional nuances#

5-633* it oar be seen that the emphatic values of the Aktionsarten

have not been entirely lost when the elements used to mark these

Aktionsarten have been adapted to another purpose, to mark aspect.
And this may be the reason why the doublets, L atsakineti : atsakyti

paklausineti j paklansti are not in a 1 : 1 relationship in tarms

of aspect. Conversely with the bi-aspeotual forms grj.5ti: sugrj.Sti

'to return); matyti: pamatyti (to see) and also equivalent La forms:

red set: parodzet (to S3<§) etc., the simple forms are more frequently

to be found than the compound forma.

5.634. The Baltic prefixes have in many oases retained a full

meaning together with their grammatical function as markers

of the perfective aspect. A prefix of tbeis type is L mi- (La no-)

when used with vbs meaning 'to kfell' or 'to confer some serious

disability on some person or object' (of the use above of no-

and noat ith th® La vb kaut 'to kill', 3. .340)

The vb 'to shoot': L TSauti (s&udyti). La Saut, is oommonly

used without a prefix. Cf Q9. 'The silence was interrupted by

a shot. Somebody had no doubt been shooting at a wolf'. In this

example all the La form versions use the non-prefixed form of the

vb; of. La 2; "5aviens partr&uoe klusumu. Aoimredzarai kads lava
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u* vilku.", and La 5' "Saviens partrauce. klusur.u; nsbija Eaubu, ka

leads baya us vllku." L 5 has the following; "Tyla buvc pertraukta

§uvio. Be abejo, kaSlcas Sove % viika." L 4: "Tyls pertrauke

lavis. Kalkas, tur but, £ov6 j. vilk^". T i^re is an enaiapla

of the use of the L doublet Sau&vti from Juosas BaltuSis (TEN

p 66); Jonas Kaupys neskubldacas laud® pro vieny ir antr§ langelj.,

paskni ile.io % kiemj,,..." "Unhurriedly Jonas Kaupye fired now

through one window now the other, then went out into the yard,.."

Though the actions of shooting ere completed (they are followed

directly b„y another action, went out), they are not followed by

fetal results, here the action of 'shooting* to end in the death

of the person or animal shot at, the vb would hare the prefix

nu-9 thus nuSauti- An example of 'to shoot dead' occurs in the

sme source, but this time in the futurej here Mrs. Eilaitiene

warns Jonas Ke.upys, a neighbour, who has come to stay with her,

that the same bandits who murdered her husband will shoot him

too *: "Nulaus tare" (They'll shoot you dead). "G-al ncnutaus.

atsake jis. (And maybe they won't - he replied).

* 1

5.635* Unlike the examples fror. Juoaas BaltuSis the preterite

h Sowe and La Sara in Q 9 are imperfective. They do not fore;

part of the main narrative sequence. The main event is in the

first sentence "The silence was interrupted by the shot." Thus

the second sentence adds information about the shot mentioned

in the first sentence and. is In this sense dependent on it. B 1

marks this dependence by the use of an iiaperfactive imperfect;

"Tilinsta be neruSeno ot izstrel. NesSmneno, njakoj strel.lele

po vSlk." B 2 on the other hand used a pluperfect: "Tilinate
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be§© prik&snsta ot izstrel. lees&ameno, nj&koj oelU stxeljul po

v&lk." The use cf the pluperfect will tend to suggest that the

aot of shooting took place some time before the moment of speaking.

Some La versions (La 3, 4) also favour the pluperfect Ljjt the

partioipla is imperfeciive (i.e. Savis not noSuvis).

5.(iY}. There are, however, many instances where the prefix in

Baltic has a purely grammatical significance: i.e. it is a murker

pf perfeotivity# Examples of the grammatical use of the prefix

are Q 12 and Q 15» Let us first examine Q 12: "What have I done?"

ha exolaimed when he saw the floor all covered with water. L 3

renders this sentence as follows: "% gi aS uadariau?" suRuko jis,

kai plants kai ant grindy yra pljna vandens. £11 throe verba

pudarlau. suSulco and Parnate are perfcotive and . re appropriately

marked. This use of the perfective finds its parallel in the

Bulgarian versions: (B 1) "Kakvo napravih':'" v&Skllkna toj, kogato

vidia. Ce oelijat pod e pokrit s vodaj (B 2) "Xakvo n-.pro.vlh?"

vdhkllknu to j, kogato vid.ja. 5© oelijat pod belSe pokrit a voda.

Of the thro© vbs 'he saw/ L pamate. B vld.ia precede in time the

first two verbs since they represent a response to thi3 action;

On seeing the floor covered with water 'he exolalmod'• The prefix

pa- in oarnats infers an action of extremely short duration, ~.e.

'he caught sight of'. This nuance is not present in the 3 vid.ia.

Or to put it another way, vid.iu as muxk&d as a perfective, but

not as a perfective with a special naurce of short suuden action.

The L padariau and suluko are on cue same level since a

speech sequence and the method by which it is expressed are

obviously simultaneous. The form oudariau calls for no speoial
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the prefix here is purely grammetioal. The same cannot be said

for snSukc * exclaimed' which may be considered a perfective cf

Eauke yet with a higher degree of special!sntioru Moreover it

is the same type of specialisation that is present in parnate» Again

we are concerned with a short sudden action which can scarcely

be measured in terns of time elapsed. In this respect it closely

resseribloe the sufficed form Suktelalo. The Bulgarian vbs nnurnvih

and vlskilku^ are normal perfective aorists without any special

nuances.

The La versions are closer to the Lithuanian in that they

Igy greater stress on the type of perfective action. Of. La 5

"Kb e$! izdar:l.1u. vijjS izsaucas. ka& .iomid^Tja, ka vieu grldu bija

appludinata. Th,e version offered by La -V agrees with La 5 in

the choice of the first two vbsr "Kb es esnu igdarTlis"" viyS

icsvvcas, kad vinB rcdseia visu -rodu anklotu or udeni. In«»MMHnW«H<aiNrai * 9 HI- Oil ■■ »M<M

common with La 2 and 3 he used the perfect for the first verb.

More significant is his choice of red,1a; the choice of redgc.ja

suggests that the informant in question regards the act of seeing

as a process which is not limited by a time referent.

There is a similar response on the part of informants La 1

and 3: "Kb a emu iscl rljis?" viyS izaauoaa, kad red.?" jo. ka grtdu
klajaj udensj "Kc es esisu i;: iarTjis?" vipS iesancas, kad vipS
red so jo, ka visa grTda parpl-. iu$e ar udeni. Arl indeed the

sequence 'he saw* may be looked upon es an ©t without a specific

time reference, or conversely attention nay bo drawn to the

instantaneous nature of the set. La 3 uses iesanpas instead of

lg«jguo.- s 1 in this context there is nc difference between the
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two ferae.

The informant who gives to® WiflWfft rang# cf altsreatit" is

La 2: "Kb es esmu nodariT.iis/ pa3arl.1ls/ .oGatraclh^l.e, -/i^S jjJsauoas

ieraudsidams, !ca visa grids parlkst? ef udeni... "cIcrTt 13 more

specific than either ifjarit or padarTt in that it implies ^osie

harmful outcome. The form oadarXiir- is neutral while par.t.r^da.jls
in this context equates with IzdarTlis. though, the baeic meting

cf the vb strsd~t is 'to work'.

5*63.7 Both La and L versions of Q 12 show a highly character¬

istic tendency to mark certain emphatic nuances in choir use of

the perfoctivising prefixes. This tendency is to bo contrasted

with their lack of consistency in marking the aspectual polarity.

The action in Q 13 is neutral in term? of emphasis wad consequently

there is a greater consistency of response. Tic Lr. versions

use either iedot ov pasnlegt, simple perfectives. Cf La 1: ViyS

pasMedr-a fiedevft) kntrm bernam gramatu; ... The L versions too

show a greater measure of agreement. Cf L 1: fie jteiko knyg#

kiekviensir. vaifcuij... (He handed over ft book to each cf the

children;...) or L 4s Fiekvienem vaikui jis pa-daws po fcnygf;...

L 2 diverges sharply from this pat*err.: Jis dpyine^c fciekviena©

vaikui pc krygj.;... In a perfective context the form, davinejc

is anomalous since it in not only imperfective but iterative-

intensive. It is difficult to read either of these notions into

this context. Moreover the verb here describes the main event

of a narrative sequence, contrasting with the hebltu^-frequentative

vb in the second sequence: every birthday they used, to receive a

new book. The Bulgarian versions recognise this fact when they
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vsjako detej (B l) I'oJ pc audit kniga na vsjako dete;...

3.L38, If one, briefly sumuarisea tho foregoing one may arrive

st the following conclusions: (1) The B acriab equates with the

Baltic preterite or in some instances with the Baltic perfect.

Latvian shows a stronger preference for the perfect than

Lithuanian. Nevertheless the perfect has the same functional

load as the preterite since the latter may be substituted for it.

(2) The aspectual relationship is complicated by the large number

i:i Baltic of bi-aspectuul vbs: these vbs may appear as simplex

or c%>uipO'*nu^ many 0. *,**0 3e fom.3 possess perfective and imperfect¬

ly« forms but the distributional frequency of these lost is

relatively lev. (3) Lithuanian and Latvian icxke a greater use

than Bulgarian of perfective ilrtionsarten, i.e. of those prefixed

forms where the verb is both perfective and aadoTsd with a part¬

icular nuanoe of meaning appropriate to that aspact.

TIitherto we Lava been oca idaring examples whore tha Bulgarian

versions contain a perfective aor±3t. It is now time to barn briefly

to a feu instances where Bulgarian uses the imperfactive aorist

and study the reflexes in Baltic af this phenomenon.

p.70. The imperfect ao.ulgt In Bulgarian,

5.71. Tha aorist in Bulgarian is normally associated with the

perfective aspect and hers the aspect selected ices net add

any further nuance to the aorist, whioh Itself refers to a completed

action. The main functional characteristic of the aorist is that
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the imperfective aspect is also possible with this tense. Cf Q 10s

"He continued on his way and walked for two hours. In all that

tia© ha saw only two people." Since B 1 and B 2 are in agreement

the version offered by ii 1 should suffice: Toj prod.5 l&l p&tja

si i v&ry.ia dvu C&sa. ires ejaioto vreme vid.U samo dvan-a dull.

In the above example the imperfective aorist rTn v .h is in effective

contrast with the other corists in the sentence prod*15i and v id.1a

whioh are perfective. Ail three form part of the narrative sequence

and hence each on© marks n particular event or moment. One must

therefore look outside this criterion if one wants to explain

this difference in aspect. It will be noted that .p-i.-co.r3 li and

vid;ta are not marked for time elapsed whereas y&rtrja bears the.

referent dva fcasa 'two hours* aim the task of tue xrnpvjrfectiv'. is

to point to this lapse or time, the time elapsed in such con¬

structions will ..liiys be dearly delimited. Though the marking

of unlimited or undefined duration is a function of the imperfactive

aspect, lack of imiitation or definition hould not he consistent

with the us® of us const.

5.711. I'he bithuaaiun versions do not show this contrast at ail.

Cf. it i; bis -case save keiionf ir ejo dvi vulandas. her *r.3$

tf. laik|t jis mate tik du Smones. All the verbs are imperfectly®

preterites and, while justified on the grounds tiiafc it

represents a lapse ox1 timo of fixed duration, onccicr must be

sought for typo and mate, fho form mate does not present great

difficulty: it is bi-aspeciu&I and ths nuance attributed to the

perfective form Parnate of an action which is sudden and of short
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duration is not appropriate in this context. It could not,

however, b© absolutely excluded. The subject of the action sight

have only oaughi a glimpse of the two people 3sen in the course

of the two hour walk.

The form tese unlike mat© dees not possess a prefixed form

with the meaning of 'to continue'. LAZ/6Q gives iStesti 'to

lengthen, protract, get on slowly with', u&testi 'to lengthen,

protract'. While these meanings are obviously related to that of

tii© simple vb they are not appropriate in this context. It

seems more realistic in this instance to consider test! a bi-

aspoctual vb like matyti but with a strong bias towards the

imperfectiv®. Moreover it is the sequence e,io dvi valandas which

dominates the two sentences and for the Lithuanian speaker this

is mor© important than the mechanical allocation of a vb to the

appropriate aspect.

The La versions show a similar tendency. Cf La 3> "V'ijii

turpina.ja savu ceju un g?,1a divas stundas. Pa visu lo laiku vipB

reds©,1a tikai divus cilvekue. This version closely parallels

L 1 above. The same remarks apply to redge,1a as to mate in L 1

and turpinat like th© L tfati does not possess a perfective form.

It is possible to render he continued by a vb form which is both

oontextually and formally perfeotiv®, by using nt.1nunc.fa (lit

'resumed')j the for;:1, at.1auno.ja was put forward as an alternative

by La 2. Similarly redzeja may fes replaced by th© perfective

satike (lit met, cams across), an alternative offered by La 1.

Perhaps the most interesting variant on the above version of

La 3 is that offered by La 5. He agrees with La 3 in using

turpina.la and reds©ja, however, for gaja he substitutes noga.la
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whioh has the meaning of 'covering a fixed distance', of vips nogaja

ciessit kilometrus - 'he covered ten kilometres#, LacTur. Here the

distance covered is not given in spatial terms but in terms of

the time taken to cover the distance. This is a perfective concept

and it is appropriately signalled by the use of the prefix no-.

The oontrast here is between a limited action (in terms of time)

and actions which do not have any specific limitation. This

interpretation is totally at variance with that put forward by

the two Bulgarian informants.

5.712. Before further analysing such idiosyncratio versions let

us oonsider a further example of the Bulgarian use of the imperfect-

ive aorist: again the use of the imperfeotive is conditioned

by the duration of the action. Cf. Q 17: (B2) USiteljat govorj

polovin 8as za naj-novite postiSenija v tehnologijata. Pcsle

to j ob.jasni edna-dve ot trudnostite, sreStnati v poslednoto

upraSnenie. As in Q 10 both govori and objasni are aorist, forming

suooessive steps in a narrative ssquenoe. Yet govoid is imperfeot¬

ive and ob.iasni is perfective. The reason for the choice of the

imperfeotive aorist in the oase of the first verb is the same

as in Q 10. The action expressed by govoid is durative, but the

duration of the action is specifically limited by the phrase

oolovin 8as 'half an hour' • The aotion of cb„1asni on the other

hand is not marked as durative.

5.713. The Lithuanian informants in this instance show no great

divergence among themselves, nor do they differ from the Bulgarian

in ohoioe of aspect. Cf L 1; Mok^rtojas per pusf valandos kalbe.lo
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apie veliausius paaiekimua teohnologijoje; poto paai&kino vien§,

ar du sunkumus, kutie iikilo paakutiniuose pratimuose. Let us

ignore for the moment the third verb in the L version corresponding

to the B participle sreStnati. This verb does not form part of

the narrative sequence sinoe it occurs in a dependent olause.

If we take the verbs in succession w© find an imperfective

preterite kalbsja. Like the B form govori this verb is durative,

the limiting phrase being per puse valandos 'half an hour'. The

second verb paaiSkino is not durative and is consequently per¬

fective . L 2 use iSaiSkino but the difference of the prefix

here is not of great significance since the verbs paaigskinti

and i&ai5kinti aro virtual synonyms.

5.714. The Latvian versions show the same aspectual contrasts

that are to be found in both the L and B versions. Cf La 5%

Skolota.ja rna.ja {stastlja) pusstundu par jaunalciem sasniegumiem

tehnologijas pec tarn vijt*, izskaidro.la daSas neskaidrlbas pedoja

vingrinajuma. The only fluctuation that occurs among the various

versions is between paskaiflro.ja (La 3) and izskaidro„1a (La 1, 2,

4 and 5)« Again the differences between the fbrms is minimal, or

rather they possess a high degree of identity over ifcoat of the range

of meaning.

In the La version we oan see the same processes operating

as in the L and B versions, The ohoice of imperfective or perfective

aspect has been conditioned by the presence or absence of duration.

5.715• The verb in the dependent clause 'which had appeared

in the last exerci :s' is rendered as a perfective preterite by
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three of the Lithuanian informants (L 2 uses a passive construction

her®). The B version as we have seen do not use a finite verb

but the participle sreBtnati. In the versions of La 1 and 5

no vb is presentj La 2 and La 4 use the perfective pluperfects

(La 2) ... leas fcli at^aji-faSEs pede« , jtmafcdarbaj (La 4) •••

kas bi.ia paradl.iuSas pideja usdevuma. La 3 on the other hand

also uses the pluperfect but this time it is in the imperfectives

ICuri bija raduM.es .

p.72. The interrelationship of tens© and aspect in Bulgarian

shows the systematisation of these two phenomena. On one level

we have an opposition whioh permeates a whole verbal paradigm,

i.e. aspeot. On tie other level aorist (and in s&n© instances

perfeot, of B 1's answer to Q 5) is opposed to imperfect. Theo¬

retically th© aorist and the imperfect may appear in either aspeot

but this theoretioal picture has beoora© distorted by the tendency

(at present only a tendency) to form imperfects only from the

imperfect!ve stems of prefixed verba.

The tense alterations may be briefly described as follows:

theSmotional role of th® aorist is to express the moments of a

narrative sequence. The aorist does not usually show duration,

henc© its association with the perfective aspect. When duration,

however limited, is implied th© iraperfectiv© aorist is used.

5.721. The Baltic preterite is used in ail cases where the aorist

ocours in Bulgarian. Again Latvian shows a. tendency to use th©

perfect in place of the preterite. Lithuanian too may us© the

perfsot for th© preterite but the usage is less frequent than in
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the other East Baltic language.

5.722. It is when w® come to consider the interrelationship of

aspect and tense that the picture becomes more complicated. The

oomplioatlons arise from foe tendencies which are inherent in the

Baltic verbal system. In examples where concrete notions are

oonodrned the response of Baltio is similar to that of Bulgarian.

Cf Q 162 They cane out together fib it he cinema, which was showing

the latest French film.: L 4: Jie kartu iSe.jo 15 kino, kuris

rode paskutin}. pranouziskf. filing. All L versions agree in expressing

'They came out together...* by a perfeotive preterite. The seoond

verb 'was showing* is imperfective since there is no limit imposed

on the aot of showing. This action has been going on before

the moment when 'They came out...' and is likely to continue

to be shown after thi3 event has finished. L 2 also has rede

while L 1 and L 3 use the participial forms redotaa (1 1) and

buro rodoma (L 3).

The Latvian versions show a preponderance in favour of the

perfective preterite. Cf La 5; Vipi kopa isnaca no kinozales,

kuya radiia iaunako franRu filmu. La 2 and 3 agree with La 5

in using iznaoa; La 1 differs slightly from the above: Vipi atstaia

kino reize,... Only La 4 has the imperfectives Vipi kopa naea ara

no kino,... The use of the analytical here does not infringe

Latvian norms where there is a tendency to use th© imperfeotive

to emphasise an. notion.

There is almost general agreement on the use of the imperfective

for the verb ih the seoond part of the sentence. In th© matter of

tense, however, w© find more fluctuation. La 4, for instance,
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uses tie passive: kur tike rafllta jaunaka franfiu filma. La 3

has the following version: kwra deiaonstre.ia jaunako franSu filmu.

The differences between these versions is not significant: all

regard the aotion as a process which has not finished at the time

of speaking. Even the use of the pluperfect merely sets back in

time the period when this action was happening. The exception

to the above is La 1 who uses the apparently perfective form

izradlja; It is possible to explain this exception since the

verb igradlt possesses the specific meaning of 'to perform, to

represent, to show1. The vb izradit is a separate lexeme from

radit, and, sinoe izradit has no equivalent form in the analytical

construction izradXja is here functionally imperfeetive.

5.7221. A comparison with the Bulgarian version shows the same

distribution of aspect: perfeotive for the first vb and imperfeot-

ivr for the 3eoond. Cf B 2 : Te izljazoha zaedno ot kinoto,

v koeto davaha naj-novija frenski film. The tense of the first

vb lzljazoha is aoriot and requires no oomment. The form davaha.

however, is not aor but imperfect. The B usage here differs from

the usage of Lithuanian and Latvian, but as we found (see above

5.52) Bulgarian uses the imperfeot tense to describe aotions

which are processes of unspecified duration. Moreover the v'b

here is not part of the narrative sequence but is part of the

background.

5*723. Q 19 is another example where one would expect agreement

between Bulgarian and the Baltic languages. Cf. 'Suddenly she
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oame into the roonf. In an utterance of this type the perfective

aapeot is alone possible, and this is what we find. Such is the

measure of agreement among all the informants that it will suffice

to give one example of each language. Cf. first L 1: Staiga ji

ie.io %. kambarj,. La 2: Vipa cen-Soi (negaidlti) xeuaca istaba.

And finally the Bulgarian, (£ 1): IzvednaS tJa vleze v stajata.

It is in utterances of this type that we obtain the highest

measure of agreement and it would be instructive to see which

faotors are present here which are not present in the other types

of utterance. Firstly we are concerned with a sudden or un¬

expected action. Secondly (and this also the case in Q 16)

the vb describes a concrete action: the greater the degree of

abstraction of the verbal lexeme the greater the likelihood that

the Baltio vb prill use one form for both aspects, This is less

true of Lithuanian than of Latvian, where the suffixes -Ineti

and -ioti are mere productive than the corresponding analytical forms

in Latvian.

5.80. In this chapter we have studied in some detail the inter¬

action of aorist and imperfect in Bulgarian and the corresponding

tenses in the two Baltic languages. The Bulgarian tenses are

clearly contrasted in -terms of function. The aorist is the tense

used to desoribe the events .in any narrative sequence. The

imperfect on the other hand is the tense used to set the 3cene,

to describe the background against which the main events in the

stoiy take place.

5.81. An opposition of this kind exists in Baltio too but
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this fact is complicated by the more restricted range of meaning

of the Lithuanian frequentative past or, .diere it occurs,th© mert

construction in Latvian. As a result the preterite has a much

wider rols to play in Baltic than the aorist in Bulgarians it

is substituted for the frequentative forms in those contexts

where these lenses are not appropriate, and in those contexts

it is equivalent to the Bulgarian imperfect.

5.82. Aspect too, as w® have seen, plays a part in defining an

action described by th© simple tenses. The perfective is normally

associated with the aorist or in Baltic with the preterite where

this tense has the same functional load as the aorist. In Baltic,

however, the relationship is further complicated by the existenc#

of vbs which do not possess the formal criteria for marking aspect.

The determining factor in these cases is context and not the formal

criteria normally associated with this phenomenon.

Bulgarian in this respect presents a much simpler picture

since aspect is always clearly marked by formal criteria. The

functional role of aspect in this language - and the same may

b© said of Baltic - is tc mark those nuances which are additional

to those inherent in the respective tense Jtras. for instance

the use of the imperfect!ve aspect will serve to mark duration,

which is not a feature of the aorist (cf Q 10). Conversely the

us© of the perfective with the L fp stresses that the actions

are all of short duration; cf from Seme Maitinto,1a; ' Tik ret-

kardiais ji pafceldavo galv§ ta p&5ia ranka, kur laiki Sirkies,

nubraukdama nuo akly plaukus, giliai atsikvepdavo... PCZK pp 6 - 7.

(Only occasionally she would raise her head, and, brushing away
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the hair from her eyes with the same hand in which she was holding

the dippers, she would take a deep breath...) The above example

also illustrates the difference between the action of th® frequen¬

tative past and the simple past; here laike is imperfective and

represents a constant process which accompanies the other actions,

i.e. she was holding the clippers in her hand throughout the

whole operation of shearing the sheep.

5.9C. In tiie next chapter it is proposed to summarise the

questions disoussed in the earlier chapters (2, 3, h and 5)«

There are in effect two questions to be answered. Firstly to

find out if the Baltic languages exhibit the same aspectual

polarity that we find in the Slavic languages. It may be possible

in the oourse of the discussion to throw some light on the

development of the aspectual system in Slavic. The second

polarity is that of tense, the polarity between the aorist and

the imperfect tenses. These tenses complement each other just

as the perfective and imperfective aspects complement each other.

Thirdly there is the interrelationship of tense and aspect,

and finally we must discuss the possibility of influences outside

Baltic on Baltic both in the earlier period end at the present

day.
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6.0. Conclusions.

6.1. It is convenient to begin this discussion of aspect in

Baltio with a quotation from a doyen of Baltic linguistics,

Alfred Senn. The quotation is taken from his article Zusi Gebrauch

der Aktionsarten im Litauisohen (Studi Baltici. vol III, 1933)
and it must be noted that this was a view that Senn expressed in

1933* and cannot be held to represent the view he holds today.

Nevertheless it provides a useful point of departure. Cf. pp 85-6.

"In der historischen Entwicklung des Litauischen zeigt sich als

einer der machtigsten Faktoren eine starke Neigung sum Soheaiatis-
4

ieren, besenders aber zu polarer Anordnung der Sprachformen

(refers to footnote in Senn'a text), Per Tendens zu sohematisieren

verdankt die Sprache u. a. die Vereinfachung der Steigerung des

Adjektivs... Dem Trieb naoi polarer Anordnung entsprang auch ein

auf die Spitze gctriebenes System des Aktionsarten. Die Kegel,

dass einfache, d.h. nieht zusammengesetzte Verba durch Verbindung

zait einer Preposition perfaktiv werden, wiirde dahin versoharft,

dass uberhaupt fur perfektive Aktionsart Verbindung mit einer

Preposition notwendig sei." Two points concerning terminology

arise straightaway. Senn uses 'Aktionsart' throughout when now¬

adays we would use'aspecif. In addition he uses ' Preposition*

in place of •prefix. Despite these superficial blemishes Senn

does stress the essential point in any consideration of the

system, namely the existence of a strict polarity between the

two members of the opposition.

6.20. The formal criteria marking aspect.
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6.21. The existence of an aspect system depends on the opposition

being adequately marked. Ideally the morphemes marking this

opposition should have only this funotion. Even in Slavic the

prefix oan mark a change of meaning as well as a change of aspect.

As an example of prefixes which mark only aspect there is na-

in the B napisat' or B 'napravja; the prefixed forms correspond

to simple froms - pisat1 (B) and pravja (b). This is not to say

that na- is exclusively a marker of aspect, but that in conjunction

with the vbs (B) pi,sat* and (B) pravja it marks only aspect.

6.211. The prefix then has been specialised in the role of marker

of the perfeotive aspect. This is a feature shared by Baltio

and Slavic. Again in theory any prefix may play the part of aspect

marker. In practioe, though on© may find examples of all the

prefixes, certain prefixes have been specialised in this role.

The commonest of these is Baltio pa- (SI po-); of. L padaryti

(p): daryti and La padarit (p); darit. The simple (i) forms

mean "to do" in both Baltic languages.

6.212. The markers of the perfective may also be suffixes.

Here again we find common ground between Lithuanian and Slavic.

The Lithuanian suffixes -teleti and -tereti serve to mark a vb

as perfective; cf. Svel/rti (i) 'to look': (p) Bvilgtereti.

This suffix which indubitably marks the root Svilg- as perfective

is, however, specialised in the meaning of an action of very

short duration. In respect of their degree of specialisation

they recall the Tavio semelfactive suffix -nptij cf B stuknut' (p)
stuftat'. Neverthe forms in -tereti/ -teleti are of high
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pra&uotivity. Besid© perfective forms in -tereti/ -tsleti thara

are normal prefixed perfectives to the same simple form: the vb

Svelgti (i) 'to look' has paSvelgti beside Svilgtereti. Latvian

does not use suffixation to form perfeotiwes.

6.213# There exist in Lithuanian as in Slavic simple vbs whioh

are perfective. Sann in his article mentioned above quotes a

few of these forms: rastl to find, grlebti eto. (p 86). (it is

true he mentions these verbs in oonnaotion with the phenomenon

of hyperperfeotivisaiion, i.e. the prefixation and henoe parfeot-

ivisation of vbs already perfective.) The Lithuanian forms are

all characterised by the fact that they are of extremely short

duration, what L Dambriunas oalls 'point action' vbs. These

may be compared with the suffixed forms in tereti/ -teletl.

6.22. A characteristic feature of Baltio is the existence

of a large class of bi-aspeotual verbs. These verbs have a

wide semantic range, containing on the one hand the vb L r.riZti

'to return' and on the other the vbs of perception. All the above

are simple verbs, the class also contains prefixed forms which

either do not possess a simple form or the corresponding simple

form is unconnected in meaning! cf. L deti 'to put': (p) padeti

or pradeti (n) 'to begin' (n - here neutral or bi-aspectual).

The examples cited above have all been Lithuanian

but the remarks could squally well have been applied to Latvian:

not surprisingly there ar© differences of detail. For instance,

L grjSti corresponds to a prefixed form in Latvian, atgrtc t (ies)s

it is still bi-aspeotual. There is, however, a greater measure

of agreement than disagreement.
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6.30. Marking the imperfectly©.

6.31. Though it is customary to speak of the perfective as

being the marked member of the opposition, the unmarked imperfective

must also be clearly differentiated. To take an extreme example dat'

(p) 'to give' is formally marked as perfective sinee it possesses

& syllable less than the unmarked imperfective davat', and yet

davat* is newer than dat1. In most oases the perfective form

of a simple verb will be marked by the prefix; thus, R oisat'

(i) but (p) napisat'.

6.32. The perfective is here unambiguous since the prefix

na- has the purely grammatical function of marking perfectivity.

A prefix may, however, function on two levels: 1. it functions

grammatically, changing the simple imperfsotive vb into a per-

feotive, and 2. the meaning of the simple verb may be changed.

If instead of na- one uses the prefix o^, the compound for®

opisat' is a) perfeotiv© and b) a different vb from tie simple

form pisat'; it now means not 'to write'. but 'tc describe*.

The creation of the form opi.sat' has created a new requirement:

for seoondary imperfectives, creating a new pair opisat' (p):

opiswat i This new form opisyvat' shows one of the means used to

create new imperfeotives, the suffix -yvat '•

6.321. The Lithuanian response to this problem resembles the

Slavic; the suffixes in this oase are the original iteratives

-ineti and -ioti. The prefixed form uSraSyti 'to make a note of'

(simple vb raSyti« 'to write') corresponds to ulraM.neti with th©
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same meaning; ateiti 1 to come1: ateidineti. There are restrictions

on the formations of such aspectual pairs which will be analysed

in a later section.

6.322. The system of imperfectivisation in Latvian differs con¬

siderably from that used in Lithuanian and Slavic in that it

does not make use of such imperfectivising suffixes. The La

system - the analytical construction - consists of substituting

for a prefix an adverb which is identioal in meaning; the adverb

aooompanies the simple ft m of the verb. Cf. Iznakt (p) 'to come

out'j naki ara (or lau*. ); nosviest (p) 'to throw away';

s7ieot nost.

6.330* Restrictions on fth© use of iaperfeotlvising forraants.

6.331• One of the essential differences between the Baltio and

Slavic aspectual systems is the faot that just as not every

Baltic verb may be perfeotivised (a restricted number) many

perfective verbs have no imperfective forms. In poirit of faot

these verbs can and do operate in imperfect!v© contexts and are

thus distributionally imperfective but there is no overt realisation

of the imperfeotive aspeot. Others agjin have specifically im-

perfectlve forms but they are used much less frequently than the

prefixed ostensibly perfective form. If on© excludes external

factors one possible reason is the existence of distinctive

Akticnsarten. The iterative-intensive Aktionsart is at the basis

of the two imperffeoHvising formants in Lithuanian -ineti and ioti;

the perfect!vising Aktionsarten are in the main marked by prefixes.
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Thus the prefix pa- in L pamatyti 'to see' or the ha paredzet

(idem) points to the shortness and suddenness of the aotion dascritCd.

Similarly La iz- and even da- (from R do-) points to the completion

of an aotion but stress either the thoroughness of the achievement

(iz-) or the effort expended in achieving a goal, of. iziet

•to go through' (accompanied by the adv caurd). Aktionsarten

are, of course, found in Slavic but there they do not play so

extensive a role in the aspect system*

6.332. Paradoxioal though it may seem, the other contributory

faotors are the size of the bi-aapectual group and, of course,

its range, whioh inhibited the full development in Baltic of an

aspeot system comparable to the Slavio. The two faotoi's comp¬

liment eaoh other; the Lithuanian ma ~ti is bi-aspectual and the

overt realisation of aspectual polarity has been neutralised in

this word. Though the L word lias been used, this is merely for

convenience, the La form redact possesses the same characteristics.

A perfective form exists for matyti - pamatyti. but this form

should more properly be called an Aktionsart since it stresses

the shortness and suddenness of an aotion. The form pamatyti

approximates to what Senn referred to as "hyperperfootives"

sinoe the simple form is already perfective when it occurs in

perfective contexts; the pa- does not make it perfective but

a special type of perfective.

6.333. Conversely one may speak of "hyperimperfoctives" where

there exists an xmperfeotive (usually in -insti) for prefixed

bi-aspeotual werbs. An example of this is the form atsafclneti
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• to answer' beside atsskyti the normal form. In Latvian suoh

forms as atsakineti are not found, there is no overtly imperfectiv©

form for atsacIt (or atbildet). This arises from a limitation

on the analytical construction, which is less frequently found

with abstract verbs. Shis is particularly true with lexemes

where the simple form is not found (or is rare) or whose meaning

differs considerably from that of the compound form.

6.334. Specialised imperfeciives iiave in common with the Aktionssrten

of normally paired verbs that their function is emphatic. This

desire to express emphasis is characteristic of both Baltic

languages. This has led at times to the selection of the im-

perfeotive in preference to the perfective ir contexts which do

not normally bear this interpretation. Suoh is an example from

the La translation of Orwell' s Animal Farm; hero the analytical

construction is used where one would normally expect the perfeotive:

Cetri jauni barok^i prieJcSeja rinda laida vaja spalgus kviecienus,

ta iasaox&ami savu neapmierinatibu. (DsF p 47)s "Four young porkers

in the front row uttered shrill squeals of disapproval,..."

(AF p 49)- The use of lg '.da vala instead of atlaida draws

attention to the emphatic nature of the vb uttered. The compound

form atlaida is neutral ..n terms of emphasis.

6.335. It is the emphatic nature of the aspectual foraiants

(whether perfect!vising or imperfectivising) which must have

led to their selection for their present function. Yet side by

side we find prefixes which are neutral - having only a grammatical

function - and prefixes which are emphatic. 'Hie remarks made
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above about prefixes may equally well be applied to the form-ants

of imperfectivisation.

6.34. There are two ways of looking at the Baltio aspeot system.

Firstly one may take the view that the Baltio sysuera firat approx¬

imated to that of Slavic and then diverged along paths of its own.

Secondly one may consider the Baltic system as being in an inter¬

mediate position, i.e. that it has not reaohed the position

already attained by Slavic in the OCS period. The material

studied tends indeed to suggest that the second conclusion is the

right one. The factors leading to this conclusion are respectively:

the existence of many bi-aspeotual verbs, the characteristic

polysemy of the perfectivising prefixes and the retention of

emphatic nuances by the formants of imperfectiriaaticn. All

these factors taken together tend to suggest th® incomplete real¬

isation of the aspectual polarity. There is still a very great

element of personal choice in the aspectual decisions made by

Baltic speakers and writers.

6.40. The problem of influence.

6.41• It is intended here to put forward only seme very tentative

suggestions. That the Baits were exposed to influence from outside

Baltic is not really in doubt, but the evidence for influence

is mainly to be found in the domain of lexis. Of L dial ale

'but* (from Polish), La un 'and' from Gar und; L knyga 'book*

from 3 kniga (or possibly White Russian). The reason the Latvians

adopted the Barman und is fairly clear: it avoided the homopymy

of La ir 'and' from CBalt ir and ir from CBalt Ira (of. L yra)

•is/are'•
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6.42. The few loan words cited above show clearly the principal

directions from which influence has cone. In the case of Lithuanian

it wa3 indubitably Slavic, whether Polish during the period of

the Lituan;P-Bolish Jagellonian dynasty (1386 - 1572) or WB both

before and during the above period. Latvian on the contrary

has been strongly influence by German.

6.421. The influence of Slavic on Baltic is wore likely to have

impinged on Lithuanian with its long association with Slavio

speakers: from this long association must have arisen a period

of bi-lingualism which occurred at several levels. The influences

on Latvian were predominantly German dating from the founding of

the German bishoprio in Riga in the 13th century (Riga itself

was founded in 1201) Despite the faot that the influences were

so diverse the two languages have much in common. Both share the

concept that prefixes perfectivise. They differ not in reoog-

nising the concept of the imperfective but in the means used to

differentiate this aspect fz-om the perfeotive. This fact tends

to suggest that such influenoe as there has been - at least in

respeot of the major grammatical features - has been marginal.

6.43* The development of the Baltic aspeot system exhibits

three chronological stages (i.e. in relative terms). Prefixation

is an inherited feature of which there is ample documentation

in liie other IE languages. It is possible that the use of' pre¬

fixation as a means of distinguishing the Aktionsarten is also

an early feature of Baltics examples of this feature are also

to be found in Germanic, e.g. ge- which originally had only
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araphatio value (cf Serai, op cit, p 86). This first stage oan

still be called Common E Baltic since it is shared by Latvian.

The second stags is the use of prefixes to maj± the perfeotiva

aspect and not merely Aktionaarten. This stage is also common

to Latvian and Lithuanian.

The third and final stage is when other formants are used

to differentiate the iiuperfeetive. Here tna means used to achieve

this end differ. Lithuanian uses suffixation while Latvian uses

separable adverbial elements. The use of the analytica l con¬

struction by Latvian rather than suffixation - the me una adopted

by Lithuanian and Slavio - is evidence of the separate development

of this construction. At this period Latvian and Lithuanian

must be considered separate languages. One can no longer speak

of Common East Baltic.

It was su gested in ohapter 3 that Latvian, rejected suffix¬

ation as an imperfectavising formant on aooount of the lack of

distinctiveness that existed within the stock of derivational

suffixes. The phonological process which led to the lack of

distinctiveness of certain suffixes inherited from Common baltio

oan be tentavely dated to the 13th - 14th centuries. At this time

the group 'vowel plus nasal plus oonsonant became 'oral vowel

plus oonsonant'. It is suggested that it was at this period

that the Baxtio languages began to develop separate imperfectly®

forms for prefixed verbs. Unfortunately the baits were still in

what lias been referred to elsewhere as the pro-literate period.

Since there are no written doouments for this period we will

never have any definite proof, all tiiat one oan say is that the

third stage war considerably later than hie first and saoond stages.
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6.50. The tease opposition in Baltic.

6.51. The tenso opposition that one ilnda In Lithuanian between

the preterite and the frequentative past cannot be Common Baltic.

The only simple past tense that can with confidence be assigned

to the Common Baltic period is the preterite. In this respect

on© can take Latvian as being more typical of Common Baltic,

Despite tlx® considerable modifications that have taken place as

a result of the phonological process cited above (p 174) the

Latvian verb is more conservative than the Lithuanian.

6.52. The frequentative past is a separate development of

Lithuanian. As the name suggests its functional load embraces

the following modes of aotions frequentative-h&bltual and

frequentative-intensive. It is also characterised by a high

frequency cf occurence, unlike the Latvian equivalent. At 5.40

et acq we examined the possibility that a siiailar rale might

exist for the La contraction of jj&fit followed by a dependent

infinitive. In Items of function this construction could have filled

the ml© to which it was to have been assigned it suffered from

one serious disadvantage, cf with the L fp its frequency was low

both in the literature and in the replies of the informants.

6.53. Like the Lithuanian forms in davo this construction is

the result of independent development. It was superficially

attractive because it conformed to the tendency of Latvian to

rely on analytical rather than synthetic modes. This is paralleled

elsewhere by the us© of the analytical construction to miOB the
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iaperfeetiv® of prefaced verbs where the prefix is not a purely

formal one but indicates a change of meaning, (sea further chap 3)»

Respite the factors in its favour its low productivity meant that

it could not provide an effective opposition to the preterite.

It was noted that all informants used it at least ones but the

distribution indicated that it possessed an emphatic value rather

than a grammatical one.

6.53* The L forms in -davo cover the sane range of meaning as

th© ha forme, but they appear very frequently both in the literature

studied and also in the replies of the informants. Unlike the La

forms they are fully grammatioalised.

6.54. Both the La and L forme were compared with tin E imperfect

and it was found that the B imperfect also appeared in frequent-

ativo-habitual &ud frequentative-intensive contexts. Its ultimate

range of meaning, however, was muoh wider than th© Baltic tenses

(if one may use this word for the La construction), and. for this

reason its frequency exceeded that of Lithuanian. Like the L

tense it could appear in either aspect though with different

nuanoes of meaning according to aspect,

6.55* The Baltic imperfect and the corresponding Baltic tenses

are excluded v/hen it is a question of an event in a narrative

sequence, since they are confined to a dependent role. The role

of marking events in a narrative sequence belongs to the aorist

in Bulgarian. In the Baltic languages on the other hand the

preterite may appear in either role, i.e. it may equate with B aor
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or imperfect. This duality of role originates in the fact that

the preterite peplaoes the frequentative tenses (or constructions)

where these are excluded on account of their restricted range

of meaning.

6.56. The Baltic tense opposition (here we are speaking mainly

of Lithuanian) resembles the aspeotual opposition in these languages

in that the opposition has been incompletely realised in grammatical

terms (i.e. the preterite is still used suppletively where these

forms are inappropriate). Moreover the emphatic nature of the

formants marking these tenses is still felt by the users.

6.561. Some light may be shed on the status of the fp im Lith¬

uanian if one considers that the Lithuanian literary language

is still a fairly recent creation. The early documents in Lith¬

uanian (from the end of the 16th century) do not represent a

standard language but are orientated to the dialect of the writer.

The literary language as we know it is an amalgam of the two

main language groups, Zemaigiai and AukStaigiai. The frequent¬

ative past is a feature of AukStaidiai and is absent from

ZemaiSiai.

6.6. The picture presented by the Slavic languages is of a

series of oppositions which appear to operate automatically.

Thus for every simple vb there exists a perfeotive verb (prefixed).

Where prefixes change the meaning of a simple verb as well as

changing its aspect a new imperfective is created by suffixation.

The aspect system has been fully grammaticalised. In Baltic

I
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on the other hand gramaatiealisation has not been attained to thia

extent. Many of the formants used, whether suffixal or free forms*

are still imbued with the emphatic ohar&etar they possessed when

they served as markers of Aktions&rten rather than aspect. The

situation of the Baltic groups is not to be regarded as innovatory

but rather as an intermediate stage. The failure of tins Baltio

languages to reach the Slavio stage of development is not to be

ascribed to a lack of the j&ppropriate derivational apparatus,

bat rather to their slow development.

6.61. As literary languages they originated in the nineteenth

century and hero again they faced opposition on the unofficial and the

offioial level, and it is the latter that is moat*® significant.

To communicate outside the Baltic area a second language was essential

(nooording to area this would be either Russian, Polish or German).
It is of interest in this connection that the greatest Polish poet

of tli© nineteenth oentuzy, Adam Miekiewics, was born in what is

now oalled Vilnius,': the capital of the Lit wianian Socialist

Soviet Republic. The use of a seoond language as a lingua franca

has always inhibited the growth of vernacular into a literaxy

language (of. the effects of the use of Latin in Poland).

6.62. The situation of the Baltio languages contrasts unfavourably

with that of Slavic, where one can observe a steady development

from the Xth oentuxy. Moreover the language at this date already

61. The opening line of Pan Tadeuas is: •Litwo ojosysno

moja...' *Liihuania, my native land*.
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pos3esse& an aspectual system and a fully developed temporal

opposition. Thereafter the development of the individual Slavic

languages was uneven. Most have lost or ire in the process of

losing the sinqsle past tenses, but the aspectual opposition still

remains. This opposition is between original perfects - other

compound tenses (future perfect, conditional perfect and pluperfect)

are rare or have disappeared. The most advanced in this respect

are the E. Slavio languages. Weft Slavic still retains the

pluperfect,though it is rare; Polish has also innovated in

creating a series of personal endings for the past tense.

6.621. Perhaps the fundamental difference separating Slavio

from E and W Slavic li6s in the retention in S. Slavio of a

form that has purely future significance. For instance, the

present tense in the imperfeotive aspect in E and W Slavic funotions

as a future in the perfective. The S Slavio future is only future

(with the corollary that the present funotions as a present

in the p aspeot). Similarly the S. Slavic future is derived in the

main from OCS xotSti to want (with the exoeption of the neg

futures in B and M). With regard to the temporal oppositions

within the simple past this feature of OCS has been totally lost

in Slovene and is less and less used in spoken SCr. Only

Bulgarian and Macedonian have preserved this Opposition. Except

for their retention of this OCS opposition the B and M systems

are essentially innovatory. Though highly sophisticated, their

systems do not resemble closely the OCS system. Perhaps the

greater part of their complexity is to be traced to the renarrative

system of tenses. It cannot be said that they have retained the
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OCS future perfect since the means used to mark this tense are

new creations.

6.622. Curious though It msy seem,the Baltic tense system resembles

most that found in £ and M, Baltic possesses a separata future

formant (the suffix -s-, originally desiderative, of also Gk

and Skt). Consequently the present may be found in either aspect.

The Baltio relative mood corresponds to the B and M renarrative

system. This mood is most strongly developed in Latvian. It

will be seen that unevenness of development is characteristic

of Baltio as of Slavic. Latvian has a highly developed relative

mood while on the other hand Lithuanian has developed the opposition

between two simple past tenses.

6.62j5. "he similarities between B and M and the two Baltic

languages are, of course, typological since neither can be said

to have influenced the other. Moreover the inherited features

are not the same in both groups: e.g. the Baltic future in -s-

is an inherited feature, the S Slavic future forms are innovating.

The L and La presents have all been normalised on the basis of

the thematio type (ouriously enough the La 1P sg of the vb

to be. esmu is a hybridisation of the two types of present).

Traces of the athematic type are much more strongly represented

in Slavic.

6.624. It is possible to regard the oreation of the fp in

Lithuanian as the result of what archeologists have called stimulus

diffusion, i.e. that the idea of a tense opposition was borrowed,
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but not the forms. The only source from which this idea could

have come is the Slavic peoples in close oontact with the Lith¬

uanians, i.e, the WR or the Roles. Yet by the fourteenth century

this tense opposition was giving way to the perfect. Two possible

solutions may be posited: 1) the idea of a tense opposition

was borrowed much earlier, or 2) we must ooiae back to the notion

that it was an independent development cf the AukBtaiSiai dial

of Lithuanian.

6.625. The elements going to make up the L fp are allaolearly

explicable in Baltic terms (for a detailed description see

Christian Stang, Das slavische und baltigche Verbum. p 172 et

seq) but it is their use in combination that can be described

as innovating. Despite its conservatism in the substantival

deolension Lithuanian is not averse to innovation and it would

not be beyond the bounds of possibility that the fp should be an

independent invention of Lithuanian.

6.626. $he picture presented by Latvian is somewhat different.

Latvian has tended rather to react to changes resulting from

phonological processes. These processes were in all probability-

brought about by the interaction between Bed tic speakers and a

non- y.Ltic (Finnic) substratum. The one change whioh may without

doubt be ascribed to this substratum is the shift of the stress

acoent onto the first syllable (a Flnno-Ugrian feature). This

shift of stress brought about further changes: the contraction

of final vowels in many cases: of the locatives -e, -i and -u.

These locatives can be compared with the L forms -eje, -yje, -uje.
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Nona of these change's oan be described as innovating, though the

terra may be applied to the analogical extension of f loc sg -a

( L -oje) to the maso o-steras (L -e). In this respect then

Latvian may be I»«ked on as more conservative than Lithuanian

in that it does not so readily resort to innovation,

6,627. Where it is a question of the tense opposition the situation

in Latvian may be considered the Baltic norms i.e. no time

tense opposition existed. The use of the rae/rt construction

is still too sporadic in its distribution to be considered a true

opposition. Hers Lithuanian innovates. In the case of aspeot

too the Lithuanian suffixed imperfeotive 3 -inetl and iotl re

less restricted in their distribution than the La analytical

construction.

6.70. Final remarks.

6.7'J* A typological comparison shows that the Baltic languages

are essentially of the aspectual type rather than the type found

in Western Europe,where the opposition is between anteriority
and non-anteriority. The aspectual nature of the Baltic languages

is to a c ertain extent concealed by the presence of on elaborate

tense system. That this point is not significant is proved by

the even more elaborate t ense system of Bulgarian which we have

used as our model in the latter part of this work.

6.72. The aspeotual system of Baltio is less evolved than that

of Slavic, which points to the slower development of the Baltio
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system. Both the Slavic end the Baltic aspect systems are in¬

novatory; they differ from the aspeotual system attributed to

IE, whioh distinguished between verbal bases. Both Baltic and
Slavio use prefixes to nark the perfective. Lithuanian,like

Slavio, uses suffixes to mark new iuperfeocives. Latvian differs

Lore in using adverbial elements (the analytic, construction).

6.73. Lithuanian has in the suffix -davo the beginnings of

a tens© opposition comparable to the B opposition between the

aor and the imperfect. The L fp resembles the La construction

(mSgt and dependent infin) in its range cf meaning and is there¬

fore more restricted in its distribution than the B imperfect.

Kovertheless they (the B and L tenses) have in common the fact

that they can be used in either aspect, though with a preference

(particularly in modern B) for the imperfective.

6.74. The tense with the heaviest functional load in the Baltic

languages is the preterite. It corresponds at times to both

the B aor and B imperfect. In the latter oase the B imperfect

has neither a frequentative-habitual or a frequentative-intensive

fimoticn. The tendency exists in all three languages for the

perfect to act suppletively for the preterite (or aorta BJ This

tendency is more highly developed in Latvian than in either

L or B.

6.75. Comparisons between Baltic and Slavic tend to suggest

that Baltio occupies an intermediate position. The two languages

in question have neither attained the regularity of modern
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Bulgarlan or Macedonian in the two oppositions mentioned - p;

i and aor: inn - nor have they eliminated the simple past tenses

(and reduoed the number of oompound tenses) and constructed a

purely aspectual opposition. What will b@ the result of the inten¬

sification of the influence of Russian which has bean & feature

of the last twenty-five years is a matter for speculation, and it

is too early yet to express any definite opinions on this matter.
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A

Questionnaire on the use of tense and aspect;

1. Every year they used to travel to Europe to visit friends.

2. The farmer drove into market regul&rlyj there he bought

what he needed and sold his produce. Once a year he cold

a bull.

3. Few cams to the meeting though many invitations were sent

out.

4. The ground outside was covered with anew. In places it

was so deep that only a tractor could got through.

5. "What has happened?" ho asked. "Nobody knows", replied

the bystanders.

6. It has been reliably reported that all the crew- of the

airoraft that crashed survived.

7. We heard he came baok on Thursday.

8. lie began to spe : but after the first five minutes he was

constantly interrupted.

9. The silence was interrupted by a shot. Somebody had, no

doubt been firing at a wolf.
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10. H® continued on his way and walked for two hours. In all

this time he saw only two people.

11. The gamekeeper picked up the burnt rags and believed he

had found the oause of the recent fire.

12. "What have I done?" he exclaimed, when ne saw the floor

ail covered with water.

13. He handed over a book to each of the children; every

birthday they used to receive a new book.

14. John was never able to discover who had left the letter, -

it had obviously not come through the post.

15. "It has started1', the people shouted when the earth began

to tremble.

16. They oarae out together from the cinema, which was showing

the latest French film.

17. The teacher spoke for half an hour about the latest

achievements in technology; then he explained one or two

difficulties which had appeared in the last exercise.

18. They were abruptly told to run away and amuse themselves

elsewhere.

i9« Suddenly she oame into the room.
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20o "Did you eome hose every week?"

21. I took a newspaper from t he shelf and opened it a t the

middle page.

22. The door shut and she heard somebody coming upstairs.

23. The shop door* was constantly opening and shutting.

24. H© ran down to the gate to let them in.

25. H® was running to and fro, busying himself now with this,

now with that.

2o. He had spent moat of his life abroad. At tlx© age of fifty

he suddenly deoided to com® horns.

27. He always wrote to his parents when he was away from home.

28. He threw the logs onto the fire whioh soon burnt more

brightly. Then from time to time he would throw another

log on t o keep the fire in.

29. The min stopped and the two brothers went out into th®

village street. They usually went out at about this time.

30. Ke oaugi.it sight of h&r momentarily at the train window.



to the questionnaire:

L It

1 • KLokvienais metals jie vaSiuodavo %■ Europe aplarikyti draugy.

2, Okininkas pastovial vaSiuodavo J. irorg^; ten jis pirkdavo

kas jam reikalinga ir parduodavo suvo gaminiua. VIen$.

karif. j metus jis parkuodavc jaut

3* Maiai atejo p susirinkim^,, nors kvietiai^ buvo iSsiyste.

daug.

if* Lauke Seme buvo padengua sniegu. VietoikLs ji buvc taip

giliai, kad tik traktorius gale jo pravaSiuoti.

5* "Kas ataitilco?" jio paklause. "Nlek&s neSino"t atsake

talis, stovintieji.

6. Patikimai buvo pranetta, kad visa nukritusiojo lsktuvo

:pgula liko gyva*

7* Mes girdejome, kad jis gr^lc katvirtadien^.*

8* ois pradejo albeti, bet po pinny jy penkiy niinuCiy buvc

nuoiatos pertraukiamas*

9* l^rluiaa buvo Suvio pcrtraukta. Be- abejones kagkas taude

j. vilky.
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10. Jis tfse savo kelionv ojo dvi vaJLaudas. Pter vis#.

leikf jis mete tik du Smones.

11. F.igulys pakele sudegusius Skurlius ir grlvojo, kad surado

peskutiniojo gaisro prieSast^..

12. "K§, aS p&dariau?" jis suSuko, kai yaiaate visas grind!s

upseatas van&eniu•

13. Jis i-teike knygf. kielcvienam vaikui; kiekvier^ gimtadier4

jie gaud&vo pt. nauj§. knyg^.

14. Jonas liiekuomet nesu£i:iojo, kaa paliico lrlSk^ - jis nebuvo

siystas per pa£t$,.

15« "Preside jo", Saukc imones, kai Seme piracies jo drebeti.

16„ Jis kartu iSejo ik kino, Ituricfio buvo rodoma naujausia

PranouziSka filma.

17. Mokytojas per pusl valandos kaibsjo apie veliausius pasiekimua

teohnoiogijo je; po to paidSkiiio vieuy ar du sunkumus, kurie

iSkilo paskutiJiiuo3e prqtimuoae.

18. Staiga jiems buvc pasakyta begti ir linksmiatis kur nora

kitur.

19« Staiga ji 4©jo % kambaj'j.
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20. "Ar tu ©ini isuuao kiekvien# suvuiiy.

21 • Al paesaiau laikrastj. nuo loatynos lr atakleidSiau vidurinj.

puslapj.

22. Burys uSsidari ir ji iSgirdo kalkjt lipant iaiptais aukStyn.

23* ivraatu"/es &urys vip laik$. atsidarinsjo ir uSsidarinejo.

24. Jis r.ubego pri« v&rty jaos ^leisti.

25. Jis begiojo IS vienos vietos j. kit^, dirbdamas Sj. bei t$.

26. Jis praleido didesnf savo gyvenixao uulj. uSsieijyj©. Sulaukys

penkiaadsSiint mety jis staiga nutar© gr^Ssti nano.

27. Jis visuonust raSyiavo savo tevams, kada jis bu&avo iSvykys

IX nasny.

28. Jis uSinet© malky ant ugnies, kurie greitai dege Sviesiai.

Po to laikas mio laika jxs uSmesdavo pagalj., kad palaikius

ugx4 degant.

2$, bxeous eustojo/nustojo ir du broliai isejo j. kaiiao gatvf..

Jie paprastai iSeidavo apie t§. laik§..

36o Jis paiaatl j? akymiricsmui traukinio laflg©.
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itLekvienais me tax s jie keliaudavo J. Surcpf lankyti draugy.

2. Gkirunkas iris nuvalioudaifo .j. turgyj ten jis nuaipirkdavo,

ko jaia reikia, ir parkuodavo savo gaminius. Kartf per

astus jis parduodavo buliy.

3. | susitinfcimf teat©jo tik keletas, nors daug pakvietiray

buvo ifisiuntin&ta.

4. Semi Xauks buv® apkiota sniegu. Vietowis jis buvo toks

gilua, kad tik traktorius galejo pravaSiuotl.

5. "Kas atsitiko?" paklaus® jis. "Niekas neSino," at salt©

besidairantieji.

6. Kaip tikras dalykas buvo pran&Stc, kad iSliko gyva visa

i-gula to liktuvo, kuris suduSo.

7. Girdejome, kad jis grj.5o ketvirtedienj..

8. Jis pradejo kalbeti, bet po pirm^ju penki^ minu5iy jis jau

auolat buvo pert&ukinejamas.

9. i'ylf nutrauke Suvis. ISatyt, kaSkaa bus Sov§s i- vilkf.

10. Jis toliau t^s® savo kelionf dvejetf valandy. Per vis$

tf laikf. jis temate tik du 2mones.
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11. Girininkas pakfcLe .ipdojuaiuosius aku<*un:ls '~r P!>-

kad lis bus suradffl paskutiniojo guisro prieSastJ.

12. "K9 a% pedariftvi?" sululco Jis, pamntfS* kft!? vi30S £r'in<3ys
pilno3 vandens.

13. Jis d&vinejo kiekvieran vaikui po l:nygi-> lliekvisnj giarfcodienj.

jie paorastal gaudsvo po naujf. kuyga#

1/f, Jonas niekadn nepajege iy.siaiSkir.ii, k&s palike laiSkf;

aiSku, kad jis ne p&Stu atejo.

15. "Presidejo," Sauke Srr.or*s, kai Sen? pradejc drebsti.

1^. Tie kartu iSejo 3 5 kiuoteatro, kurir- rode naujasi^ prancu-

aiSk§ filEf.

k.jf
17. Mokytojas puevalanlj. kalbejo -api a naujausius technologijos

pasiekii&us; paslcui jis iSaiSkino vien? kitf. klintj., su

kurla ausidurta pasfcutiniajfune 0ratine.

1P. Staiga jiams bu-ro pasakyb?. begti Salin ir knr kitur susirasti

juoky.

15. Stsiga ji iejo % fcowbarj..

20. "Ar tu kas aavaitj pareidinejai nano?"
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21 • Pasiwaiau nuo lentynos laikraSt^. ir &tver8iau jj, ties

viduriniaisiais puslapiais.

22. USsidar© durya ir ji iSgirdc, kad kaSkaa ateina laiptais

(... iSgirdo ka£k§. ateinant laiptaia.)

23. Parduotuves durys buvo nuolat atidarinejaraos ir uidarlnejamoa.

24. Jis pabegefo (nubego) iki vartyi ir jJLlido juoa.

25. Jis beginejo pirrayn ir atgal, 8ia Siuo, 5ia tuo uSsiimdaaias.

26. DidSifjj savo gyvenimo dalj jis buvo praleidfs svetur.

Sulaukfs penkiasdelimt staiga nusprende grjJti namo.

27. Jia visada raS® tsvams, kai budavo iSvaEiav^s.

28. Jis mete rastigalius % ugnj, ku±i netrukus sviesiau

suliepsnojo.•. (ommited).

29. Nustojo lytij Lr abu broliai iBejo j. kairao gatvf. Papraatai

jie visada apid tcfcj. laik§. iSeidavo.

30. Jis aklaiirksniui sugavo jos ivilgsaj. prie traukinio lango.
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JSasmet jie vaSiuodavo Europf aplankyti drasigy.

Ukininkas ragulariai vaSiuodavo % turgyj Sia jis pirkdavo

kas jam reikalinga ir parduodavo savo gaminius. Karty

metuo3@ jis parduodavo buliy.

MaSai atsilanke %. susirinkimy, nora buvo iSsiuntineta

daugelis pakvietiray.

Lauke ieme buvo nuklots. sneigu. Vietomis buvo taip gilu,

kad tik traktorus buvo galiraa pravaSiuoti.

"Kas atsitiko?" jis paklaus®. "Niekas ne2ino"p atsake

Salia stovintieji.

Pagal patiklffius Saltinius buvo prane&ta, kad visa

nukrituaio lektuvo ygula iSsigelbejo.

Hes girdejcme, kad jis sugrjlo detvirtadien}..

Jis pradejo kalb&ti, bet jau po piraiyjy minufiiy buvo

nuolatos pertraukiaaas.

Tyla buvo pertraukta Suvio. Be abejo, leaSkas Sove % vilky.

Beeidamas savo keliu jis vaik58iojo dvi valandas. Per

ty laiky jis teaate tik du Siaones.
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11. Eigulys pakela mo £erne3 apdegusiousius skudurus ir tike jo,

kad atrado neparseniausiai ^.vykusicje gaisro prieSast^..

12. gi ai padsriau?" suSuko jis, kai pamate kad ant grinds

yra pilna vandens.

13« Jis jteike po knyg^ kiakvienaa vaikui; kiekvisno

gimtadienio proga jie gaudavo po knyg$.

14. Jonui niekad rtepagiseke iSaiSkinti kas paliko laiSkf;

be abejo, jis nebuvo siestas paStu.

15. "Jau prasidejo", Sauk© Ssaones, kai Seme eme drebeti.

16. Jie kartu iSijo IS kino, kuriame rodoma paskutinysis

PranouziSkas filmss. (films and filmas are both found)

17. Moktojas kalbejo pu$f valandor apie naujausius teohnologijas

atsiekimusj tuomet jis paaiSkS* vienf. kit§ sunkum^, kuria

iSkilo paskutiniajame uSdavinyje,

18. diems staiga buvo pasalcyta begt ir linksmintis kitur.

19. Staiga, jimal j.ejo £ kambar^.

20. "At tu grj.S&avai naiao kas savaitf?"
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21, AS paemiau laikraStj, nuo lentynos ir atverftiau vidurin^

puslap^.,

22, Buris uSsidari or ji girdejo kaSky lipant laiptais y virSy.

23. Krautuves duris nuolatos buvo Atdarinejamos ir uSdarinejamos.

24. Jiff nubego prie verty ir Jleido juos vidun.

35. Jiff lakste Sen ir ten, vis uSsiimdamas save tai su Siuo,

tai su tuc.

26. Beveik visy save gyveniai§ jis praleido uSsienyje. Sulaukys

penkiasdeSimt raety, staiga jis nutare sugrySti namo.

27. Jiff visuomet raSydavo tavams, dai budavo ISvaSiavys. iS

namy,

28. Jia Jxiete rystus J. ugnj., kuri tuojau erne sparSiau degti.

Viliau, kartas nuo karto, jis vis ^maadavo po ifsty, kad

ugnis neiSblesty.

29. Kustojo lyti ir du broliai iSejo y kaimo gatvf. Pa prastai

jie visuoraet maldaug Siuo iaiku iSeidavo lauk.

30. Jis akimirkai pamate jy traukinio lange.
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Kiekvisnsls metals jie keliawo Europf aplankyti draugy.

Ukirdnkas j. turgy vaSinvo ragulariei./ vaSinadavo pastoviai;

jis tan nusipirkdavo ko reikejo, ir par&uodavo savo gaminius.

Karty metuose jis parduodavo jautj.

MaSai atvyko J susirinkiniy, nors buvo iSsiysta daug pakvietiiay.

2em@ lauke buvo apsnigusi. Vietoais sniegas buvo toks

gilu3, kad tik tr?ktoriua galejo pravaSiuoti.

2©hq lauke buvo apdengta sniego. Vietcyis jis buvo toks

gilus, kad tik traktorlus galejo pravaliuoii.

MKas atsitiko?" jis paklause. "Niekas neiino", atsake

stovintiaji.

Patikiiai Saltiniai prane&e, kad visa suduSusiojo lektuvo

i-gula iSsigelbsjo.

Girdejome, kad jis gr^So ketvirtadisnj..

Jis pradejo kalbeti, taSiau po pinnyjy penkiu, miauSiy

jis buvo nuolatos pertraukin©jamas.

iylf pertrauk© Suvis. Ka5kas9 tur but, Bove j. vilky.
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10. Jis ejo sava keliu ir Singsniavo dvi vaiandas. Per vissf.

tf laikf jis temate tik da Smones.

11. Xverininkas pakele apdegusiousiua skudurus ir tikejosi

radfs neseniai buvusiojo gaisro prieSaistj..

12. "Kf aS padariau?" jis suiuko, pamatfs -/isas grindis apaemtas

vandeniu.

13» KLekvienam vaikul jis paaave po knyg§.', ki©kvien§ gimtadienj.

jie gaudavo po nauj§. knyg§..

14. Jonas niekados negalejo suSinoti, kas paiko laiSkj. - buvo

ai&ku, kad jis neatljo pa&tu.

15. "Prasidejo", Isauks faaones, kai Seme pradejo drebeti.

16. Ji© kartu iBejo i£ kino, kuids rod© paskutinj. prancuziSkf

17. Mokytojas puse valandos pasakojo apie pa kutiniausius

teohnologijos laimejimusj po to jis paai^kino vienf

kitf. sunkiuaj, kurie pasitaik® paskutiniajam® pratime.

18. Jiems grieStai lisps dingti ir Saisti kur kitur.

OH

Jiems grieftal lisps begti ir susirasti praraog^ kur nors

kitur.
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19. Staiga ji ^ejo ^ kambar^.

20o Ar gr$.Mavai namo kiekvienf savaitf?

21. Nuo lentynos paaieaiau laikraBtJ. ir atsirerSlau ties

vidurisiuoju puslapiu.

22. Durys uBsldara, ir ji girdejo kaSka 11 pant laiptais.

23« Parduotuv&s durys vi b§. laikf buvo atidarlnejaoos ir

uldarinejanio s •

24. Jis nublgo prie verfcy ir juos Jlsido.

25. Jis lakste Sen ir ten, kartais uSsiimirtejo Siuo, kartais

tuo.

26. DidSiausif. savo gyvenimo dal£, jis praleido uSsieniuose.

Sulaukes penkiasdeSimties, jis staiga nutare grjlti namo.

27. Jis visuoset raSinedavo tevams* kai budavo iSvykfs 15 nain^.

28. Jis suaete r^stus J ugnj., kuri bematant suliepsnojo akaidriau.

lb to jis retkardiais Jmesdavo po rpstf liepsnei palaikyti.

29. Kustojo lyti, ir abu broliai iSejc 4 kaimo gatvf. Api®

Sj. laiky. jie papraatai iSeidavo lauk.

30. Jis jf. pamate akimirkai iraukinio lang®.
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L& 1.

1. Katru ga&u V|al medaa oeJ.ol us Siropu, lai epmsklitu draugus.

2. Saimnieks brauca us tirgu regular!j tur vipl pirka ko

vi^ara v&ja&zeja un pardeva savus ralojumus. Reizi gada

vipl pardeva pa bullim (versim).

3* Wr apmekleja sanakami, kaut gaa b;, issutlti ielugumu.

4. 2emi lauka klaja sniegs. Vletam tas KLj Ik dzi^S, ka

tikai traktors vareja tikt cauri.

5. "Kas liotieis?" vifS j&ut&ja. "Neviens nezin," atbildeja

klateso|ia.

6. Bij tieamas si^as, ka visa avarejuSas lidmaSinas apkalpe

ir izglabusiss.

7. Mes dzirdejam, ka Ti^l esot atgresies oeturdieni.

8c Vi£i& iesaka runat, bet pec pirnaa jam pieeam nn.nu.tem

vipu nepartraukti partrauoa.

9. KluBumu isirauelja laviens. Kada, bez Saubem, lava viStku.

10. YijtS turpinaja aavu ceju un gaja divas^divi stundas. Yisa

Sai laika vijtl satika (redzeja) tikai divus/divi oilvekus.
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11. MeSaargs atrada *(pao»la** ) sadeguSas lup- tas ua doraajas

mfcradis nesena ugunsgreka celoni,

* if he had been out looking for the oausej

** if oaeually out walking.

12. "Kb esmu izdarljis?" vipS izsauoas, kad rodzija ka gridu

klaja udens.

13. VijtS pasniedza (iedeva) katram bernam gramatu; vi$H a

sapemt launu gramatu katra dzimSanas diena.

14. Janim nekad neizdnvas noskaidrot, kas bij atsiajis vestuli;

bija skaidrs, ka tT nebij nakusi pa pastu.

15. "Ir saciesj" Jaudis sauoa, kad zeme saka drebat (trioet).

16. Vijd atsta^a kino rcize, kur izradlja jaun&ko (pedejo)
fran&u filmu.

17. Skolotajs runaja pusstundu par pedejiem aasniegumiem

technologies; pee tam vipS izskaidro.ja daSas gyutakas
vietas iepriekSija uzdewuma.

18. Yijiiem strupi lika let prom un prieoaties (if children -

notajaties) kaut kur (can be omitted) oitur.

19. PekSpi vijua, ienaoa istaba.
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20. Vai tu atgriezies (or naoi) majas katru nede}u?

21. Es papemu laikrastu no plaukta un atveru to vidu.

22. Durvis aizveras, un vipa dzirdeja Kadu nakam aug§a

(... vipa dzirdeja, ka kads naoa augSa).

23. Veikala durvis virinajas nepartraukti.

24. VipS skreja us vertiem, lai vipus ielaistu.

25. VipS skraidija Surp un turp, un darija te So te to.

26. Lielako tiesu savas dzives vipS bij pavadljis arzemes.

Piecdesmit gadu vecuma vipS pekSpi nolema atgriesties majag.

27. VipS vieniaer rakstija saviem vecakiem, kad vipS bij prom

(no majas).

28. VipS ierneta pagales uguni, kaa drlz iedegas galSaki. Tad

laiku pa iaikam vipB iemeta pa pagalei, lai uzturetu uguni.

29. Lietus apstajas, un abi braji izgaja us (oiema) ialas.

Vipi parasti izgaja Sai laika.

30. VipS uz acumirkli ieraudzlja vipu pie vielciena laga.
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La 2.

1. Katru gadu viyd mdsa cejot us Eiropu, lai apciewotu draugus.

2. Saimnieks regular! brauoa us tirgus tur vipS iepirka kas

vipam (paSam) bij vajadzlgs un par&eva savus raSojumus.

Rsizi gada vip£ parde'va bulli.

3. Tikai daSi atnaoa us sapulci/ ieradas sapuloe (OH iter;

raidsa ierasties..)» kaut gan daudzi ielugumi bija/tika

issutiti.

4. Zerae bi j sniega klata. (Sniega klaja seme) Vieturais

(daSur, daSviet, Sur-tur) tas bija tik dsi}S» ka tikai

ar traktoru vareja tikt oauri.

5. "Kas noticis?" vipl jautaja (vaioaja). "Keviena nezin (a)",

atbildeja klatstavoSie (aou liecinieki).

6. Tika tioaffii apgalvots (No tioamiem avotiem zipots), ka

katastrofa cietu$as (nokrituSis, sarituSas) lidmaSinas

apkalpe bij isdzivojusi (pardzlvojusi katastrofu).

7. Mes dzirdejam, ka vip$ atgriezas eeturtdiana.

8. YipB saka run&t, bet peo minutem pieoam (peo pirmain pieoam

minutim; better; jau paBa sakuraa, peo minutes pieces) vipu

trauktin partrauca (notruleas trauceja).
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9. Klusumu Bfcela Saviens (laviens partrauca klusumu). Acimredzami

kads Bava uz vilku.

10. Vijdl turpinaja (atjaunoja ) savu ca}u aojodams stundas

divas. Pa visu So laiku vx^B redseja tikai divua oilvelcus.

11. Melsargs paoela apdeguBas lupatas un qija parlieciba (noticeja),

ka vipB atradis nesena ugunsgreka ciloni.
*If h® subsequently changed his opinion^ if another cause

oame forward.

12. "Ko ®s esrau nodarijis (padarijis, pastradajis), vi^S

iesauces ieraudidama, ka visa grdda parklata ar udeni

(visa istaba udeni, udens plust pa visu gridu).

13. Vi^B pasniedza granatu katraza no bernieas katra dsislanas

diena (not so fashionable - dsiraumdiene ) vijji medza aapemt

pa .jaunai grama tai.

K 14» Janis (Blons) nekad nsspeja atklat, kas bij atstajis (to)

vestuli - acimredzaai ta nebij nakusi pa pastu.

15» "Sacies", Jaudis kliedza, kad seme saka tricet.

16. Vijpi kopa iznacn no kinc(-teatra), kur tika radita jaunsks

fyanSu filrca.
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1?. Skolotajs runaja (stestija) pusstundu par pedejiem (jaunakiem)

aasnieguaie® technologija un tad vig.fi izakaidroja daSas

grutibas, ku» bij atgadiju&as pedeja rakatdarba.

18. Yipiea strupl tika pateikts doties (idiom:) lasities

(unldiora. ;) skriet prom un natalities (spaleties) kaut

kur citur.

19. Vipa pakBpi (negraidlti) ienaoa 1staba.

20. "Vai jus mediat atgriezties majas (nakt, braukt) katru

nedeju?"

21. Es papimu avisi no plaukta un to attaisiju videja lappus©.

22. Durvis aiscirtas un vi^a dzirdeja idu nakas (pa trepeai)

uz augBu.

23. Yeikala durvis tika virinatas nepartraukti.

24. Mes skrojam leja uz vartiem lai vipus (tos) ielaistu iekBa.

25. VipS skraidija krust?ia %ergam nododamies t® ar Bo, te ar to.

26c Yi$£ savas delves lielako tissu bij pavadlj.ic arzemes.

Fieodesm.it gadu vecuma vipl pekipi noiema atgriesties majls.

27. ¥ip& viemier nsedza rakstit vecakiem kad bija (atradas) prom

no maja.
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28. VipS uzmeta pagales (if outside the house; uz ugunskura,

if inside; kamina, neutrally; virsu) un uguns drls dega

daudz koSak. Tad laiku pa laikam vipf piemeta pa pagalei.

29. Lietus apstajas un abi braj.i izgaja ara sadSas iela (ielipa)

Vipi parasti medza iziet ap So (dienas) laiku.

30. VipS uz vietas vipu ieraudzlja kad viloiens apstajas.
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La 3.

1# Katru gadu vipi medza cejot uz Eirfpu, lai npoienrotu draugus.

2. Feraieris regular! "brauoa uz tirguj tur vipl pirka visu

vajadzIgG un pardeva savus produktus. Reizi gada vipS

pardeva bull!.

3. Ua eanakami ieradas nedaudsij lai gan daudzi ielugami

bija izsutlti#

4. Ara seme bija p'arklata ar sniegu. Vietam tas bija tik

dzi^S, ka tikai traktors rare ja izkiut cauri.

5* "Xas ir notiois?" vipS jautaja. "Neviens riezin," atbildeja

klatesoSie.

6* Ir droSas sipas ku avarlju oietuSaa lidroaSlnas visa

apkalpc ir palikusi dalva.

7. Mes dzirdejam, ka vip$ ceturtdien atgriezies.

8. VipS s&ka runat, ta6u pec pirraajam piecam mimtirs* vipS

tika pastavxgi partraukta.

>« IHusuetu partrauoa Saviens. Kads, bes 8aubaa, bi.ja Saris

uz villau

* Most spell minute with a short -u-.
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10. VipS turpina.ja savu oeju un gaje. divas stundas. Pa vi«u

So laiku vipB redseja tikei divas cilvekus.

11. ft'e&sarga pace!a s"defailas akrandas un notice la, ka vipS

atradis nesen notikula ugunsgreka celoni.

12. "Ko es esmu izdarljis?" vipS iesauoas, kad vipS redzeja, ta

visa grlda parpludusi ar udeni.

13. VipS pasniadsa grSaatu katrcun bsrnaroj katra dzim&anas

diena viyi ssedsa aapemt jaunu gramatu.

14. DSons nekad nevareja uzzinat, kas bija atstajis vestuli,

- acini redsot, ta nebija pianakusi pa pastu.

13. p3akas" kliedsa cilvaki, kad sens saka trloat.

16. Vipi kopa iznaoa no kinoteatra, kura demonstreja jaunako

franfiu filau.

17- Skolotajs pusstundu runaja par jaunakajiem sa niegumien

tehnologijaj pio tam vipS paskaidroja vi&i-u mi divus

ssraSgitus Jauta.juraus, kuri bija raduSies pedeja vingrinajuma.

13. Viyiera tika sknrbi pateikts starlet nrcjas W uz.jautrinatics

kaut kur citar.

19» PekSpi vipa ienaoa istaba.
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2C. "Vri jus parbraucat majas katru ned~].u?"

21. Eg papemu avlsi no plaukta un atvera to videja iappuse.

22. Burvia sisveras, un. vipa dsirdeja kadu nakaa augSup pa kapnim.

23# Veikala durvis pastavlgi atveras un aizveras.

2L. Vi$t3 skraidlja uz ppiekSu un atpakaj., no&arbinadams sevi

ar So un tc.

2n. Savaa dsfves lielako da}u vi^S bija paradljis arsesies.

Piecdaamit gadu veeuraa vipS nekSpi nolema duties us ma jam.

27. VIviemaer raksstlja savisx veoakiem, lead vipi bija projam

no inajara.

28. 7i$tS svieda pagalas karalna, kan drls vien dega ar spoSaku

liesara. Tad laiku pa laiseara vipS medsa ieaveist vel vianu

pagali, lai uguns nsnodristu.

29. Lietus parstaja lit, un abi braji isgaja us ciemata ielaa.

Vipl parasti gaja arm ap So laiku.

30. 7Ip3 tobrld ieraudaija vipu pie vialciena loga.
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bgl 4«

1. K&tru gadu vifd medza oejot us Eiropu apoiemot draugua.

2. Laukaaimnieks brauoa uz tirgu regular!; tur viyS pirka

ko vipam vajadzaja un pardeva aavus raSojumus. Beizi gada

'rif.5 p&rdeva bulli.

3* Mat atnaoa uz aanaksaii kaut gsn dauds ielugumu bija izsutiti.

4. Zeme e,ra bija apklata ar sniegu. Vietan ta3 bija tik

dsi^S, k& tikai traktors varaja tikt cauri.

5. "Kas ir ncticia?" vipS jaut&ja. "Neviens nezina1', atbildeja

klatesoSie.

6. Tika tieami zipots, ka visa nogazuSas lidmaSlnas apkalpa

izglabad.

7. Me3 dsir&Ijara, ka vi^l atnaoa atpaka^ ceturtdiena.

8. YipS sake runat, bet peo pinaam pieeain ninutSa vlpS tika

pastavlgi partraukta*

9. Klusums tika partraukta no Saviens. K&ds hija, bez Saubam,

Savis uz vilku.

10. ViyS turpinaja aavu oeju un gaja divas siundas. Visa

Sai laik& vifX redzsja tikai divus oilvokus.
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'i 1 • Medibu parzinis peoela apdagu&aslupatas un doiaaja ka vipS

ir atradis oeloni nesenaa ugunsgrSkam.

12. "Ko ea ssmu isdarfjis?'1 vipg issaucas, kad vip& redzlja
visa gr-Tdu apklatu ar uderd.

13. Yips pasrtiedsa katraro bernam gramatu] katra dsiss&anas

diem vipi madza sapemt jaunu gramatu.

14. Jar Is nekad nespeja atklat kurS bija atatajia vsstuli,

ta asifli redEot nebija nakuai pa psaiu.

15. "Jr saoies", Jaudis sauoa, lead zeaie saka trioei.

16. Yipi kopa naoa are no kino, kas bija radl.jis pe&ejo franfiu

filmu.

17. Skolotajs ruaaja pusstundu par pedljiem sasniegumiem

teohnologijaj vip5 tad izskaidroja da$as grutxbas, kas

bija paradljuSas pedsja uzdewuaa.

18. Vipiem tika slrupi pateikis iei let projam un usjautrinas

kada oita vi@ta.

19. P»k§pi vipa isnaoa istaba.

20. "Yai Jus naoat majas katru nadeju?"
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21. Es pajtemi Ipikrakstu no plaukta un atveru to videja iapa.3

puse.

22. Durvis aizveras in dzirdeja kadu nakaa pa trepea

us augiu.

23. Veikaia durvis pastavagi atvir&s un aisvera 3.

24« VipS skrija lej? pi© variis® lai vipus ielaistu iekSa.

25. Vi$i§ skraialja Surp un turp, nodarbinadaas sevi gan ar

So ar to.

26. VlpS bija pavadljia savas dzlves lielako dsju arzemes.

Piecdesffiit gadu reouzaa vipS pekS^i nolema nakt ma,jaa.

27. Vi^S vienailr rakstlja savism veoakiera, kad vijjtl Mis wrojam

no saajaa.

28. YipS meta malkas pagales ugunl, kas drfz dega daudz gaiiaki.

Tad laiku pa l&ikaaa viy$ metas oitas pagalas, lai uguns neizd-

ziest.

2$, Lietus apsia^as un abi br&J.i izgaja ara uz ciema ielas.

V'ipi parasti gaj& ara ap So laiku.

30. YijtS pamanfjs. vipu aoiaentali pie viloiena loga.
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La 5»

1. Katru gadu vijii madsa cejot us Eiropu, lai apoiemotu draugus.

2. Ze?nnieks allaS brauoa us tirguj tur vipS pirka, ko

vajadseja, us pardeva savus r&So Justus. Katru gadu (Ikgadus)
pardeva pa vienam bullim.

3. Tikai nedaudsi atnaca us sapuloi, kart gan d&udsi tika

aiclmati.

4. «ru visa bija apsra.ds.is. Vieton srdegs bija tile daiJS,

ka tikai &r traktcru varlja izbraukt cauri.

5. "Kas ir notieis?" vipl jautaja. "Neviens nezin", atbiideja

klatesoM.©.

6. No drolies nvotiesi zijio, ke. visa lidraaSinaa apkalp©, kas

avarija, isglabag.

7. Mes dzirdejes, ka vip& atgriesaa ociurtdiesi.

8. Vlpg saka runit, bet jau pic pieces minutes vijiu pastavigi

partrauca.

9. Saviens partrauoa klusuau? nebij Saubu, ka kids Sava vilku.

10. VijtS turpinaja eeju un nogaja divas stundan. Pa visu go

laiku vi$l redzeja tikai divua oilvifcus.
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11. KeSsargs pacsla apdeguSas lupatas un bija parlieoinats,

ka atrada ugunsgreka celoni.

12. "Ko os izdariju", izsauoas, kad ieraudzlja, ka visa

grida bija appludinaia.

13. Katrarn beraam tfipl iedeva pa gramatai; katru (ik;

dzimSanas disnu vipi sayema jaunu griunatu.

14. Janiia neizdevas uzainat, kas atstaja vcstuli - bija

skaidrs, ka ta (v±$ts) naatnaon pa pastu,

15. "Nu, jau aakas", kliedza audia, kad zssis saka drabet.

16. Vi$i kopa iznaea no ki»02alesp kuya r&dxja jaunako fran&A

filcra.

17. Skoiotaja runaja (stastija) pusstundu par jaunakiem

saaniegumiem tehnologija; pec ism oijtS izakaidroja daSaa

neskaidrlbas pedeja vingrinajuma.

18. PekBpi vipiem lika lasities prom un apeleties kui* oitur.

19» Negaiditi vipa ienaoa istaba.

20. ''Vai jus katru nede^u nakat majag?"

21. Ea pajiemu no pl&ukia avizi un atveru (ridejo lapu.
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22. Durvis aisveras, uii vipS dzirdeja, ka leads mca (kapa)

augSa (pa trepesa).

23* Veik&la durvis visu laiku veras oiet un vaj.a.

2k- YipS aizskreja li&z r&rtiem un ielaida vipus iekSa.

25. VijiS ski-ejc Surp un curp, darlclaiLs gan So, gan to.

2o. Sava mu£a liolako da}u vip£ pavodlja aizeaea. Piecdesmit

gada veouma, vipS piepoSi leiaa atgriest5.es aajas.

27. Prombutne no majam, vipS vienmer rakstija saviejn vecakiem.

2o. YipS iemeta pagales ugurd, kas drlzi vien saka degt ar

gaiSalru liesau. Pec taxa vipS pa laikam piemsta pa pagalei,

led uguns neapdeistu.

25. Lietua pargaja un abi braji izgaja ar" eiema ielas.

Yipi parast.1 izgaja ~ra ap So laiku.

30. Vi^S pekSpi ieraudslja vipu viloiena loga,
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1. Vsjaka godina te p&iuyahu v Evropa m. gosti na prijateiite.

2. Ferawr&t re&orao hodoSe s kolata si na pazar, t&m kupuvsS©

kakvoio mu a nuino i prodavaSe kakvotd beSe proizvel.

Vein 1 v godimta prodaraBs bik.

3. V&preki 6© b iia isprateni mnogo pokard, taalko iiora dojdoha

na sSbranieto.

4. Kaviil zenyata be pukrita sS.s snjag. Kjaka.de sneg&t tolkova

d&ibok, 8e znoSeSe da s® rain® same s traktor.

5. Kakvo se ® slufiilo? popita toj. Nikoj ne zraue, otgovoriha

hoirata, koxt© stoeha n&okolo.

6. BeE® saobSteno s&s sigumosi, 8© celljat ekipab na

kat&strofiraiijs s&iaolet b©S® o&ivljal.

7. Cuhiae, 8® se e vSrnal v Setvart&k.

*

8. Toj zapodna da govori, po sled p&rvite 5 ninuti postojanno

go prek&svaha.

9. TiSinata be naruieaa ot gr&m (izstpel). Nes&anano njakoj
streljaBe po vSlk.

10. Toj prod&ISi pStja si i v&nrja 2 8asa. Prez ojaloto vrem®

vidja samo dvama dull.
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Podarjat vze izgoreStite parStali i misleSe fie e otkril

pm.^inata 0a neotdavnnfird ja pofiar.

"Kakiro napravih", vSzklikna toj kato vidja, Se eelijat r>od

e pokrit a voda.

Toj pelade kniga na vejako date - po sveki relden den, to

polufiavalia xic ra knipa.

BSon ndkoga r,e rue5a da razbere koj e {ha) ovtzvxl pisicoto -

cfievidno to ne be doSlo e poStata.

"Zapofina," vikaha horatt, kogsto zerajata aapofina treperja.

Te izljazoha zaedno ot kinoto, k&d.eto davaha naj-novija

frenski film.

Ufiiteljat gorori polovin fias sa naj-novite postiSerdja v

tehnikata, poale obja&ni ednsdve ot trudnite mesta, srefitnati

v poslednoto upr-alnerie.

Bjazko in kazaha da se mnlat i da so jsabnvljavat njak&do

drugad«»

IsvadnaS tha vlcze v stajata.

VrSStahto li se vlcfifiti vsjaka seduica?
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Vzqh vestnika ot rafta i go otvorih na stra&icata v srodata.

Vratata se zrtvori i t ja 8u, 8e njakoj idva gore.

Vratata na magazine neprckdeaato se otvarjaS© i satvarj&Se.

Toj iatiSa aolu do portata da im otvori.

Toj tiCaSe nasam-nataE, kato se zanimavaSe tu s tova, tu s onova.

3e5a prek ral po-goljaauta 6aot ot Sirota si v SuSbina. Kogato

be na 50 godini, vnezapno r©si da se v&rne v rodinata si.

Vinagi piSsSs na roditel lie si,, kogato be&e dalefi ot kSSti.

Toj h-Hrli dXrvata v og&nja, kojto 3kc.ro se r&sgcrja jarkc.

Poole 0t'/rsme-navreme toj hv&rljaBe po njakoe &&rvo da

go poddfiria.

C£5d.&t cprja i dvamata brat ja iaJ jazona na selukata ulica.

Obilcnovermo izlizaha po tova vreL.6.

Toj ja vidja za moment ot prozoreoa na vlaka.
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B 2.

1# Vsjaka godins te cbiknovormo p&tuvaha v Evropa na gosti

na svoi prijaieli•

2. Fermer&t kodeSe na paaar ivftovnoj tea toj kupuiraS®, tova

kesto mu beSe nul.ro i prcdavaSe stokata si. Edin p&t v

godinata toj prodavafio po edin bik,

3. Malko hora dojdoha na srefctata, v&preki, 5® bjaha. rasspratani

mnogo po.ka.ni.

4. Nav&n aerajata bsSe pokrita s«s anjag. Na raeata toj beB®

tolkova d&lbok, 6a gorae traktor jaoBeSe da mine.

5. "Xakvo ge alufte?" popiia toj. Nikoj no znae - otgavoriha

stojaBtite.

6. BeSe s&obStono dostovsrao, 5o ekipaBai na saaoleta kojto

kat&strofira e oSivljal.

7. Cuhme, 5? se v&raa v Betv&rt&k.

8. Toj annoftna da goirori, no sled pet rainutx toj l>®&®

postojanno prek&svan.

9. TiSinata beS® prek&«m»t& ot izstrel. Bezs&nmeno, njakoj

beBe streljal po v&lk.
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10. Toj prod&ISi p&tja si i v&rvja dva fiasa. Prez cjaloto tova

vreme vidja samo dv&ma duSi.

11. Gorskijat vdigna izgorenite dripi i pomisli, fie e otkril

prifiinata 3a poiara.

12. Toj razdad© po edna kniga na vsjako dete; za vsaki rc£den

dan t© obiknovenno polufiavaha po edna nova kniga.

13. "Kakvo napravih" - vfizklikna toj, kogato vidja, 6® oelijat

pod bsS® pokrit s voda.

14. DSon nikoga n© moSa da otkrie koj be&e ostavil plsinoto -

javno beSa, fie to n© beSe doSlo po poStata.

15. "Zapofina - zakreSt jalia horata, kcgato semjata zapofina da

so trese.

16. T© izljasoha zaidno ot kinoto, v koeto davaha naj-novi ja

frenski film.

17« Ufiiteljat govori polovin fias za naj-novite postiSenija v

tehnologijata. Posle toj objasni edna-dve ot trudnostite,

srsltnati v poslednoto upraSnenija.

18. Napravo im b©Se Icasano da zapuanat i se zabavljavat drugade.

19. lavodn&fi tja viez© v stajata.
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20. "Vajaka sa&mioa li 6© vr&8t&£© ▼ kft&ti.

21 • Aa vzeh veatnika ot polioata i go otvorih na srednata

strsnioa.

22. Vratata na magazina s@ otvarjaSe i zatvarjaS® postojanno.

24. Toj istiSa do portata da irn otvori.

25. Toj tifiaSe nasan-nataa, kato s© zanima*aS@ tu s tova, tu

s onova.

26. Taj be5e prekaral po goljamata 6ast ot Sivota si v SuSbina.

Na petdesetgo&iBna v£zrast toj izv®dn&S r®5i da s© vSra©

v rodinata se.

27# Toj vinagi piSeB© na roditelit© 3®, kogato n® b®l® v k&iti.

28. Toj hvTrli s?.6kite v og&nja, kojto skoro se rezpali. Posl®

ot . rem® na w®m# hv&rljaB® po njakoja druga sfe&ka, za

da podd&rSja ogSnja.

29. D&Bd£t sprja, i dvam&ta bratja izljazoha na selskata uiifika.

Te obiknovenno iziizaha po tova vrewe.

30. Toj ja z&raja za mig na prosoreca na vlaka.
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Appendix C

Motes on alphabets and transliteration systems.

1• Soman

The standard orthography of those languages which

use Boman is used with modifications in a few places.

Lithuanian

/«/ -

Nasalisation is indicated by a subscript comma.

Latvian

Palatalisation as in standard orthography indicated

by oomma, superscript comma replaced by acute accent.

Serbo-Croatian

Croatian orthography used without modification.

Polish

Nasalisation indicated by subsoript comma.

Turkish

Back variant of /i/ - &

2. Transliteration from Cyrlllio

With certain modification is based on transliteration

of OCS.
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OCS

Front and back jers - I and 8.

Russian

a
a P r

6 b c 8

B ▼ T t

r g y u

a d $ f

• •

e, e e X h

x. 1 u c

3 z q 8

K i HI 5

o

M i m 18

K k n

JI 1 H y

M
m b •

H
n 3 e

O 0 10 ju

n P fl ja

Bulgarian

^ (here a reduced vowel) - S.*

Macedonian

k, I* rendered as in Cyrillic with acute, i.e. k', g'«
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